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Introduction
The purposeof this indexis to providea subjectguide to the SDSU Collegian. Included are allarticles written by
the st^f aswell aswire-service news stories. Excluded arebrief announcements, notices, and minor sport events.
This issuecumulatestwo publishing years, September 1986-July 1988. A future indexalsowill be published bien
nially at the end of every other academic year, including any summer issues.
Although this is a computer-assisted index, subjectheadings are not automatically assignedfrom key-words out
ofheadlines. Whenever the headline words donot accurately reflectthe contentof the article, appropriate subject
heading(s) are assigned. Names of the editor, columnists, and staff writers on the opinion page are included in sub
ject headings. Excluded are names of letter writers (to the editor) and other reporters.
Subject entries are limited to eighteen characters, including spacing. Thus, abbreviations and incomplete
headings are sometimes necessary. For example. Student Association Elections are listed as SA-Elections. A cross
reference is made whenever necessary, for example. StudentAssociation seeSA. Place names insubject entriesare
also abbreviated to save space (cities and states in two letters; counties in three letters) but are spelled out in the
notation whenever possible—e.g.:
Chamber ofComm—BR 801026 SDSU, Brookings endorse Mutual Sounding Board.
The following abbreviations are used throughout the index:
* An asterisk at the be^nningofa notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the story.
(L) At the end of a notation denotes a letter to the editor.
(Ed) At the end of a notation denotes an editorial.
( ) Whenever space allows, a reporter's name is included in parenthesis at the end of notation.
Instructions For Use
Subject headings arearranged alphabetically under each main heading. The entries arearranged chronologically.
The input record is composed of three fields:
1. Subject headings—e.g.; SA-Elections
2. A nine-digit code containing the date (year, month, and day) and pagination (section, page, and column)—e.g.:
820303 012
82 = 1982
03 = March
03 = the day
01 = the page
2 = the column
* = illustration
3. The headline notation—e.g.: "Candidates stress involvement." Thus an entry composed of the above units would
read:
SA-Elections 820303 012 *Candidates stress involvement.
LB 015.3
SUBJECT
ABDNOR JAMES
ABUSED SHELTER
ACADEMIC CALENDAR
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
ACADEMIC SENATE
ACCIDENT AUTO
ACCREDITATION
SDSU COLLEGIAN
INDEX.
1986 - 1988
DATE PAPER NOTATION
861001 AO11 *REAGAN LENDS SUPPORT (COUGHLIN)
861001 A121 *REAGAN VISIT ATTRACTS PROTESTORS, SUPPORTERS
861008 A115 SENATE DEBATE OCT 18
861008 ,A121 SENATE RACE ATTRACTS NATIONAL ATTENTION (LARSON)
861015 A051 ABDNOR ATTACK HAS NO BASIS (L)
861015 A053 ABDNOR GETS THE JOB DONE (L)
861029 A051 MUDSLINGING DISCOURAGES.VOTERS
861029 A145 CANDIDATE RATINGS
861029 A145 ILLEGAL MONEY
861112 A013 SENATE CANDIDATES SPEND RECORD FIGURE (CHRISTIANSON)
861203 A105 NEW JOBS
870415 A053 ABDNOR NEEDS TO CLEAN CLOSETS.
870429 A121 -TRADE FAIR PROMOTE SOUTH DAKOTA
SEE ALSO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
870408 A095 BROOKINGS WILL HAVE A SHELTER
870423 A084 ABUSED SHELTER AIMS FOR HELP (MARTIN)
861022 AO14 ^REGENTS APPROVE ACADEMIC CALENDAR (COUGHLIN)
861112 A051 ACADEMIC SENATE MAKES KNOWN INTEGRITY STATEMENT
880127 A015 67 PERCENT OF STUDENTS CHEAT (SNYDER)
880203 AO14 • STUDENTS NOTE, HONESTY IN CHEATING (BROST)
880203 A061 *SURVEY RESULTS SURPRISE YOU
880203 A071 CHEATING CONCERNS STUDENT (L)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PROGRAMS, CLASSES
860910 A053 ENTREPRENEURSHIP COURSES NEEDED
860910 A141 LIBERAL ARTS GAINS. POPULARITY (HUTCHES)
861008 A053 SDSU SHOULD USE ITS ADVANTAGE
861015 A051 UNIVERSITIES, CORPORATIONS SHOULD BUILD CONNECTIONS
861029 A051 SDSU SHOULD .FOLLOW OTHER'S LEAD
861112 A051 ENTREPRENEURS COME FROM DIFFERENT MAJORS
861203 A033 SA LOOKS AT GRADUATE COURSE CHANGES (BRALEY)
861203 A0.41. ^COMMENTS ON SDSU'S COURSES
861210 A033 *SA HEARS REASONS FOR LEVEL CHANGES •. (BRALEY)
870211 AlOl TO INCREASE WRITING IN CLASSES (BENDT)
871111 A034 .SURVEY DIVULGES SENIORS' BELIEFS (LINDQUIST)
871111 A081 GRANT PROVIDES EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY (EMERY)
871111 A091 LIMITING RESTAURANT MGMT PROGRAM (KAVANAUGH)
880203 A033 LEADERS WANT NURSING STUDY (BROWN)
880323 A081 RESTAURANT MANAGER MAJOR (BLY)
880413 A093 ^ENGINEERS BATTLE NERDY IMAGE (DONOHUE)
880420 AOll SDSU RE-ACCREDITATION NEARS (BLUMER)
880420 A124 CORE CURRICULUM SUGGESTIONS (BOHLENDER)
880427. A033 PROGRAM NEEDS, FINANCIAL DOCTORING (TOLLEFSON)
880427 A041 NCATE OPTIONS FACE RESISTANCE (TOLLEFSON)
870930 AOll SENATE APPROVES 'W' MOTION (BROST & KAVANAUGH)
870930 A051 NEGLECTS CONSIDERING PUPILS' VIEWS
871014 A051 FACULTY BLASTS COLUMNIST'S BIAS (L)
880203 A081 ACADEMIC SENATE TRACKS PROGRESS (LINDQUIST)
861029 A024 SUNDAY ACCIDENT CAUSES FEW DAMAGES
870128 A042 *STUPID WRECKS, NEEDLESS DEATH
870415 A013 ^STUDENT'S HELPING HAND RESCUES MAN (MARTIN)
871111 Alll FEWER DRIVERS CHALLENGE 65 MPH (BROWN)
880217 A015 ACCIDENT INJURES STUDENT (LAACK)
871111 A015 SELF-STUDY TO BEGIN (MAULE)
1-
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
ACCREDITATION 880420 AOll
880427 A041
ACTIVITY FEES 870128 A021
870211 AO 13
870211 A042
870318 AO 12
871021 A023
871111 AOll
871118 A041
880120 A081
880127 AOll
880127 A013
880210 AOll
880210 A021
880217 AO 14
880224 AOll
880224 AO 12
ADAMS PRICILLA 880217 A084
ADBNOR JAMES 860924 AOll
ADDICTION 870930 A14.1
ADJUSTMENT AGENCY 861119 A081
ADMINISTRATION 860910 A064
860910 A075
860910 A075
860917 A051
860917 A081
860924 A051
861112 A032
861210 AOll
ADMISSIONS 861022 AO 14
861105 AOll
861112 AOll
870930 A061
871007 A104
871021 A065
ADVERTISING 870325 A131
880224 A154
880407 Alll
AEROBICS 880323 A131
AERONAUTICS 870429 A121
AEROSPACE 870930 A031
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 861001 AOll
AFGHANISTAN 871014 A085
AG & BIOLOGICAL 861008 A085
861029 A065
870225 A145
870429 AO 15
870909 A081
871118 A081
880407 A091
AG ENGINEERING 870930 A094
AG EXPERIMENT 870415 A061
870415 A061
871021 A061
AG EXTENSION WORK 861001 Alll
870318 A035
870325 AOll
871104 AO 15
871202 AlOl
871202 AlOl
NOTATION
SDSU RE-ACCREDITATION NEARS (BLUMER)
NCATE OPTIONS FACE RESISTANCE (TOLLEFSON)
DECISIONS REQUIRE STUDENTS' INPUT
UFBC SLASHES PUBLICATIONS (COUGHLIN)
UFBC PLAYS VITAL ROLE
*UFBC HIKES FEE $9, RECALLS BUDGET (COUGHLIN)
ACTIVITY FEE MIGHT INCREASE (SNYDER)
INTEREST COULD RETURN WITH BILL (BROWN)
''•COMMENTS ON STUDENT ACTIVITY FEES
UFBC APPROVES DECREASE (SNYDER)
UAFBC FOR STUDENT FEE INTEREST (JAMES)
FOUR RECEIVE SUGGESTED FUNDING (SNYDER)
UAFBC CREATES NEW POSITION (SNYDER)
*UAFBC CONTINUES $2 CHARGE (SNYDER)
STAMPEDE RECEIVES STUDENT FEE FUNDING (SNYDER)
UAFBC VOTES TO MAINTAIN $90 (SNYDER)
FUNDING ALLOCATIONS
STUDY DEPRESSION SYMTOMS IN RURAL WOMEN (WEDELL)
^CANDIDATES DISCUSS ISSUES AT FORUM (CHRISTIANSON)
"CAFFEINE FIXATION BUZZES STUDENTS (GONNERMAN)
^TRAINING HELPS HANDICAPPED FIND JOBS (ULMEN)
POSTED CHANGES (BRALEY)
VP SEARCH CONTINUES
FRIES LEAVES
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS REQUEST MORE UNDERSTANDING
'^NEW STAFF ADDS NEW IDEAS
NOT ALL STUDENTS UNHAPPY (L)
'VSDSU ESTABLISHES WINTER STORM POLICY
WAGNER DEVELOPS IDEA (KOHLMAN)
BOARD ADOPTS NEW ADMISSIONS POLICY (COUGHLIN)
EXCEPTIONS TO TOTAL 3 PERCENT (KOHLMAN)
REGENTS STUDY FREE ADMISSION (SNYDER)
HIGH SCHOOLERS EXPLORE SDSU (KOCH)
PANEL SEEKS TO END TRANSFER GAP (BRYNJULSON)
MARK BINKLEY NAMED ADMISSIONS COUNSELOR
LECTURER QUESTIONS ADVERTISING METHODS (CALIFF)
RADIO STATION GIVEAWAY JETS STUDENT (OWENS)
AD ART STARS IN SHOW (BRALEY)
^AEROBIC POPULARITY BOOMING (LAMBERT)
^NATIVE SPEAKS ON NASA JOBS
'^MANUFACTURERS GAIN FROM PROJECT (SNYDER)
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AFFECTS EMPLOYMENT (SNYDER)
CULTURAL AWARENESS PROGRAM
AG CAREER DAYS--OCT 21
DEPARTMENTS HIRE ACTING HEADS
WOMEN COMPETE TO REPRESENT PEERS (WIKA)
'^DEAN FINALISTS NAMED
'^PAST EXPERIENCE HELPS DEAN (MAULE)
''•AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE NUMBERS (JAMES)
'^AGRICULTURE MAJORS BATTLE REPUTATION (TAYLOR)
'•TREAD LIGHTLY
AG RESEARCHERS SAY MORE LAND NEEDED
'•CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION FOCUSES ON NEW GOALS
'•fEXPERIMENT STATION MAKES PROGRESS (LAWRENCE)
'^EXTENSION OFFICES UNDERGO CHANGES (BORDEWYK)
FORCED CUTS
"BUYS MORE TIME FOR STAFF CHANGES (MARTIN)
AGENTS' COMMITTEE HELPS COMMUNICATION (BRYNJULSON)
'^ EXTENSION AGENTS RATE SERVICE'S PROGRAMS (BROWN)
WAGNER SUPPORTS INCENTIVE PROPOSAL (BROWN)
2-
SUBJECT
AG EXTENSION WORK
AG HALL
AG MUSEUM
AG-SD
AG-US
AGED
AGRICULTURE
AIDS
AIRPLANES
AIRPORTS-BR
ALCOHOL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
880302 A041 (SEC B) AGENT INCENTIVE PLAN (BROWN)
861217 A021 *SUNNY
861001 A171 ^BASEMENT REVEALS PAST (LINDQUIST)
861203 Alll AG MUSEUM FEATURES PIONEER LIFE (WOOD)
870923 A161 *MUSEUM--A SECRET TO STUDENTS (THILL)
860910 A095 FARMERS HOTLINE CLOSES OF LOW FUNDS (CHEUNG)
860924 A065 AGRICULTURAL FORUM OCT 6
860924 AlOl WET WEATHER DECREASES CROP YIELDS (NOLZ)
860924 AlOl STUDENTS HELP OUT DURING WEEKENDS (NOLZ)
861001 A115 QUESTION TIME
861008 A105 HEAVY RAINS AFFECT CROP PRODUCTIVITY (ULMEN)
861008 A125 FARMERS FIND NEW JOBS (BORDEWYK)
861022 A125 PRICE DROP
861112 A105 CO-OP PROGRAMS OFFER HELP TO AILING FARMERS
861119 A074 FOUL WEATHER HAMPERS HARVESTING (CHRISTIANSON)
861203 AlOl *DASCHLE HEARS LOCAL VIEWS ON FARM POLICY
861203 A121 *ALUMNI SUCCEEDS IN FARM REPORTING (SCHUETTS)
870401 A073 FEEL DISREGARDED BY LEGISLATORS (DONOHUE)
870423 A095 ACREAGE FALLS
871014 A081 LEAKAGE DAMAGES MACHINERY (KAVANAUGH)
871014 A085 AGRICULTURAL FORUM ON LIVESTOCK GROWTH
880120 A044 AG GROUPS SUPPORT BUDGET
860924 A095 DEBT RECALLS BY FMHA ANGERS HOUSE, FARMERS
861001 A025 AUTHOR WARNS OF EFFECTS (BROST)
861001 A115 FMHA FUMBLES
861008 Alll SD CANDIDATES DISCUSS FARM ISSUES (LAACK)
861015 A085 FARM HELP
871202 A071 SPEAKER STRESSES TECHNOLOGICAL ACVANCES (EMERY)
861119 A031 ^PROGRAM LINKS YOUNG, OLD GENERATIONS (HOFER)
870304 A071 *OLD AGE MYTHS PLAGUE ELDERLY PEOPLE (KAVANAUGH)
880420 Alll LOW-COST LIVING ENVIRONMENT (LINNGREN)
SEE AG, FARMS & FARMING
870923 AOll *SDSU COMMITTEE SETS POLICY (MAULE)
871007 A091 STAFF BACKS AIDS SENSIBILITY (KAVANAUGH)
871104 AOll BROOKINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT WILL BRING UP A POLICY
871104 A094 PROPOSED SCHOOL AIDS PLAN (ENGEL)
871111 A041 *HAS THE AIDS SCARE AFFECTED YOUR LIFE
871111 A085 AIDS FRIGHT INDUCES SURVEYS (FREEMAN)
880203 A043 AIDS TESTING
880323 A034 AIDS CONFERENCE TO EXAMINE (BROWN)
870923 A084 STUDENTS CONTINUE WORK ON PLANE (MAULE)
880420 A044 RUNWAY FUNDING
860917 AO14 SA PLANS ALCOHOL PROPOSAL (BRALEY)
860917 A041 ON CAMPUS STUDENTS DESERVE ALCOHOL PRIVILEGES (ED)
860917 A054 ALCOHOL ISSUE RESURFACES
860917 Alll *WINE COOLERS MAY BE FAD (SPAWN)
860924 A014 ALCOHOL PROPOSAL GETS SA APPROVAL (BRALEY)
860924 A041 ^OPINIONS ON ALCOHOL ON CAMPUS
860924 A053 SA DISCUSSES ALCOHOL POLICY
861008 A113 ALCOHOL TASK FORCE YET TO MEET
861008 A115 MONEY LOSS
861008 A115 MILLER DONATES MONEY TO RESERVATION
861015 A085 ALCOHOL FORCE TO MEET
861015 A085 SUNDAY DRINK
861015 A091 ADDICTS RECEIVE HELP AT LOCAL AGENCIES (LAACK)
861022 AOll ABUSE EXISTS ON CAMPUSES (KOHLMAN)
861022 AO15 *USE AND ABUSE
861022 A031 PREVENTION PROGRAMS START WITH EDUCATION (SNYDER)
861022 A031 ALCOHOL ABUSE EXCEEDS SUBSTANCE ABUSE (KOHLMAN)
861022 A035 SDSU ALCOHOL WEEK STRESSES AWARENESS (HURNEY)
3-
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
ALCOHOL 861105 A081
861217 AOll
861217 AO 13
870225 A121
870325 AO 13
ALCOHOLISM 871014 AOll
ALEXANDER JANE 880413 A071
880413 A073
ALEXANDER RUTH 880203 A084
ALLEN HERBERT 871111 A095
ALUMNI 861001 A081
870211 A033
870225 AO 13
870429 A171
870923 A091
871202 A021
880224 • A121
ALUMNI CENTER 860910 A061
AMATEUR NIGHT 861210 A141
AMDAHL TIM 861022 AO 9.1
ANDERSON DEBRA 861210 A081
ANDERSON EDNA 860917 A071
870128 A061
871007 A115
871104 A081
880323 A081
ANIMALS. 870930 A223
871028 A131
ANSORGE MICHELLE 860917 A071
870930 A141
ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE 870128 A031
ANTS 880413 A051
APARTHEID 870204 A075
APLAND ERIK 880420 A151
ARCHER 880302 A123
ARCHITECTURE 870916 A114
880127 A081
AREA ADJUSTMENT 880413 A033
ART MUSEUM
880120 A121
880323 A151
ARTISTS 861001 A151
861022 A171
870916 A161
871007 A151
ARTS 860910 A151
860910 A164
860917 A151
861015 A141
861022 A171
861119 A124
861119 A124
861210 A171
861217 A163
870218 A131
870225 A171
870408 A131
870408 A141
870429 A194
870916 A151
NOTATION
*DRY SUNDAY
BINNEWIES BASH RUNS INTO COMMUNITY BLOCK (CHEONG)
DRINKING LAW MAY CLOSE BARS (BROWN)
*CONNOISSEURS CHUG FOREIGN GUSTO (HEGGESTAD)
TASK FORCE RECOMMENDS ALCOHOL RETURN (COUGHLIN)
*SDSU ACKNOWLEDGES ALCOHOL CONCERN (MAULE)
SOUTH DAKOTA NATIVE WORKS FOR HOMELESS (WEDELL)
JOB BRINGS HIGHS AND LOWS (WEDELL)
*T0 WRITE PIONEER'S BIOGRAPHY (BLY)
EMERITUS STATUS
STATERS FOR STATE LINKS STUDENTS, ALUMNI (BROST)
SUBCOMMITTEE RECOMMENDS INCREASE (BRALEY)
ALUMNI GROUP GETS $17,000 (COUGHLIN)
ALUMNI REVEAL THEIR GRIPES (KOHLMAN)
PROGRAM CLINCHES STUDENT'S RETURInI (BROWN)
*ALUMNI ASSOCIATION GETS $1 (SNYDER)
^VOLUNTEERS CALL SDSU ALUMNI (BROST)
'•ABOUT TIME
'^ AMATEURS GO FOR GOLD IN CONTEST (MCMEEKIN)
1986 ELECTIONS
'^ WOMAN AS STATE HOUSE SPEAKER (BORDEWYK)
'^ NEW PEOPLE FILL FACULTY, DEAN POSITIONS
'''PUBLIC RELATIONS TEAM HELPS (BROST)
TRIP TALK
'^FAMILY DAY RESUMES (MAULE)
RESTAURANT MANAGER MAJOR (BLY)
'•^ANIMALS' BEHAVIOR UNPREDICTABLE (KAYSER)
*MIDWAY HOME FOR PETS
'^ NEW PEOPLE FILL FACULTY, DEAN POSITIONS
'^CAFFEINE FIXATION BUZZES STUDENTS (GONNERMAN)
NUCLEAR REDUCTION CAN RESULT (KOHLMAN)
HOT, LAZY APRIL DAY
MARK MATHABANE AND STEWART PRINGLE IN A DEBATE
PIANIST PURSUES PERFORMANCE CAREER (ANDERSON)
HOCKEY CLUB RAISES LEVEL OF PLAY (ARCHER)
•'STUDENTS REDESIGN DOWNTOWN (JAMES)
REDESIGN FLANDREAU, GAIN EXPERIENCE (DONOHUE)
CAPITAL CAMPAIGN FUND RAISING (TOLLEFSON)
FOR EARLIER SEE MEMORIAL ART CTR
'''SHOW FEATURES VARIETY OF ART (DONOHUE)
ART MUSEUM FEATURES WORKS (ANDERSON)
^ARTIST CREATES DESPITE DISABILITY (LINDQUIST)
*ARTIST DISPLAYS DIMENSIONALS (PETERSON)
SCHOOLS CONTRACT ARTISTS (BARTHOLOMEW)
ARTIST EXPRESSES SELF (TAYLOR)
CITY LIFE HORIZONTAL PHOTO EXHIBIT SHOWN (PETERSON)
'''ARTS TEACHER TRAVELS TO JAPAN (WOOD)
"'CAMPUS OFFERS QUALITY WORKS (LINDQUIST)
ART STUDENTS, FACULTY EXPERIENCE TRUE ART (MCMEEKIN)
TEN STUDENTS SHINE IN UPC ART COMPETITION
DRAWINGS PROVIDE NEW PERSPECTIVE (MCMEEKIN)
ART DEMONSTRATES STATE'S HERITAGE (KORKOW)
'"ABSENT DRAWINGS REAPPEAR (CHICOINE)
CHILDREN CREATE CULTURAL ARTS (WOOD)
*A 30-POUND CHOCOLATE BEAR AWAITS BIDDING
"'CREATIONS TRACE LATE ARTIST'S CHARACTER
"'CHILDREN UNITE THROUGH FESTIVITIES (MCMEEKIN)
"'ART WORKS GET ANOTHER CHANCE (MILTON)
SATIRE CREATIONS LIVE IN DISPLAY (CHICOINE)
ENTERTAINMENT AT NO CHARGE (BRALEY)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
ARTS 870930 A154
871007 A144
871014 A145
880120 AlOl
880120 A125
880127 A121
880210 AlOl
880330 A115
ARTS & CRAFTS 870923 A091
ARTS & SCIENCES 860910 A141
860924 A065
ARTS COUNCIL 880203 A121
ASTRONOMY 861119 A091
ATHLETES
861015 A171
870909 A201
880316 A041 .
• 880420 A181
ATHLETICS
860917 A212
861001 A201
861015 AOll
861015 A041
861015 A191
861015 A191
861015 A201
861210 A203
870408 A191
870429 A241
870916 A191
ATHLETICS-COACHES
880330 A131
880407 A123
ATHLETICS-UMPIRE 880323 A123
ATTENDENCE 861203 A051
AUSTRALIA' 880413 A034
AUTO ACCIDENT
AUTO PARKING 860910 A021
860910 A071
860924 A035
861112 A061
861112 A065
870325 A033
870429 A082
870923 A051
870930 A064
871028 A031
871118 A114
871202 AOll
880127 A083
880203 A021
880210 A121
880302 A051
AUTO-SD 860924 Alll
870128 A071
871111 A031
AUTO-SDSU 861008 A081
AUTUMN 871028 AlOl
AVERY MARGARET 861119 A121
BAAS
NOTATION
SHOW MOTIVATES FACULTY (THILL)
FEE DOLLARS BUILD COLLECTION (BARTHOLOMEW)
GRANTS INITIATIVE ART CONSERVATION (TOLLEFSON)
SOPHISTICATION SHINES IN SHOW (PETERSON)
SHOW EMPHASIZING LANDSCAPE (THILL)
"CREATIVE MINDS (TAYLOR)
BUDGET CUT CREATES DISCONTENT (KAVANAUGH)
LIFE IN SMALL TOWNS IN EXHIBIT (THILL)
*CRAFTY SALE
LIBERAL ARTS GAINS POPULARITY (HUTCHES)
GRADUATION CARD DEADLINE SEPT 26
MUSICIAN LEADS ART COUNCIL (TAYLOR)
*MAIN STUDIES DISAGREE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES
*1950'S ATHLETE RECEIVES HONOR (SEFRNA)
JACKRABBIT ATHLETES COMPETE
^CHALLENGE 'DUMB JOCK' REPUTATION (BRALEY)
NO DIFFERENT FROM REST OF SOCIETY (SMITH)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETICS, SPORTS
TURNSTILE RECEIPTS PREVENT CUTS (PASCHKE)
'•GRADUATE ASSISTANTS COME FOR EXPERIENCE (SCHULZ)
STATE SCHOOLS TALK SPORTS DRUG TESTS (REINARDY)
DRUG TESTING SINGLES OUT COLLEGE ATHLETICS (ED)
SDSU EXAMINES ATHLETE DRUG PROBLEM (REINARDY)
NDSU LEADS CONFERENCE IN DRUG TESTING PROGRAMS
DRUG SOLUTION WILL NEED WORK (REINARDY)
DRUG TESTER CATCH TWO BISON (REINARDY)
*NCAA RULE RESTRICTS WINNERS (SEFRNA)
ATHLETIC FEE AT $45 (TRAUTMANN)
NEW HPER CLINIC (PASCHKE)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COACHES
DUTCHER LEAVES JACKRABBITS (SANDQUIST)
THORSON--DISTRICT COACH OF THE YEAR (SMITH)
GENDER NO HANDICAP FOR UMPIRE (SMITH)
OPPORTUNITIES .SHOULD BE FULLY UTILIZED
RELIVES AUSTRALIAN ODDITIES (TOLLEFSON)
SEE ACCIDENT AUTO
SA DISCUSSES PARKING VOTING
RESURFACING CAUSES PARKING PROBLEM (HURNEY)
SA SENATE DISCUSSES FINES, FEE INTEREST ISSUES
SA CONDUCTS SURVEY ON PARKING PROBLEM (HOFER)
HALL FORUMS REVEAL LOT, LIGHT PROBLEM (SNYDER)
SA SURVEY REVEALS PARKING CONCERNS (BRALEY)
TO OPEN MORE FE SPACES ON CAMPUS
'^PARKING REMAINS ISSUE
COMMITTEE STUDIES CAMPUS PARKING
GROUP PLANS PARKING INCREASE (BROST)
^PATROLLING CAMPUS GROUNDS (WEST)
'^HEAVE-HO
*SNOW PARKING
CITY ORDINANCE OPPONENTS FIND SUPPORT (SNYDER)
MUST MOVE CARS FOR SNOW REMOVAL (LINQUIST)
UNIVERSITY REQUIRES CHANGE
*LOW RATES INCREASE CAR SALES (COUGHLIN)
*SKIT ENCOURAGES BELT USE (COUGHLIN)
^ENGINEERS REFINE ELECTRIC VEHICLE (LAWRENCE)
SDSU PURCHASES VEHICULAR INSURANCE (KOHLMAN)
^CLEANING UP
*ACTRESS REVEALS HER TRIALS (CHICOINE)
SEE AREA ADJUSTMENT
5-
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BACTERIA 880413 A064
BAER LINDA 870408 A091
BAHAMAS 861203 A141
BAKER PHIL 870211 A051
BAKERY 871111 A121
BAKKER JIM 870401 A051
BAND MARCHING 860910 A153
861105 A054
861105 A074
861105 Alll
871014 A091
BAND PEP 880302 A081
BANDS-BR 871007 A115
880302 A091
880323 A184
880330 Alll
880407 A113
BANDS-SD 880210 A131
BARBER JIM 870930 A161
BARTLING BOB 870225 A204
BASEBALL 870211 A191
870325 A161
870325 A171
870401 A131
870408 A161
870415 A151
870423 A171
870423 A175
870429 A211
870429 A211
880316 A074
880323 AlOl
880330 A131
880330 A134
880407 A121
880407 A121
880407 A131
880413 A141
880420 A191
880427 A181
880427 A201
BASEBALL-PROF 860924 A184
861001 A061
870225 A214
870408 A165
870930 A051
871014 A183
871021 A051
871021 A191
871028 A051
871028 A191
880330 A161
880427 A205
BASKETBALL 861112 A165
861203 A161
861203 A161
861203 A191
861203 A211
861210 A181
861210 A211
NOTATION
^YOUTHFUL.OBSERVER
WOMEN GAIN IN WORK FORCE (CHRISTIANSON)
'^SPRING BREAK BRINGS BAHAMAS EXCURSION (WOOD)
MORE INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS (L)
*BAKER CARRIES ON TRADITION
RELIGIOUS CRITICISMS LACK FOUNDATION (L)
*PRIDE OF THE DAKOTAS CONTINUES TRADITION (MERRILL)
PEOPLE REMEMBER PRIDE LONG AFTER FOOTBALL GAME (L)
SA HEARS PROPOSAL FOR NEW TAX (BRALEY)
*THE PRIDE OF THE DAKOTAS
'•INTO MARCHING
'^PEP BANK ADDS EXCITEMENT (PETERSON)
HOST THE OPTIMIST MARCHING BAND FESTIVAL
LOCAL ROCKERS NAME BROOKINGS ... (TAYLOR)
'GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM' (CALIFF)
BREAK HEAVY METAL STEREOTYPES (TAYLOR)
TO PRESENT COMBINED SEASON CONCERT (BRALEY)
BANDMASTERS TO CONVENE HERE (GONNERMAN)
BARBER JOKES FROM NEW ANGLE (BRALEY)
'•STRIDERS COLLECT INFORMATION (HERDER)
"^BATTER UP
''fJACKRABBIT BASEBALL TRAVELS SOUTH (PASCHKE)
WARM-UP FOR THE UPCOMING SEASON (REINARDY)
JACKS RETURN WITH TWO WINS (PASCHKE)
*JACKS EXTEND WINNING STREAK (VEATCH)
*SDSU SPLITS WITH MAVERICKS (PASCHKE)
*TEAM IN MUST-WIN SITUATION (REINARDY)
GOOD, BAD BEGINNING (REINARDY)
EKELAND WINS lOOTH GAME (REINARDY)
'''BROTHERS CONTRIBUTE TO BASEBALL TEAM
BASEBALL HEADS SOUTH (SANDQUIST)
'^BASEBALL TEAM HAS ROUGH START (SANDQUIST)
'•'FINISHES SECOND IN TEXAS (SANDQUIST)
'•FIREBALLER
'•'SPUR SDSU TO TWO WINS (SANDQUIST)
PLAYER RULED INELIGIBLE (SMITH)
NOTHING SAYS SPRING BETTER ... (SMITH)
'^SDSU WINS FOUR OF SIX (SANDQUIST)
TEAM CONTINUES HOT HITTING (SANDQUIST)
'^OPENS TITLE DEFENSE WITH WIN (SMITH)
'•'PLAYER DIALS H FOR HOME RUN (KAZMIERCZAK)
MANAGER ISN'T TWINS PROBLEM
DIE-HARD TWINS FAN DEFENDS TEAM (L)
BASEBALL REQUIRES SALARY CAP (REINARDY)
CINCINNATI BOUNCES WORLD CHAMPION METS
ATEST YOUR SKILLS WITH TWINS TRIVIA
TWINS' PLAY BRINGS FANS (TRAUTMAN)
PLAYERS BRING BACK HEROIC OUTLOOK
CELEBRATE TWINS' SUCCESS (SMITH)
HONOR FOR MINNESOTANS, MIDWEST
DOME'S CHARMS LIFT TWINS OVER CARDS
TWINS NEED LUCK (SMITH)
TWINS NEED OVERHAUL (SMITH)
'^HANDS UP
'^JACKRABBITS LACK RETURNING EXPERIENCE (TRAUTMANN)
*FOUR STARTERS RETURN TO WOMEN'S SQUAD (TRAUTMANN)
'tJACKRABBITS SPLIT WITH ALASKAN TEAMS (SCHULZ)
'•'SDSU HAS UNBEATEN RECORD (PASCHKE)
'•'CONTINUE SUCCESS WITH SWEEP (PASCHKE)
'^WOMEN POST FIFTH WIN
SUBJECT
BASKETBALL
DATE PAPER
861217 A201
861217 A201
861217 A211
870121 A161
870128 A141
870204 A171
870204 A171
870211 A171
870211 A174
870211 A184
870218 A141
870218 A144
870218 A154
870225 A191
870225 A191
870304 A161
870304 A171
870401 A141
871021 A191
871118 A181
871118 A191
871202 A174
871202 A194
871209 A201
871209 A211
880120 A141
880120 A161
880127 A141
880127 A151
880127 A161
880203 A151
880203 A161
880203 A181
880210 A174
880210 A181
880210 A185
880210 A201
880217 A151
880217 -A154
880217 A154
880224 A181
880224 A191
880224 A201
880302 Alll
880302 Alll
880302 A114
880302 A123
880316 AO 14
880316 A061
880316 A071
880323 A141
880323 A143
880323 A143
880420 AOll
880420 A185
880427 A191
861001 Alll
870325 AOll
870429 AO 15
871202 AlOl
NOTATION
*JACKS UPHOLD PERFECT 6-0 RECORD (SCHULZ)
MEDIA PICK AUGUSTANA TO WIN CONFERENCE
*WOMEN WIN TWO DURING WEEKEND (WEST)
*JACKRABBITS ON MIDSEASON SKID
^BASKETBALL TEAMS IMPROVE RECORDS
ROAD TRIP HURTS (TRAUTMANN)
*WOMEN HAVE TROUBLE (WEST)
*WIN FIRST CONFERENCE GAME (MACK)
*JACKRABBITS IN OVERTIME (TRAUTMANN)
'^OFFICIAL SCOREKEEPER CONTRIBUTES TO BASKETBALL
"CONTROVERSIAL GAME (TRAUTMANN)
"WOMEN'S SPLIT CREATES EMOTIONAL WEEKEND (WEST)
THREE-POINT DISCREPANCIES (PASCHKE)
*MEN'S BASKETBALL FINALLY WINS (PASCHKE)
JACKRABBITS' FREE THROWS SALVAGE SPLIT (WEST)
*JACKS PLAY SPOILER IN FINAL GAME (TRAUTMANN)
*SENIOR ENDS CAREER IN STYLE (WEST)
LENGTH DOESN'T NEED CHANGE (REINARDY)
'"^GETTING STARTED
JACKRABBIT WILL CHALLENGE NCC TEAMS (PASCHKE)
RETURN 10 LETTERWINNERS (SANDQUIST)
JACKRABBITS WIN SEASON OPENER (PASCHKE)
'•WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM CAPTURES (SANDQUIST)
^PATIENT JACKS POST TWO WINS (PASCHKE)
TEAM GARNERS THREE VICTORIES (SANDQUIST)
'^ TEAM BEATS UNDEFEATED AUGUSTANA (SANDQUIST)
-'WOMEN CAGERS BREAK SKID
'^ WOMEN SWEEP TWO (DORN)
FROST PUTS THE CHILL ON FOES (SMITH)
'•JACKS TIP ST CLOUD (SANDQUIST)
'^ WOMEN'S TEAM TO WINS (DORN)
"JACKRABBITS AT TOP OF CONFERENCE (SANDQUIST)
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM SHOCKS EXPERTS (SMITH)
"SDSU, USD RENEW ACQUAINTANCES (SANDQUIST)
WOMEN CAGERS STILL UNBEATEN (DORN)
AVENGE LOSS TO MAVERICKS (SANDQUIST)
A FULL HOUSE AT FROST ARENA (SMITH)
*WOMEN CAGERS SET TEAM RECORD FOR WINS (DORN)
NATIONALLY RANKED WOMEN (DORN)
FALLS FROM NCC PERCH (SANDQUIST)
'^ WOMENS TEAM REGROUPS (DORN)
CAGERS EDGE CLOSER (SANDQUIST)
WOMEN'S TEAM HAS MANY HEROES (SMITH)
PLAYOFF HOPES BOOSTED (SANDQUIST)
-'TESSIER BALANCES BOOKS WITH BASKETBALL (GOHEEN)
BENCH PLAYERS FOR WOMEN'S TEAM (DORN
PLAYOFFS NO IMPOSSIBLE DREAM (SMITH)
'^CINDERELLA SEASON
'^ MEN'S SEASON SUCCESS (SANDQUIST)
"WOMEN SECOND IN REGIONALS (SMITH)
MEN TURN SKEPTICS INTO BELIEVERS (SANDQUIST)
SATISFYING SEASON FOR WOMEN'S TEAM (DORN
JACKS MAKE MARK IN NCC FINAL STATS (SMITH)
NCC APPROVES NEW PLAYOFF (SMITH)
RECRUIT RIGHT HERE AT HOME (SMITH)
COACH FOR POST SEASON PLAYOFF (SANDQUIST)
^EXTENSION OFFICES UNDERGO CHANGES (BORDEW^K)
'VBUYS MORE TIME FOR STAFF CHANGES (MARTIN)
*DEAN FINALISTS NAMED
'^ EXTENSION AGENTS RATE SERVICE'S PROGRAMS (BROWN)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BEATLES 861112 A141
BEAUTY CONTESTS 860910 A075
870401 A061
870923 A141
880407 A091
880413 A121
880420 A071
BECKLER TERRY 860924 A161
BEER
BEHAVIOR, 871007 A054
BELITZ MARY 861203 A124
BELL DALE 860924 AOll
861001 A115
861029 A145
861119 A071
BENTLEY ORVILLE 871202 A071
BERBERIAN A & H 861105 A141
880127 AlOl
BERBERIAN ANI 871209 A171
BERGUM GERALD 870909 AO 7,1
BEVERAGES - 870325 A104
871104 A061
BICENTENNIALS 871104 A063
BIGHORN SHEEP 861015 A181
BINNEWIES HALL 861210 A051
861217 AOll
870225 A091
870304 A061
870429 A013
BIOCHEMISTRY . 870121 A081
871202 A071
BIOTECHNOLOGY 861001 AO 25
BIRTHDAYS 870923 A043
BLACK HILLS 861022 A051
871111 A115
880203 A063
880210 A081
880413 AOll
880427 AlOl
880427 A103
BLIND 861203 A124
BLIZZARDS 880127 A041
BLOOD 861105 A065
861112 A071
871104 A085
BODEANS 861112 Alll
BOE ARVID 871028 A093
BOOKS 860917 AO 14
861001 A151
870204 A141
870325 AO 65
870401 A014
871014 A105
871209 A191
BOOKSTORE 861105 A061
871202 A081
BOSTIC BONNIE 870415 A091
BOWLING 871111 A181
BOXING 861203 A205
BROADCASTING 860917 A095
NOTATION
FAN CLUB PRESIDENT PROVIDES MEMORIES (CHICOINE)
MISS SDSU GOES ON
*ALL SMILES
*GHAZI LEARNS FROM PAGEANT (BARTHOLOMEW)
REFLECTS UPON YEAR'S EXPERIENCES (ANDERSON)
*QUEENS HEAD TO STATE PAGEANT (PETERSON)
PAGEANT SKEPTIC UNCONVINCED (L)
'•PERFORMERS EXHIBIT MUSICAL ABILITIES (MERRILL)
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
*ALL PARTAKE IN BIZARRENESS
*SINGER DISREGARDS BLINDNESS
^CANDIDATES DISCUSS ISSUES AT FORUM (CHRISTIANSON)
BELL PASSED DRUG TEST .
CAMPAIGNS--DEBATE ON OCT 29
'•BELL HELPS JOHNSON'S CAMPAIGN
SPEAKER STRESSES TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES (EMERY)
'^PROFESSORS CREATE CULTURAL MUSIC (WOOD)
'•'MUSIC THROUGH MARRIED LIFE (RAETZ)
'•'HORN CARE VITAL FOR UPKEEP (THILL)
NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS DEFINE GOALS
'•'ZAP MAKES COMEBACK (HEGGESTAD)
^FILLING IT UP
BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION SELECTS SDSU (FREEMAN)
*LUNGWORM CAUSES BIGHORN SHEEP DECLINE (KAYSER)
BASH CLASH NEEDS COMPROMISE
BINNEWIES BASH RUNS INTO COMMUNITY BLOCK (CHEONG)
BINNEWIES HALL PLANS FOR BEACH BASH (MARTIN)
BROOKINGS PARK BOARD COMMENTS ON THE BASH (L)
'^ CAMPUS BEACH BASH BUSTS (MARTIN)
"STATION biochemistry FURTHERS RESEARCH (EMERY)
LABORATORY HONORING HIM (KOS)
AUTHOR WARNS OF EFFECTS (BROST)
'''BIRTHDAY GIFTS CONTAIN MEANING
DESTRUCTION OF BLACK HILLS DEMANDS ACTION (L)
THINKING BRADLEY
BILL- DISCOUNTS INEVITABILITY OF PROGRESS
COLUMNIST FAILS TO NEGATE BRADLEY BILL (L)
BLACK HILLS MAY BE LOST (BROWN)
LEGAL BACKGROUND OF SIOUX CLAIM (BROST)
CLUB WANTS BRADLEY BILL SUPPORT (BROST)
'''SINGER DISREGARDS BLINDNESS
-'BLIZZARD BUDDIES
BLOOD NEEDED NOV 5-6
'''GIFT OF LIFE
BLOOD MOBILE
'''BODEANS ROCK VOLSDORFF BALLROOM
'"GRASS EARNS NEW VALUE (BOHLENDER)
BOOK BUYING OPTIONS AVAILABLE (BROST)
PUBLIC REVIEWS BOOKS (PETERSON)
'"READERS ESCAPE FROM REALITY (WOOD)
HILTON M. BRIGGS LIBRARY DISPLAYS 30 CONTROVERSIAL
'"COLLEGES ESCAPE BOOK BANS (HURNEY)
THAT'S INDECENT
DONATED BOOK BRINGS HISTORY (PETERSON)
SA STUDIES ALLOCATION OF BOOKSTORE PROFITS (EMERY)
SDSU'S FIRST BOOKSTORE MANAGER (KOCH)
BOARD CAN PLAY ECONOMIC ROLE (BRYNJULSON)
BOWLING PROVIDES SOCIAL INTERACTION (DORN)
MONEY PLAYS FACTOR IN SUGAR RAY'S RETURN (REINARDY)
AIR SALES
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BROADCASTING 861001 AlOl
861008 A081
861008 A091
861008 A091
861008 A092
861119 A161
861203 A121
870128 A131
870225 AOll
870304 AO 15
870408 AOll
870408 AO 12
870429 A023
870930 A034
870930 A061
871014 A031
BROKAW TOM 870408 AO 15
870408 A071
BROOKINGS MALL 861015 A071
BROOKINGS SD 860910 AOll
861105 A013
870304 A094
870304 A094
870923 A131
871007 AOll
871021 A013
880203 A031
BROOME CULLEN 870325 A115
BROST KRISTIN 880420 AOll
880420 AlOl
BROWN DAVID 860924 A071
BROWN HALL 870401 A031
880224 A131
880420 A091
BROWN WALT 860924 A131
BRYANT DAVID 870909 A081
BRYNJULSON GLENN 880120 A061
880127 A061
880203 A061
880224 A061
880302 A041
880323 A041
880330 A041
880407 A041
880413 A041
880420 A061
880427 AO 61
BUCKLEY ERNEST 861119 A102
870204 A043
880302 A031
880407 A031
BUDEHL CLAIR 860910 A144
BUDGET-BR 861001 A094
BUDGET-SA 861022 AOll
861022 A041
861203 AOll
861210 A014
861210 A041
861217 A024
861217 A051
NOTATION
*LOCAL RADIO STATIONS SELL FOR $1 MILLION (NOLZ)
COMMITTEE PLANS FOR CAMPUS RADIO CLUB (BROST)
CANDIDATES SPEAK AT BROADCASTER'S DAY (BRALEY)
FORMER ABC NEWS PRES STRESSES MEDIA (BRALEY)
JANKLOW RELIES ON MEDIA (HOFER)
^JACKS' ANNOUNCES TRAVEL EXTRA MILE (TRAUTMANN)
*ALUMNA SUCCEEDS IN FARM REPORTING (SCHUETTS)
*CO-EDS AT RADIO BROADCASTING (CHICOINE)
SDSU RADIO STATION COULD START IN YEAR (KAVANAUGH)
RADIO STATION FUNDED (COUGHLIN)
CAMPUS RADIO STATIONS SEEN AS USEFUL (BROWN)
STATION COULD GIVE EXPERIENCE (CHEUNG)
CAMPUS RADIO SEEKING LOCATION (KAVANAUGH)
^EXPERTS, STUDENTS LEARN TOGETHER (BROST)
LICENSING DELAY HINDERS PROGRESS (KOS)
*0N THE AIR
*STARS ENTERTAIN
^-BROKAW FAME STEMS FROM ROOTS (HURNEY)
*WISCONSIN BOARD BUYS MALL (ULMEN)
SDSU PLAYS KEY ROLE IN ECONOMY (NOLZ)
CITY'S SUNDAY ALCOHOL BAN STAYS INTACT (BORDEWYK)
CITY HAS MONEY-MAKING BUSINESSES (BENDT)
PHONE COMPANY BOOSTS CITY FUND (BENDT)
*THE GRAND OPENING OF MAIN STREET
*BROOKINGS IMAGE CHANGES (BROWN)
CONVENTIONS IMPROVE CITY'S ECONOMY (JAMES)
INCUBATION CENTER ADVANCES SLOWLY
"BROOME TAKES OVER
1988-89 COLLEGIAN EDITOR CANDIDATE (TRAUTMAN)
FUTURE EDITOR PLANS EFFICIENT STAFF (BRALEY)
'''ORIGINAL SINGER
'''THREE RESIDENTS HELP FIGHT CRIME (BROST)
RESIDENTS FIND OPTIONS FOR LOBBY MOVIES (RAETZ)
CHANGE DISPLACES RESIDENTS (FREEMAN)
'''LOCAL FUR BUSINESS EFFECTS COAT MARKET (SCHUETTS)
-'PAST EXPERIENCE HELPS DEAN (MAULE)
VOTERS SHOULD EVALUATE LOGICALLY (ED)
HEALTH, SEX EDUCATION (ED)
MUST REVITALIZE SD ECONOMY (ED)
ELIMINATING QUESTION WILL NOT STOP (ED)
UNIFIED UNIVERSITY BILL RAISES QUESTIONS (ED)
COOPERATION ESSENTIAL FOR THOROUGH COVERAGE (ED)
JOURNALISM EXIT EXAM FAILS (ED)
STUDENT FEE BOOST MASKS HIKE (ED)
SA REJECTS YEARBOOK (ED)
COLLEGIAN THIEVES SUPPRESS LEARNING (ED)
ALLEGATIONS LACK DEPENDABLE FACTS (ED)
"'DEAN CREDITS AWARDS TO COLLEAGUES, STUDENTS
OPINIONS HELP FORM SUCCESSFUL PERSON
REGENTS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (TOLLEFSON)
"'OVERSEAS TRADE MISSION (BROWN)
150-MILE TOUR TO RAISE MONEY FOR MS (HUTCHES)
COMMISSIONERS PASS 1987 BUDGET (BORDEWYK)
SENATE DEVISES NEW BUDGETING STRATEGY (BRALEY)
ORGANIZATIONAL FUNDING FACES NECESSARY CUTS (ED)
*SA CONTINUES BUDGET CUTS (BRALEY)
SENATE BREAKS BUDGET-CUTTING STREAK (BRALEY)
SMALL INCREASES LEAD TO ACTIVITY FEE HIKE (ED)
SA SENATE DENIES MSO FUNDING (COUGHLIN)
SDSU FORENSICS DESERVE MORE ALLOCATIONS (L)
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SUBJECT
BUDGET-SA
BUDGET-SD
BUDGET-SDSU
BUDGET-US
BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS-SD
BURG JIM
BURNS ROBERT
BURY CHRIS
BUSCH MIKE
DATE PAPER
870204 AO 12
870204 A063
870930 A023
871028 AOll
871104 AOll
871104 A013
871104 A053
871202 A021
861217 AOll
870415 AOll
871202 A105
880120 A035
880224 AO 15
880302 A031
880302 A031
880316 AO 15
860910 AO 13
860917 A212
861001 A035
861105 AO 7,1
870121 AOll
870121 AO 14
870128 AO 13
870325 AOll
870401 AOll
870401 A041
870415 A041
870415 A051
870423 AOll
870930 AOll
870930 AO 14
871021 A041
880120 AOll
880120 A044
880210 AOll
860917 A095
861001 A094
880420 A044
860910 A083
860917 AO 15
860917 A041
860917 A131
860917 A145
860924 A031
861217 A021
870304 AOll
870318 AO 12
870429 A083
871028 A103
871028 A151
880217 A151
880302 A051
880302 A065
871021 AlOl
861022 A084
870128 A124
880127 AO 81
880203 A071
870408 A074
871104 A164
NOTATION
*UFBC TACKLES INITIAL BUDGETS (COUGHLIN)
CUTS UPC ARTS & EXHIBITS (BRALEY)
'•SENATORS DISCUSS BUDGETING PROCESS (SNYDER)
$5,200 TO THEATER GROUP (SNYDER)
REQUESTS SURPASSES PAST FIGURES (SNYDER)
SA FINDS A BUDGET (SNYDER)
LEADERS, NEWSPAPER NEED TO INFORM
'^ ALUMNI ASSOCIATION GETS $1 (SNYDER)
LEGISLATURE FACES EDUCATIONAL ISSUES (BORDEWYK)
BUDGET CUTS COUNTER REGENTS' GOALS (BRYNJULSON)
BUDGET BROADCAST
STATE OF STATE BRINGS HOPE (TOLLEFSON)
COMM ADVOCATES 13-LINE BUDGET METHOD (BROWN)
(SEC B) LEGISLATURE APPROVES EXTRA FUNDING (LAACK)
(SEC B) FLEXIBILITY RECEIVES ENDORSEMENT (BROWN)
ITEM FORCES COMPROMISE (TOLLEFSON)
REGENTS' BUDGET FAVORS SDSU (BRYNJULSON)
TURNSTILE RECEIPTS PREVENT CUTS (PASCHKE)
SA SENATE ORGANIZES BUDGETING PROCEDURES (BRALEY)
BUDGETING PROCESS INVOLVES COMPLICATED STEPS
BUDGETING PROCESS REACHES MIDPOINT (BRALEY)
SDSU CUTS TOTAL $303,800
UFBC ESTABLISHES PLANS (COUGHLIN)
••SCHOOL FACES ANOTHER $303,800 CUT (COUGHLIN)
*1'percent cuts worry WAGNER (COUGHLIN)
CUTS CAUSE MEDIOCRITY
GROUPS CAN FIND OTHER FUNDING (ED)
STUDENTS MIRE IN NO-WIN SITUATIONS
REGENTS FINALIZE BUDGET CHANGES (COUGHLIN)
REQUESTS ADDITIONAL $4.5 MILLION (MAULE)
GOVERNOR GETS BUDGET (BROWN)
'^CUTS NEED PRIORITIZING (ED)
WAGNER DEFENDS CREATIVE SPENDING (BROST)
AG GROUPS SUPPORT BUDGET
UAFBC CREATES NEW POSITION (SNYDER)
DEBT BUSTING
REDUCING FEDERAL BUDGET DEFICIT (COUGHLIN)
SPLIT ON BUDGET
'•SPIES EXPANSION
NEW CLASSROOMS UNDER CONSTRUCTION (KOHLMAN)
'^COMMENTS ON CHANGES ON CAMPUS
'^THE TRADITION LIVES (HUTCHES)
DONER'S RENOVATION SITS NINTH ON LIST (PETERSON)
^CONSTRUCTION PLAN NEEDS FORMAL APPROVAL
'•SUNNY
OBSTRUCTIONS HINDER UNIVERSITY'S HANDICAPPED (BROST)
SDSU BUILDING NEARS REALITY (KOHLMAN)
WILDLIFE BUILDING
THEATER COMPANY EXPANDS (BROWN)
'•HALL CAPTURES NOSTALGIC IMAGE
HPER INDOOR TRACK (SMITH)
'^(SEC B) DAIRY BARN FUNDED (JAMES)
REPAIR FUNDS TO ANIMAL SCIENCE (KAVANAUGH)
RESEARCHER STUDIES CARNEGIE LIBRARIES (BROWN)
1986 ELECTIONS
^CONSTITUTION'S BIRTHDAY NEARS
UNIVERSITY INSTRUCTORS CONDUCT SURVEY (KAVANAUGH)
HELP STATE INDUSTRY THROUGH QUALITY
^WRITING MOVES JOURNALIST (LARSON)
^RETURNS FROM NFL SPOTLIGHT (SMITH)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
BUSINESS
860910 A081
860910 A105
860917 AOll
860917 A042
860917 A095
860924 AOll
860924 AO 15
861105 A091
861217 A053
870128 AOll
870304 A094
870325 A051
870401 A085
870408 A091
880203 A031
880203 A061
BUYCK MERLE 870225 A031
CABLE TELEVISION
CAFFEINE 870930 A141
CALDWELL ADA 870225 A171
CALIFF RANDY 870225 A031
CAMPAIGN FUNDS 861112 A013
880203 A061
CAMPAIGN FUNDS-US 880224 A071
CAMPANILE 861203 A021
870909 AOll
CAMPUS POLICE
CANAAN CHARLES 860917 A161
CANCER 880413 A051
CANHAM JEFF 880330 AO 16
CAP CENTER 880427 A091
CAPERS 870121 AO 15
870128 A121
870204 A145
880127 A013
880203 Alll
880217 A071
CAPITAL UNIVERSITY 871111 A081
CAREERS
CARTOONS 870225 A051
870304 A063
870325 A051
CARVER GLEN 871014 A085
CASTEEL JIM 870408 A121
CATTLE 861105 A081
880413 A061
CECIL CHUCK 870128 A065
870325 AO 14
CENSORSHIP 870401 AO 14
870401 •A041
871014 A105
CENTENNIALS
860924 A065
861203 A091
870415 A061
870429 A075
870429 AlOl
870429 A105
870923 AlOl
SEE ALSO RETAIL TRADES
NEW COMPANY
'•INCUBATOR CENTER GETS FUNDS (JELINEK)
*SDSU ATTRACTS BUSINESSES (NOLZ)
DISCREPENCIES EXIST IN PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES
SEMINAR FOR SMALL BUSINESS
*MAYOR SUPPORTS PROJECT (CHEONG)
SDSU COULD BENEFIT STATE'S INDUSTRIES (EMERY)
''•EXECUTIVES SAY HARD WORK LEADS TO JOBS (BORDEWYK)
HARD KNOCKS POUND IN GOOD SENSE
CHAMBER SEES BRIGHT FUTURE (CHEONG)
CITY HAS MONEY-MAKING BUSINESSES (BENDT)
STATE'S LEADERS WELCOME EXPLOITATIONS
ECONOMIC HEALTH
CITY STORES TO LAST POOR ECONOMY (CHRISTIANSON)
INCUBATION CENTER ADVANCES SLOWLY
MUST REVITALIZE SD ECONOMY (ED)
*SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES DISCUSS CAMPAIGN
SEE TELEVISION CABLE
'"^CAFFEINE FIXATION BUZZES STUDENTS (GONNERMAN)
'''CREATIONS TRACE LATE ARTIST'S CHARACTER
'VSA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES DISCUSS CAMPAIGN
*MEDIA GAIN FROM INCREASED CAMPAIGN SPENDING
PAC MONEY SHOULD BE CUT (L)
OPPONENTS ARGUE SENSELESS POINTS (L)
'^IN THE DISTANCE
'^AT THE TOP
SEE POLICE CAMPUS
'•CALIFORNIAN RECEIVES POSITION (MERRILL)
APOCALYPTIC IDEAS CREATE DESPAIR
AG MAJOR ELECTED PRESIDENT (TOLLEFSON)
'^CAP CENTER PROVIDES SERVICE (MAULE)
*WAGNER GIVES PROGRAM HIS THUMBS-UP RATING
^STUDENTS WRITE SCRIPT FOR SHOW (MCMEEKIN)
TURNS TOWARD TELEVISION (GHAZI)
CAST OF 70 REHEARSES FOR CAPERS (BRALEY)
*WEAK VOCALS HINDERING (TAYLOR)
CAPERS SKIT OFFENDS VIEWERS (L)
GRANT PROVIDES EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY (EMERY)
SEE OCCUPATIONS
COMIC MAKES VISIBLE DISCRIMINATION (L)
CARTOON SHOULD NOT HAVE CAUSED UPROAR (L)
ATTITUDES GAVE BIRTH TO PROBLEMS (L)
RECEIVED A DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CERTIFICATE
'^ JUNGLE SUPPLANTS STUDENT'S ROOM (SCHUETTS)
BEEF CHECK OFF WILL IMPROVE MARKET (CHRISTIANSON)
STUDENTS SEEK TO IMPROVE PRODUCTS (BOHLENDER)
MOODY COUNTY ENTERPRISE IN FLANDREAU
^NEWSPAPER MAN WANTS TO HAVE FUN (BROST)
'^COLLEGES ESCAPE BOOK BANS (HURNEY)
'^COMMENTS ON CENSORED BOOKS
THAT'S INDECENT
SEE ALSO BICENTENNIALS
MARTIN REPOSITIONED
STATE PLANS GRAND BIRTHDAY (KOHLMAN)
^CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION FOCUSES ON NEW GOALS
'SOUTH DAKOTA PROUD' DURING CENTENNIAL
PLANS NEED BETTER RESPONSE (BRYNJULSON)
PRESENTS MUSICAL FOR CELEBRATIONS (MARTIN)
BROOKINGS LIBRARY JOINS STATE PROGRAM (COLLINS)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
CENTENNIALS 870930 Alll
870930 Alll
870930 A115
871014 A093
871021 A063
871028 A115
880210 A091
880316 A051
880407 A095
CHAMBER OF COMM-BR 870128 AOll
870304 AlOl
CHAPPELL GARY 870909 A071
CHEERLEADERS 870204 A031
870429 AOll
CHEEVER HERBERT . 880127 A081
CHEEVER KAY 861001 A151
CHEMICALS 861029 AOll
861029 AO 12
861029 A041
870408 AO 84
CHEMISTRY 880224 A121
880427 A033
CHEN XUE-MIN 861029 A165
CHEONG PAUL 870429 A031
870916 A043
870923 A041
871007 A041
871014 A043
871021 A041
871028 A043
871104 A041
871111 A043
871118 A041
871202 A044
871209 A041
871209 A081
CHICOINE CHRISTIE 870909 A043
870916 A041
870923 A043
870930 A041
871007 A043
871014 A041
871021 A043
871028 A04.1
871104 A043
871111 A041
871118 A043
871202 A043
871209 A043
CHILD BIRTH 871118 Alll
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 861203 A071
CHILDREN 870408 A131
CHINA 870325 A135
880127 A091
880427 A094 •
CHINESE 861029 A165
871118 A031
880120 A104
CHISHOLM SHIRLEY 880323 AOll
CHRISTENSEN DAVID 870916 Alll
NOTATION
MYERS HELPS COMBINE EFFORTS (LINDQUIST)
CENTENNIAL PLANS INCLUDE STUDENTS (THIBODEAU)
HAS RAISED $36,000 OF THE $1.5 MILLION
LEADER STRESSES LOCAL FOCUS (BROWN)
CENTENNIAL PROVIDES ACTIVITIES, LECTURES (KOS)
DJ CLINE WAS APPOINTED
PREJUDICE INJUSTICE TEMPER STATEHOOD JOY
'•HONORS DAKOTA COMPOSERS AND MUSICIANS (BRALEY)
PREPARES EXTRAVAGANT CENTENNIAL SHOW (BRALEY)
CHAMBER SEES BRIGHT FUTURE (CHEONG)
'''COMMUNICATION LESSONS BENEFIT COORDINATOR
NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS DEFINE GOALS
'•'CHEERLEADERS' ROLE (HURNEY)
RESTRICTS CHEERLEADERS' STUNTS (HURNEY)
UNIVERSITY INSTRUCTORS CONDUCT SURVEY (KAVANAUGH)
'•'ARTIST CREATES DESPITE DISABILITY (LINDQUIST)
EXPLOSIVE CHEMICAL REMOVED FROM RESEARCH HOUSE
OKLAHOMA COMPANY DISPOSES SDSU'S WASTES (BROST)
WASTE CHECK SYSTEM NEEDS RE-EVALUATION (ED)
CITY SOLVES DISPOSAL PROBLEM (BRYNJULSON)
NEW APPROACH TO CHEMISTRY (BLUMER)
PROGRAM NEEDS FINANCIAL DOCTORING (TOLLEFSON)
EXCHANGE PROFESSOR RESEARCHES AGRICULTURE (WIKA)
'^PUBLICATIONS CHOOSE 1987-88 EDITORS (EMERY)
*AM LIFE TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
'•'APATHY REMAINS DESPITE 200TH YEAR (ED)
'^TEACHERS NEED TESTS '
HABITS ANNOY PEOPLE
'•'CUTS NEED PRIORITIZING (ED)
INFORMATION FROM OTHER AREAS
'•'PAPER'S ROLE HAS BOUNDS (ED)
PAST MISTAKES HOUND ASPIRANTS
LEGISLATORS SHOULD ACT ON STUDENTS' CONCERNS (ED)
ENGLISH IN AMERICAN SPEECH
GOVERNOR TAKES STEP IN EDUCATION BUDGET
RECALLS SEMESTER'S NEWSPAPER JOB
PUTTING PAST IN PROPER PERSPECTIVE
'^SENATE SHUNS W LABEL (ED)
'^BIRTHDAY GIFTS CONTAIN MEANING
'•'STUDENT FEDERATION LETTERS WILL HELP (ED)
'^SECRETS, DOUBTS CONQUER
BUYING YEARBOOKS SIGNIFY (ED)
HALLOWEEN BLAHS LEAVE
DISPUTE HELPS CREATE REACTIONS
'•QUESTIONS DOMINATE CHATTER
SENATE ENDORSES CLOCK
CANDIDATES NEED DEBATES
SENATE MEETS DEADLINES (ED)
ROLES CAN CAUSE CONFUSION
CLASS PAMPERS EXPECTANT PARENTS (TOLLEFSON)
'•'SDSU AIDS SD COMMUNITIES (HOFER)
'^CHILDREN UNITE THROUGH FESTIVITIES (MCMEEKIN)
EXHIBITION RUNS THROUGH APRIL 10 •
'•'TRAVELING GRANTS OPPORTUNITY (WEDELL)
WAGNER'S TRIP STRENGTHENS EXCHANGE (BLY)
EXCHANGE PROFESSOR RESEARCHES AGRICULTURE (WIKA)
'"EXCHANGES PROMPT PRESIDENTIAL VISIT (CHICOINE)
TROUPE CAN PROVIDE THRILLS (TAYLOR)
'"ACTIVIST DENOUNCES STEREOTYPED ROLES (TAYLOR)
^STUDENT REGENT VOTE OPTIONAL (JAMES)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
CHRISTIANITY 870204 A053
CHRISTMAS 861112 A031
861203 AOll
- 861203 A031
861210 A021
861210 A091
861217 A081
861217 Alll
861217 A131
861217 A151
861217 A163
861217 A181
861217 A211
871111 A151
871202 A051
871209 A021
871209 A041
871209 AlOl
871209 A154
871209 A174
CHURCH CATHOLIC 871014 AOll
871028 AO 13
871028 A051
CHURCH UNIFICATION 861008 A063
CITIES St TOWNS
870916 A114
CITY GOVERNMENT 860910 A105
860924 AlOl
870408 A084
880302 A031
CITY ORDINANCES
CIVIL RIGHTS 880224 A074
CLARK VANCE 861203 A105
CLARK VIRGINIA 870909 A071
CLASSES 860917 A062
860917 A084
861001 A041
861022 A064
861203 A033
861203 A041
870225 A083
870423 A071
870429 A034
871118 A051
871202 A081
880330 A051
880407 A051
CLASSROOMS 860917 AO 15
CLERGY 870325 A031
871209 Alll
880413 A094
CLEVER KAY 871111 AOll
880323 A071
CLOCK 860910 A061
CLUBS
871021 A031
871021 A035
COACHES 861001 A201
COFFEE 861029 A161
COHE 870325 A071
NOTATION
PEOPLE NEED TO PRACTICE CHRISTIANITY (L)
^CRAFTY
*YULE
^UNITED
'^OH CHRISTMAS TREE
^CHRISTMAS CHEER
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS SPEND HOLIDAY IN WECOTA
^SHINING LIGHT
TRADITIONS EMERGE FROM CHRISTIAN BELIEFS (HUTCHES)
"CLOTHING REMAINS FAVORITE (SCHUETTS)
CHILDREN CREATE CULTURAL ARTS (WOOD)
^LISTING WISHES
HOLIDAY SHOPPING FOR HUNTERS IS EASY (KAYSER)
MUSEUM CONVEYS CHRISTMAS SPIRIT (THILL)
HOLIDAY SEASON INVITES CARE
^SEASON CHEER
*WHAT DOES CHRISTMAS MEAN TO YOU
CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS DIFFER FOR SOME (MAULE)
RESIDENT ASSISTANTS CREATE CHRISTMAS SOUL (WEST)
TREE FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS HOLIDAY EXHIBITIONS (THILL)
FOREIGN FILM CAUSES CONFLICT (BARTHOLOMEW)
^CATHOLICS MARCH AGAINST FILM (CHEONG)
DEPICTION IN 'HAIL MARY'
CAUSA MISREPRESENTS MESSAGE OF CHRISTIANITY (L)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF TOTOS
^STUDENTS REDESIGN DOWNTOWN (JAMES)
*INCUBATOR CENTER GETS FUNDS (JELINEK)
BROOKINGS LOSES LEGAL LIABILITY INSURANCE (LAACK)
IMPROVED COMMISSION-PUPIL RELATIONS (BRYNJULSON)
THREE-YEAR COMMISSION TERM (BROWN)
SEE ORDINANCES
FBI'S DOMESTIC SPYING
NO CLARK
NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS DEFINE GOALS
EVENING COLLEGE RECEIVES FUNDS (MARTIN)
ENROLLMENT AFFECTS CLASSES (EMERY)
*ADDING FIVE MINUTES TO CLASSES
PROPOSAL MADE FOR GUIDE (BRALEY)
SA LOOKS AT GRADUATE COURSE CHANGES (BRALEY)
^COMMENTS ON SDSU'S COURSES
*SENATE DISCUSSES DROPPED CLASSES (BRALEY)
'•CORRECTIONS TO 1987 SCHEDULE
SUSPICION OF DISHONESTY IN SURVEY (BROST)
SCHOOL YEARS TICK BY SLOWLY
'•NIGHT CLASS OFFERS (LAWRENCE)
CLASSROOM OSCITANTS PROVE WORTHY OF STUDY
CLASSES PRODUCE APATHETIC STUDENTS
NEW CLASSROOMS UNDER CONSTRUCTION (KOHLMAN)
'^'PREACHING
FEMALE MINISTERS FACE BIASES (LINDQUIST)
LOCAL CLERGY DISAGREE ON DOWNFALLS (TAYLOR)
^COMPUTER PROBLEMS WILL LEAVE (KOS)
OVERCOMES ISIS OBSTACLES (BOHLENDER)
"ABOUT TIME
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CLUBS
GROUPS BENEFIT MEMBERS, COMMUNITY (EMERY)
OFFERS VARIETY OF CAMPUS CLUBS (FREEMAN)
'^ GRADUATE ASSISTANTS COME FOR EXPERIENCE (SCHULZ)
*COFFEE STILL GOOD TO LAST DROP (SAATHOFF)
DIFFER ON LOBBY GROUP'S EFFECTIVENESS (BROWN)
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SUBJECT
COHE
COINS
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
COLLEGIAN
COMBS JIM
COMMUNICATIONS
DATE PAPER
871118 AO 15
880407 AOll
870423 A095
861001 Alll
861015 AOll
861015 A041
861210 AOll
861217 AOll
861217 Alll
870204 AOll
870401 AOll
870408 AOll
870415 AOll
870930 AO 14
871021 AOll
871104 AlOl
871111 A061
880120 A021
880210 AOU
880210 A093
880217 A021
880224 A041
880302 AOll
880302 A041
880302 A051
880316 AOll
880330 A033
880427 AOll
860924 A041
870121 A041
870225 A051
870304 A053
870304 A063
870423 A041
870429 A031
870429 A042
870429 A151
871104 A041
871111 A061
871118 A051
871118 A054
871202 A051
871209 A034
871209 A081
880323 A041
880330 AOll
880413 AOll
880413 A041
880413 A043
880420 AOll
880420 A061
880420 A061
880420 A071
880420 AlOl
880427 A061
880330 A095
861001 A085
870128 A061
871104 AO 15
NOTATION
LOBBY GROUP WANTS TO ALTER MERIT PAY (EMERY)
COHE ASKS FOR PAY RAISE (TOLLEFSON)
LOCAL COINS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COLLEGES/UNIV
FEDERATION PLANS SHED DAYS
STATE SCHOOLS TALK SPORTS DRUG TESTS (REINARDY)
DRUGS TESTING SINGLES OUT COLLEGE ATHLETICS (ED)
*SD PRESIDENTS' SALARIES LAG BEHIND (KOHLMAN)
LEGISLATURE FACES EDUCATIONAL ISSUES (BORDEWYK)
REGENTS ORDER 1 PERCENT UNIVERSITY BUDGET CUT
EVALUATION CITES FLAWS (SNYDER)
MONEY MATTERS CONCERN PRESIDENTS (MARTIN)
REGENTS DON'T WANT FEE INCREASE (KNECHT)
BUDGET CUTS COUNTER REGENTS' GOALS (BRYNJULSON)
GOVERNOR GETS BUDGET (BROWN)
STATE'S STUDENTS PAY MORE THAN AVERAGE (BRYNJULSON)
*MORE CHOOSE PRIVATE COLLEGES (BRYNJULSON)
STATE NEEDS MORE EDUCATION FUNDS
REGENTS DISCUSS PROPOSAL (BROWN)
HOUSE PASSES NAME CHANGE (TOLLEFSON)
'UNIVERSITY' TITLES FOR COLLEGES
COLLEGE-TOWN CAUCUS FORMS (JAMES)
NAME CHANGE BILL GAINS SUPPORT (ENGEL)
REGENTS SHOULD VIEW STUDY AS OPPORTUNITY
UNIFIED UNIVERSITY BILL RAISES QUESTIONS
HIGHER EDUCATION, BUSINESS MUST COOPERATE
NAME-CHANGE BILL RECEIVES VETO (TOLLEFSON)
COLLEGE NAME-CHANGE STUDY (TOLLEFSON)
*WESTfiRN NEIGHBORS TO PAY LOWER (TOLLEFSON)
EDITORIAL PAGES ALLOW EXPRESSION
PRESS FREEDOMS APPLY TO SDSU (ED)
COMIC MAKES VISIBLE DISCRIMINATION (L)
ED ENDORSEMENT REQUIRES MORE INFORMATION (L)
CARTOON SHOULD NOT HAVE CAUSED UPROAR (L)
SURVEYS DON'T TELL ALL ANSWERS (ED)
"PUBLICATIONS CHOOSE 1987-88 EDITORS (EMERY)
NEWSPRINT BY PAPER'S EDITOR
^COLLEGIAN CREW SAYS GOODBYE
''•PAPER'S ROLE HAS BOUNDS (ED)
STUDENTS FIND NEWSPAPER BORING (L)
LETTER WRITERS DELIVER COMIC RELIEF
SLAMS LACK POINTS (L)
CLUBS NEED MORE COVERAGE (L)
'"DRAPER SUPERVISION CHANGES HANDS (BROST)
RECALLS SEMESTER'S NEWSPAPER JOB
COOPERATION ESSENTIAL FOR THOROUGH COVERAGE (ED)
SA SENATORS REJECT AG NEWS (SNYDER)
SENATE DEFEATS EDITOR NOMINATION (SNYDER)
SA REJECTS YEARBOOK (ED)
SHOULD RETHINK COLLEGIAN EDITOR ACTION (L)
1988-89 COLLEGIAN EDITOR CANDIDATE (TRAUTMAN)
COLLEGIAN THIEVES SUPPRESS LEARNING (ED)
LETTER POLICY USED AS GUIDELINE (L)
REFUTES RUBBER-STAMP DISTINCTION
FUTURE EDITOR PLANS EFFICIENT STAFF (BRALEY)
ALLEGATIONS LACK DEPENDABLE FACTS (ED)
BECOMES UND TEACHER (BLUMER)
VICTIMS OF COMMUNICATION
'^SPEAKERS USE COMMUNICATION (BROST)
AGENTS' COMMITTEE HELPS COMMUNICATION (BRYNJULSON)
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(BRYNJULSON
(ED)
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
COMMUNICATIONS 880127 A084
880302 A071
880420 A131
COMPACT DISCS 870211 A161
COMPETITION 880323 A054
COMPUTERS 860924 A073
861001 A071
861022 A071
861203 AO 14
861203 A063
870325 A065
870408 A061
870415 A021
870423 A061
870423 A061
870423 A061
870909 AO 14
870909 A041
871014 A081
871118 A091
880203 A104
880302 A071
880323 A071
880427 A091
CONAHAN WALT 861015 A074
870225 A104
871014 AOll
CONSERVATION 870325 A065
870408 A181
CONSORTIUM 871209 AO 15
CONSTITUTION 870128 A124
870923 A031
870923 A041
870923 A041
870923 A051
CONVENTIONS 861001 AOll
871021 A013
CORBETT KEITH 871028 A082
COSMETICS 871111 A131
COSTUME 871202 A161
COUGHLIN PEG 860910 A041
860924 A041
861008 A041
861022 A041
861105 A041
861119 A041
861210 A041
870121 A041
870128 A042
870204 A041
870218 A041
870225 A041
870304 A041
870318 A021
870325 A041
870408 A041
870415 A042
870423 A041
870429 A042
870909 A053
NOTATION
KEEPING AN ENTHUSIASTIC ATTITUDE (LINDQUIST)
NETWORK HELPS SCHOOLS SHARE IDEAS (ELY)
*WOMEN INTERPRET ENCOUNTERS (RAETZ)
^MUSICAL DISC CRAZE RISES (MCMEEKIN)
COMPETING TEAMS PRAISED (L)
COMPUTER AGE AFFECTS FACULTY (JELINEK)
••SDSU STUDENTS TURN TO COMPUTERS (BROST)
NEW SOFTWARE CAUSES PROBLEMS (MARTIN)
FACULTY, COMPUTERS INTEGRATE (SNYDER)
NEW COMPUTER PROCESS ENDS PREREGISTRATION (KOHLMAN)
TECHSIGNS--THE COMPUTER IN CREATIVITY
COMPUTERS EASE REGISTRATION PROCESS (BROST)
COURSE PUSHES PROGRESS (MAULE)
OFFERS REAL EXPERIENCE (KAVANAUGH)
TRADE FAIR EXHIBITS BUSINESSES, RESOURCES
STUDENTS INTEGRATE CLASS KNOWLEDGE (BRITTON)
*NEW SYSTEM AIDS REGISTRATION (BROST)
*HAVE COMPUTERS EASED THE PROCESS FOR YOU
FACULTY LEARN BASIC SKILLS (MAULE)
^COMPUTER NETWORK ASSISTS INSTRUCTORS (JAMES)
INSTRUCTOR CREATES NEW CHIPS (LAWRENCE)
NETWORK HELPS SCHOOLS SHARE IDEAS (BLY)
OVERCOMES ISIS OBSTACLES (BOHLENDER)
*CAP CENTER PROVIDES SERVICE (MAULE)
*PLANS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION FUNDING (LINDQUIST)
^SENATOR'S POLITICAL START AT UNIVERSITY (BROWN)
FOUNDATION'S STOCKS, BONDS (JAMES)
ASSOCIATION IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
^CONSERVATION OFFICER HAS MANY JOBS (KAYSER)
CONTRACT NEEDS FURTHER DETAILS (BRYNJULSON)
''-CONSTITUTION'S BIRTHDAY NEARS
^CUTTING CAKE
"APATHY REMAINS DESPITE 200TH YEAR (ED)
CONSTITUTION MEAN TO YOU
*ETHICS CONSIDERS GOVERNMENT INVOLVMENT
'•^CONVENTIONEERS HELP CITY'S ECONOMY (CHEONG)
CONVENTIONS IMPROVE CITY'S ECONOMY (JAMES)
*CAMPUS, CITY SHARE DUTIES (LINDQUIST)
'^STUDENTS SELL BEAUTY (ELL)
COSTUME DEPARTMENT HOUSES CLOTHING FINDS (PETERSON)
DO MORE THAN TALK ABOUT ISSUES (ED)
EDITORIAL PAGES ALLOW EXPRESSION
PUBS FUTURE NEEDS RESPONSIBLE GUIDANCE (ED)
ORGANIZATIONAL FUNDING FACES NECESSARY CUTS (ED)
FREEDOM OF SPEECH DOES NOT MEAN ABUSE (ED)
SOME QUESTIONS GO UNANSWERED (ED)
SMALL INCREASES LEAD TO ACTIVITY FEE HIKE (ED)
PRESS FREEDOMS APPLY TO SDSU (ED)
'^STUPID WRECKS, NEEDLESS DEATH
SMOKERS DESERVE AREAS (ED)
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST REALIZE COSTS (ED)
COLLEGIAN ENDORSES RENTSCHLER/BUYCK (ED)
EVENTS PROVIDE FOR BUSY WEEK (ED)
BUDGET POWER REQUIRES TOUGH DECISION MAKING (ED)
GETTING A JOB ISN'T THAT TOUGH (ED)
W'S WON'T SOLVE SYSTEM ABUSE (ED)
SURVIVAL CLASS OMITTED FROM REGISTRATION PAPER
SURVEYS DON'T TELL ALL ANSWERS (ED)
NEWSPRINT BY PAPER'S EDITOR
SOME DAY SOME THINGS MIGHT BE
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
COUGHLIN PEG 870916 A051
870923 A054
870930 A054
871007 A054
871014 A051
871021 A051
871028 A054
871104 A051
871111 A051
871111 A064
871118 A051
871202 A053
871209 A051
COUNSELING 861015 A092
861210 A075
870204 A081
870225 A141
870909 A121
871104 A034
COUNSELING CENTER 880407 AO6,1
COUNTRY TEAM 871028 A171
COUNTY GOVT-BRO 861029 A131
861203 A085
COUNTY GOVT-MIN 861015 AO 9 5
COUSTEAU JEAN-MICH 861105 A031
CREWS MICHAEL 870909 A071
' 871007 AO 13
CRIME Sc CRIMINALS 861203 A105
870401 A031
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 870916 A1-25
880127 A053
880127 A053
CROP WALK 871007 A104
CROSS COUNTRY
860910 A171
860910 A175
860917 A201
860917 A201
860924 A181
860924 A191
860924 A194
861001 A191
861001 A194
861008 A213
861008 A213
861015 A204
861015 A204
861022 A194
861029 A231
861029 A231
861112 A151
861112 A151
861119 A185
861203 A201
861203 A201
861217 A215
870401 A131
870909 A191
870909 A194
870916 A181
NOTATION
ENTREPRENEURS CASHING IN
^SENIOR SYMPTOMS START
NEIGHBORHOOD MAN IDEAL PRESIDENTIAL ASPIRANT
*ALL PARTAKE IN BIZARRENESS
SPECIAL OBSERVANCES HELP RECOGNITION
*COLLEGIATE LIFE DIFFERS
IMPORTANT CONCERNS WHEN PROTESTING
^MUNDANE MONTH BEGINS
STUDENT PRESS'S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
TEACHER PRAISES WRITER'S CONCERN (L)
SCHOOL YEARS TICK BY SLOWLY
COLUMNIST LAUDS YUPPIES' DEMISE
ALL ABOUT WHAT NOT TO WRITE
SDSU CENTER COUNSELS DRUG ADDICTS (LAACK)
BUDGET CUTS REDUCE COUNSELING STAFF (BROST)
RAPED SELDOM REPORT CRIME
FETISH INTENSIFIES INTO AFFLICTION (FREITAG)
^VARIED EMOTIONAL RESPONSES (GONNERMAN)
COURSE TEACHES SELF-IMPROVEMENT (LAWRENCE)
CENTER PURSUES NEW DIRECTOR (MAULE)
WIN SECOND INVITATIONAL TITLE (SANDQUIST)
RIVALS DISAGREE ON CHANGES (BORDEWYK)
COUNTY HOPES TO RAISE REVENUES THROUGH TAX (ULMEN)
PROGRAM HELPS POOR (CHRISTIANSON)
*COSTEAU STRESSES PEOPLE WORKING TOGETHER (HURNEY)
NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS DEFINE GOALS
^YEARBOOK SALE RESULTS DECIDE FATE (EMERY)
CRIME RATE
*THREE RESIDENTS HELP FIGHT CRIME (BROST)
SOUTH DAKOTA LAW--A CONSUMER'S GUIDE
SPEEDY TRIALS
DWI LAW OK'D
CROP PLANS WEEKEND WALK (BRYNJULSON)
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM
MEN'S TEAM HOPES TO REPEAT TITLE (NAUERTH)
JACKS BEGIN CC (NAUERTH)
"JACKRABBITS FINISH THIRD (NAUERTH)
^STEVENS, MASSMANN LEAD JACKS TO SECOND
MILITARY CONTRIBUTES RUNNERS TO TEAM (NAUERTH)
INVITATIONAL GIVES RUNNERS CONFIDENCE (SCHULZ)
*SDSU FINISHES FIRST
HUBBARD LEADS JACKS TO lOTH PLACE (SEFRNA)
DEHAVEN FINISHES SECOND (SEFRNA)
*MEN'S TEAM FINISHES FIFTH (SCHULZ)
HUBBARD LEADS JACKRABBITS TO IITH PLACE (SCHULZ)
SDSU CAPTURES TOP FOUR PLACES (TRAUTMANN)
JACKS TAKE SECOND AT NDSU (TRAUTMANN)
SDSU RESTS TOP WOMEN'S RUNNERS (TRAUTMANN)
*GROUP STRATEGY HELPS SDSU WIN MEET (TRAUTMANN)
HUBBBARD FINISHES FIRST IN INVITATIONAL (TRAUTMANN)
*WINS THIRD-CONSECUTIVE REGIONAL TITLE (TRAUTMANN)
*JACKS GO TO NATIONALS (TRAUTMANN)
JACKS PREPARE FOR NATIONAL COMPETITION (SEFRNA)
*JACKS PLACE SECOND IN NATION (TRAUTMANN)
SDSU FINISHES lOTH AT DIVISON II MEET (TRAUTMANN)
••SUCCESSFUL RUNNER UNKNOWN AT SDSU
*COACH GETS CHAMPIONSHIP (DEN HERDER)
'^RUNNING STRONG
^SUCCESSFUL WOMEN'S SEASON
'^ ABSENCES IMPAIR WOMEN'S EFFORTS (SANDQUIST)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
CROSS COUNTRY 870916 A184
870923 A191
870923 A191
870930 A215
870930 A221
871007 A171
871007 A171
871007 A175
871014 A181
871014 A183
871021 A171
871021 A174
871028 A171
871104 A174
871111 A171
871111 A174
871111 A201
871118 A195
871202 A181
880420 A161
CROSS COUNTRY SKI
CULTURAL CENTER 861119 A124
CULTURE CONFLICT 871209 A051
CUTLER RICHARD 880420 A031
CYCLING 860910 A144
871007 A133
GYRE ERIK 861001 A151
DAIRY 870225 A091
870429 A075
871028 A021
871104 A031
DAKOTA PROPOSITION 871021 A105
871111 A115
DAKTRONICS INC 871028 A031
880413 A034
DANCE 860917 A161
861015 A141
861029 A181
861105 A131
861112 A141
861119 A141
870325 A131
870909 A161
870916 A161
871028 A155
871111 A145
871118 A131
871118 A135
871202 A141
871209 A174
880203 A134
880203 A135
880323 A171
880330 AlOl
DANCE FOR DYSTROPH 870408 A051
870415 AO 14
870415 Alll
880323 A061
DASCHLE TOM 860917 A091
860924 AOll
NOTATION
DEHAVEN LEADS JACKS (SANDQUIST)
DEHAVEN LEAVES FIELD BEHIND (SANDQUIST)
MILLER WINS 5,000 METER (SANDQUIST)
"FOREIGN RACERS CAPTURE TOP (SANDQUIST)
^PRECARIOUS ROSTER HURTS JACKS' TEAM (SANDQUIST)
HEALTHY SQUAD RUNS STEADILY (SANDQUIST)
SOUTH AFRICAN TRANSFER BRINGS (SANDQUIST)
CONTEND WITH ADDITIONAL ABSENCES (SANDQUIST)
*JACKS STARTLE NCC TEAMS (SANDQUIST)
DEHAVEN BEATS TOP RUNNERS (SANDQUIST)
^BACKUP TEAM TAKES SECOND (SANDQUIST)
USD INVITATIONAL WIN (SANDQUIST)
^-VICTORY FOR SDSU (SANDQUIST)
RUNNERS SHOOT FOR FOURTH NCC TITLE (SANDQUIST)
'••MEN WIN FOURTH STRAIGHT TITLE (SANDQUIST)
*FAIL TO QUALIFY FOR NATIONAL (SANDQUIST)
JACKS CONTINUE DYNASTY (TRAUTMAN)
MEN VIE FOR NCAA TITLE (SANDQUIST)
NCAA DIVISION II TITLE RACE (SANDQUIST)
THREE TIME STATE CHAMPION (SMITH)
SEE SKIING
ART DEMONSTRATES STATE'S HERITAGE (KORKOW)
MELTING POT SERVES
CABLE WIN ENTHUSES OWNER (TOLLEFSON)
150-MILE TOUR TO RAISE MONEY FOR MS (HUTCHES)
^STRONG BIKING TREND ROLLS ON (GAUGER)
HAZEL BOY PERFORMS FOR REAGAN, BUSH (KORKOW)
DAIRY PLANT INCREASES SANITATION PROCESS (BROST)
DAIRY WINNERS
'^SYNTHETIC HORMONE IN MILK PRODUCTION (ENGEL)
DAIRY BAR OFFERS GOODS (EMERY)
PETITION DRIVE II
BALLOT BOUND
CLASS IMPROVES MANAGEMENT SKILLS (MAULE)
RELIVES AUSTRALIAN ODDITIES (TOLLEFSON)
SENIOR THRIVES ON VARIETIES OF DANCE (LINDQUIST)
"STUDENTS SHOW SLICK MOVES (KORKOW)
CHOREOGRAPHER COMBINES ART, SCIENCE (WOOD)
NO DANCE THEATER LEAPS TO DONER AUDITORIUM (WOOD)
^PRACTICE SHOW SKILLS IN RECITAL (WOOD)
TECHNIQUES IN UPCOMING DANCE SHOW (KORKOW)
*STEP, STEP
DANCE RESIDENCY AT SDSU (BRALEY)
^GETTING INTO THE GROOVE
BALLET PROVIDES CULTURE
EXPERIMENTS WITH BOUNDARIES OF CREATIVITY (BRALEY)
^NUTCRACKER' PROVOKES ROMANTIC SPIRIT (BRALEY)
DONOR CHALLENGES CREW (BRALEY)
*MEN FIND A PLACE IN DANCING (PETERSON)
EMOTIONS INFLUENCE NEW DANCE PRODUCTIONS (TAYLOR)
DANCE GROUP ENTERTAINS KIDS (WEST)
GROUP FUNDS ITSELF WITH PERFORMANCES (BRALEY)
DANCE CLUB DISPLAYS VARIETY (OWENS)
'^STRIKING A POSE
GREEKS PREPARE FOR ALL-NIGHT DANCE (L)
*ROCKY XXV
*'87 DANCERS NET $15,111
*DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY MOTIVATES STUDENTS (BROST)
*IN SUPPORT OF DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (CHRISTIANSON)
*CANDIDATES discuss issues at forum (CHRISTIANSON)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
DASCHLE TOM 861008 A115
861008 A121
861029 A051
861029 A145
861112 A013
861119 AOll
861203 AlOl
870415 AO 84
870909 A061
870916 AO 13
871209 A121
880413 AOll
880413 A031
DATING 861029 A041
DAY CARE 861203. A071
DAYS 871014 A051
DEATH 861001 A05I
DEER 860917 A193
860924 A202
861112 A 17,1
871111 A194
DEFENSE
860924 A053
880420 A074 •
DEHAVEN ROD 860910 A175
870218 A175
870318 A041
870909 A191
871014 A183
871028 A171
880120 A131
880427 A194
DEMKO GEORGE 870325 A063
DEMOCRATIC PARTY 871007 A043
871021 A105
880203 A034
DEMONSTRATIONS 871028 AO 13
871028 A054
DEPARTMENTS
871021 AO 15
DEPUY WILLIAM 871209 A105
DESMET LISA 861119 A031
DIRECTORY 871021 AOll
DISCHER KARI JO 870909 A081
DISCRIMINATION
870304 A061.
870415 A171
880127 A071
880323 AOll
880330 A051'
DISHONESTY 870408 A053
870429 A034
870429 A041
DOBBS BRIAN 880420 A201
DOBSON JON 880224 A091
880323 A051
880407 A054
880420 A071
DOLE ELIZABETH 870429 A115
DOLE ROBERT 880120 A031
NOTATION
SENATE DEBATE OCT 18
SENATE RACE ATTRACTS NATIONAL ATTENTION (LARSON)
MUDSLINGING DISCOURAGES VOTERS
CANDIDATE RATINGS
SENATE CANDIDATES SPEND RECORD FIGURE (CHRISTIANSON)
''-FINAL WEEK SAVE RACE (LARSON)
^DASCHLE HEARS LOCAL VIEWS ON FARM POLICY
''•POLITICAL START TRACES TO SDSU (BROWN)
'''SENATE VISITOR
'^AID REMAINS LEVEL (BRYNJULSON)
-'TALKING RURAL
BLACK HILLS MAY BE LOST (BROWN)
'^INTENSE ORATION
'^COMMENTS ON WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A DATE
*SDSU AIDS SD COMMUNITIES (HOFER)
SPECIAL OBSERVANCES HELP RECOGNITION
DEATH MAKES AN EARLY CALL
STATE FACES LICENSE SURPLUS, AGAIN (KAYSER)
*BIG BUCKS NOT' FOR EVERYONE (KAYSER)
SPECIAL TECHNIQUES LURE RUTTING DEER (KAYSER)
ANALYZING DEER BEHAVIOR (KAYSER)
SEE ALSO ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
MILITARIZATION QUESTIONED
SATAN WANTS YOU
DEHAVEN SUSPENDED
DEHAVEN FINISHES FIRST (DEN HERDER)
DEHAVEN'S lOTH ALL-AMERICA HONOR
'^RUNNING STRONG
DEHAVEN BEATS TOP RUNNERS (SANDQUIST)
-'VICTORY FOR SDSU (SANDQUIST)
^ATHLETES HONORED AS BEST OF '87 (ARCHER)
^DEHAVEN TO 1988 OLYMPICS (GOHEEN)
SPEAKER'S JOB INVOLVES MYTHICAL KINGDOMS
"SECRETS, DOUBTS CONQUER
PRUNTY PICKED
DEMOCRATIC DEBATE CREATES DISPLEASURE (TOLLEFSON)
REMEMBER OTHER DEMONSTRATIONS (CHICOINE)
IMPORTANT CONCERNS WHEN PROTESTING
SEE ALSO SUBJECTS OF DEPARTMENTS
SDSU DEPARTMENTS TO UNDERGO EVALUATION (MAULE)
FOUR-STAR HONORED
^PROGRAM LINKS YOUNG, OLD GENERATIONS (HOFER)
'^PUPILS CAUSE PHONE BOOK'S MISTAKES (BROST)
'^RHD'S IN. HALL GOVERNMENT (BROWN)
SEE ALSO SEX DISCRIMINATION, RACISM
BIGOTRY REFLECTS HUMANS' INSANITY (L)
CAMERAMEN SHOW PREJUDICE (REINARDY)
DISCRIMINATION PROSPERS IN STATE
^ACTIVIST DENOUNCES STEREOTYPED ROLES (TAYLOR)
RIGHTIST--DISCRIMINATION REMAINS
SURVEYS TO SHOW PERCEPTIONS OF DISHONEST ACTS (L)
SUSPICION OF DISHONESTY IN SURVEY (BROST)
REAL PROBLEMS NEED ADDRESSING (ED)
TENNIS ANYONE
"Sk OFFICE STAFF RE-EVALUATION
SA SENATE POSITIONS
ACTIVITIES FOR DISPLACED BEER DRINKERS
REFUTES RUBBER-STAMP DISTINCTION
DOLE SPEAKS
EDUCATION NEAR TOP OF PLATFORM (ENGEL)
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SUBJECT
DOLE ROBERT
DOLL HOUSES
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
DONER AUDITORIUM
DORMITORIES
DORN PAT
DOWNTOWN
DRAMA
DREAMS
DRUGS
DATE PAPER
880127 AOll
880127 A031
880210 A093
861217 A161
871007 A051
871007 Alll
870408 A121
871118 A135
871202 A121
871202 A125
870318 A041
880330 A151
871111 A013
871111 A021
861029 A201
861210 A174
861217 A181
870121 A141
870121 A151
870225 A151
870304 A151
870304 A155
870423 A131
870429 A191
870429 A201
870909 A151
870923 A165
870930 A171
871021 A141
871028 AOll
871028 A141
871028 A145
871111 A161
871209 A161
871209 A165
880210 A131
880217 A121
880224 A131
880302 AOll
880302 A093
880316 A041
880323 A151
880407 A095
880413 Alll
880420 AO 15
880420 A131
880420 A145
880427 A131
880427 A141
880427 A141
861119 AlOl
860924 A083
861001 A042
861001 A051
861001 A115
861008 A115
861015 AOll
NOTATION
*DOLE TALKS TO STUDENTS (ENGEL)
^PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL ANSWERS QUESTIONS (TOLLEFSON)
DOLE AVOIDS MARITAL QUERY (L)
*COUPLE CONSTRUCTS DOLL HOUSE (WOOD)
SEE ALSO ABUSED SHELTER
ABUSE NEEDS TO ABSOLVE (L)
DOMESTIC ABUSE LEVELS RISE (COLLINS)
^PHANTOM SOJOURNS STAGE IN DONER
DONOR CHALLENGES CREW (BRALEY)
LACK OF FUNDING IN MAINTENANCE (BRALEY)
PLANS FOR RENOVATION INSURE BRIGHT FUTURE (BRALEY)
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS
*DORN WINS NATIONAL WRESTLING TITLE
*DORN LOOKS FORWARD TO AUTUMN (KAZMIERCZAK)
*BROOKINGS MERCHANTS DISPUTE FUNDING PLAN (BROWN)
'•^GETTING OUT
SEE ALSO THEATER
SUCCEEDS IN MAIN STAGE OPENER (RICHARDT)
*SMALL-TOWN GIRL ACHIEVES HER DREAM (WOOD)
ACTORS PERFORM PLAY'S ROLES AUTHENTICALLY (CALIFF)
^STUDENTS TACKLE TRYOUT TENSION (WOOD)
THEATER GRADUATE PROGRESSES (KORKOW)
*SMALL CREW TACKLES PLAY'S CHALLENGES (MCMEEKIN)
^REHEARSING IT
ADOLESCENCE EMERGES IN PRESENTATION (GHAZI)
*'PETER PAN' LANDS IN SDSU (WOOD)
'PETER PAN' MEMBERS SOAR (GHAZI)
-'THEATER CHANGES ITS SCENE
SOUNDS OF MUSIC (CHICOINNE)
^PLAYWRIGHT PROGRAM CHAIR (PETERSON)
STAFF PLANS MAINSTAGE PLAYS (BARTHOLOMEW)
'-'NOISES OFF' SHINE IN PREMIERE
$5,200 TO THEATER GROUP (SNYDER)
'-ACTORS FIND THEMSELVES (TAYLOR)
GROUP SEES FALL SETBACK (BARTHOLOMEW)
HARMONY INSURES SUCCESS (BARTHOLOMEW)
'-PROVOCATIVE THEME SEPARATES PLAY (BRALEY)
LEAD CHARACTERS SEE PLAY DIFFERENTLY (BRALEY)
*SHOW EXPLAINS MYSTERIOUS DEATH (BRALEY)
'^CIVIC PLAY INVOLVES STUDENTS (BRALEY)
'^ PLAY WILL QUESTION RESPONSIBILITY (BRALEY)
PANEL DISCUSSES RESPONSIBILITY (MAULE)
*'SONS' CAST CONVEYS ... (TAYLOR)
STUDIO PRODUCTIONS OFFER VARIATION (BRALEY)
SDSU THEATER MAJORS ENJOY (BRALEY)
PREPARES EXTRAVAGANT CENTENNIAL SHOW (BRALEY)
PLAY BOASTS STUDENT PRODUCTION (TAYLOR)
ACCLAIMED PLAY EXPOSES FAMILY SECRETS (BRALEY)
*"CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF"
'A MAN'S A MAN' (TAYLOR)
'^CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF (TAYLOR)
'•EXPERIMENTAL SHOW EXPLORES DAMNATION (LAMBERT)
REPERTORY GROUP PREPARES FOR SEASON (PETERSON)
GROUP STUDIES DREAMS (SAATHOFF)
'^DRUG ARRESTS INCREASE IN SD
FEDERAL WAR ON DRUGS ABUSES FINANCIAL AID
GOVERNMENT WAR MAY BE GIMMICK
DUMP DRUGS
'D' RATING
STATE SCHOOLS TALK SPORTS DRUG TESTS (REINARDY)
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SUBJECT
DRUGS
DRUNK DRIVING
DUCKS
DUNKEL NORB
DUTCHER BRIAN
EASTER
EASTER SEALS
EATING DISORDERS
ECONOMIC COND-BR
ECONOMIC COND-SD
ECONOMIC DEVELOP
ECONOMICS
EDIE RICHARD
EDUCATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
861015 A041 DRUGS TESTING SINGLES OUT COLLEGE ATHLETICS (ED)
861015 A091 ADDICTS RECEIVE HELP AT LOCAL AGENCIES (LAACK)
861015 A092 SDSU CENTER COUNSELS DRUG ADDICTS (LAACK)
861015 A191 SDSU EXAMINES ATHLETE DRUG PROBLEM (REINARDY)
861015 A191 NDSU LEADS CONFERENCE IN DRUG TESTING PROGRAMS
861015 A201 DRUG SOLUTION WILL NEED WORK (REINARDY)
861022 AO15 *USE AND ABUSE
861022 A031 PREVENTION PROGRAMS START WITH EDUCATION (SNYDER)
861022 A031 ALCOHOL ABUSE EXCEEDS SUBSTANCE ABUSE (KOHLMAN)
861210 A203 DRUG TESTER CATCH TWO BISON (REINARDY)
870916 A121 PLAN TO ADD TO ENFORCEMENT (BROWN)
870916 A121 DRUG-RELATED ARRESTS INCREASE (BARNETT)
871007 A115 $939,000 TO FIGHT ILLEGAL DRUGS
871209 A105 JERRY YUTRZENKA FROM USD WILL GIVE LECTURE
880127 A071 CONSPIRACY THREATENS AMERICANS' FREEDOMS (L)
880420 A181 ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT DEALS WITH PROBLEM (SMITH)
861203 A094 STATE DRUNK DRIVER RATE INCREASES (ULMEN)
861203 A094 DWI OFFENDERS FACE STIFFER PENALTIES (ULMEN)
870325 A033 SDSU GREEKS HELP ELIMINATE (HURNEY)
870325 A04.1 ^COMMENTS--WOULD USE/JOIN A SERVICE
870916 A062 CLUB PROMOTES DESIGNATED DRIVERS (MAULE)
871014 A115 LESSER PROBLEM IN BROOKINGS (GONNERMAN)
861008 , A204 *WET WEATHER BENEFITS DUCKS (KAYSER)
860917 A071 *NEW PEOPLE FILL FACULTY, DEAN POSITIONS
880323 A084 ^SURVEY ON RESIDENCE HALL CONDITIONS (MAULE)
870930 A211 ^GOLFERS PLAY IN LAST TOURNEY (DORN)
880330 A131 DUTCHER LEAVES JACKRABBITS (SANDQUIST)
870415 AO11 LOCAL GROUP CARRIES LILIES FOR HOPE (BRITTON)
870423 A021 LOCAL MINISTER ARRESTED EASTER SUNDAY
880330 A031 ''"SWEET PICKINGS
880407 A061 ''^DESIGNING EGGS WITH LOVE (BLY)
880203 A043 EASTER SEALS VOLLEYBALL MARATHON
SEE ALSO FASTING
861210 A033 -STRESS TO BE THIN CAUSES EATING DISORDERS (BROST)
870225 A141 FETISH INTENSIFIES INTO AFFLICTION (FREITAG)
860910 AO11 SDSU PLAYS KEY ROLE IN ECONOMY (NOLZ)
870218 A035 *WAGNER'S TASK FORCE WORKS WITH GOVERNOR (SNYDER)
871118 a651 market SEEMS JUNGLE-TOUGH
870401 A071 *FINAL TOUCHES
870423 A095 GRAND OPENING
870923 A033 *SDSU RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDERWAY-(KOS)
870930 A031 -MANUFACTURERS GAIN FROM PROJECT (SNYDER)
871118 A084 FUND WILL SPONSOR EDUCATION (COUGHLIN)
880203. .A031 INCUBATION CENTER ADVANCES SLOWLY
880203 A061 MUST REVITALIZE SD ECONOMY (ED)
880203 A071 HELP STATE INDUSTRY THROUGH QUALITY
880302 A051 HIGHER EDUCATION, BUSINESS MUST COOPERATE
880407 A034 ECONOMIC CONFERENCE
861119 A053 CORPORATION LOCATES IN SCOBEY HALL
880330 Alll *STATE OF THE ART
SEE ALSO TESTS EDUCATIONAL
860917 A104 COMMITTEE PRESENTS PROPOSALS FOR AID (BRYNJULSON)
861008 A063 SHOULD BE VIEWED AS OPPORTUNITY (L)
861015 A051 UNIVERSITIES, CORPORATIONS SHOULD BUILD CONNECTIONS
861015 A061 HONORS PROGRAM OFFERS EDUCATIONAL GAINS (SYNDER)
861022 A042 DOCTORATE DEGREES OPEN OPPORTUNITIES (KRUEGER)
861119 A041 SOME QUESTIONS GO UNANSWERED (ED)
861203 A081 STATE NEEDS EDUCATION-ECONOMIC LINK (HUTCHES)
861217 A041 EDUCATION'S PRICE TAG REQUIRES MORE CONTROL (ED)
861217 A041 ^COMMENTS ON HIGHER EDUCATION ISSUES
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
EDUCATION 870121 AO 14
870408 AOll
870415 AOll
870909 A084
871111 A081
871118 A041
871118 A084
871209 A121
880127 A051
880127 A061
EDUCATION PHYSICAL
EDUCATION SPECIAL 861015 A074
EDUCATION VOCATION 871007 A104
871118 A084
EDWARDS ERNIE 870429 A115
EISENBRAUN DAL 861015 A171
EKELAND MARK 870429 A211
ELECTIONS
ELECTIONS-BR 86 861029 A134
861029 A141
ELECTIONS-BR 87 870423 A095
ELECTIONS-BR 88 880420 A031
ELECTIONS-SD 86 860910 A081
860924 A065
861001 A085
861001 A085
861008 A091
861008 Alll
861015 A085
861022 A081
861022 A125
861022 A125
861029 AO 14
861029 AlOl
861029 Alll
861029 A145
861105 A042
861112 AO 13
861112 A042
861112 AlOl
ELECTIONS-SD 88 870909 AOll
871104 A051
880120 A031
880120 A031
880120 A061
880127 A031
880203 AOll
880203 A034
880302 A041
ELECTIONS-US 88 870211 A051
880127 A073
880427 Alll
ELECTRIC VEHICLE 871111 A031
ELECTRICITY-BR 870304 AOll
ELECTRICITY-SDSU 861203 A014
ELLSWORTH AIR 861105 AOll
870415 AOll
870423 A021
EMERICK ROYCE 880224 A081
EMPLOYMENT-BR 860910 AlOl
NOTATION
*MICKELSON'S MESSAGE ADDRESSES EDUCATION (BROWN)
*HART--PROBLEMS FACE EDUCATION (COUGHLIN)
^REPRESENTATIVE CITES REAGAN'S INCONSISTENCIES
'•NEW ACTING DEAN
GRANT PROVIDES EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY (EMERY)
LEGISLATORS SHOULD ACT ON STUDENTS' CONCERNS (ED)
FUND WILL SPONSOR EDUCATION (COUGHLIN)
LEGISLATURE'S ATTENTION ON EDUCATION (ENGEL)
SCHOOLS UNAFFECTED BY STATE AID PLAN (BROWN)
HEALTH, SEX EDUCATION (ED)
SEE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
'•PLANS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION FUNDING (LINDQUIST)
PANEL SEEKS TO END TRANSFER GAP (BRYNJULSON)
VO-TECH CREDITS MIGHT EASE SHORTAGE (JAMES)
SUPERINTENDENT QUITS
*1950'S ATHLETE RECEIVES HONOR (SEFRNA)
EKELAND WINS lOOTH GAME (REINARDY)
SEE ALSO SA-ELECTIONS
'•FOUR RACE FOR COUNTY COMMISSION (GEYER)
'•THREE PEOPLE VIE FOR SEATS IN DISTRICT 7
BETTY PRUNTY AND VIRGIL ELLERBRACH
STREET RE-ZONING BLASTED IN ELECTIONS (BROWN)
CAMPAIGN POLLS
AGRICULTURAL FORUM OCT 6
CANDIDATE FORUM OCT 6
PARTICIPATE IN PRESS CONFERENCE OCT 3
CANDIDATES SPEAK AT BROADCASTER'S DAY (BRALEY)
SD CANDIDATES DISCUSS FARM ISSUES (LAACK)
DEBATES TO BE BROADCAST OCT 15
1986 ELECTIONS
DEBATES ON OCT 22
ELECTION WALK
POLLING STATIONS OPEN AT 8 AM (ULMEN)
'^1986 GUBERNATORIAL FACE OFF
1986 ELECTIONS
CAMPAIGN POLLS
SA AIMS TO REPRESENT STUDENT VIEWS TO STATE
SENATE CANDIDATES SPEND RECORD FIGURE (CHRISTIANSON)
COLLEGIANS COULD USE POLITICIANS' RESILIENCE
'^THE WINNERS ARE . . .
STUDENTS HOPE FOR ELECTION DEBATES (CHEONG)
'•DEBATES SURFACE ISSUES
'^ NOMINEE HOPEFUL STRESSES AID (ENGEL)
EDUCATION NEAR TOP OF PLATFORM (ENGEL)
VOTERS SHOULD EVALUATE LOGICALLY (ED)
'^PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL ANSWERS QUESTIONS (TOLLEFSON)
'^SIMON CALLS FOR REFORMS (TOLLEFSON)
DEMOCRATIC DEBATE CREATES DISPLEASURE (TOLLEFSON)
'^COMMENTS STATE PRIMARY RESULTS
NEEDS CANDIDATE
RHINO PARTY PROVIDES NEW DIRECTION
CRITICIZES LACK OF DEMOCRACY (BRYNJULSON)
'•ENGINEERS REFINE ELECTRIC VEHICLE (LAWRENCE)
'•POWER SHUT-OFF LEAVES CAMPUS IN DARK (HURNEY)
SDSU CUTS ELECTRICAL COSTS (EMERY)
US AIR FORCE CREATES NEED FOR NEW DEGREE (EMERY)
LOCAL GROUP CARRIES LILIES FOR HOPE (BRITTON)
LOCAL MINISTER ARRESTED EASTER SUNDAY
INSTRUCTOR STUDIES URINARY DISORDER (MAULE)
'^PART-TIME JOBS LESS AVAILABLE (COUGHLIN)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
EMPLOYMENT-BR 870408 A081
870909 Alll
EMPLOYMENT-SD 861001 AOll
861008 A125
861203 AOll
870225 A041
870408 A041
870408 A091
ENDRES JUDY 870121 A071
ENGEL ANGELA 861217 A091
870930 A081
870930 NO 14
ENGELS MIKE 861203 A161
871118 A175
ENGINEERING 861015 A124
861022 A141
861029 A021
861105 AOll
861119 A102
861203 A075
870121 AO 15
870211 A091
871007 A031
871209 AlOl
880323 A094
880330 A061
880413 A093
ENGLE ANGIE 870930 NO 14
ENGLISH 860924 A043
861008 A061
861022 A051
861022 A051
861105 A051
861210 AlOl
870415 A051
871104 A051
871202 A044
880427 A084
ENROLLMENT 860910 A013
860917 A084
870128 A061
870218 A061
870325 A074
870930 AOll
871104 AlOl
871118 A081
880420 AOll
ENTERTAINMENT 861001 A161
861112 A041
870408 A071
870423 A031
870916 A151
871111 A141
880330 A053
880330 A091
880330 AlOl
880413 A091
ENTREPRENEUR 860910 A053
861210 A042
870318 A035
NOTATION
*AREA OFFERS SUMMER JOB CHANCES (BRYNJULSON)
JOB SEEKERS ELIGIBILITY (BRYNJULSON)
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AFFECTS EMPLOYMENT (SNYDER)
FARMERS FIND NEW JOBS (BORDEWYK)
GRADUATES LOOK OUT-OF-STATE (BORDEWYK)
COMMENTS--ON THE WORST JOB
^COMMENTS ON SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
WOMEN GAIN IN WORK FORCE (CHRISTIANSON)
"CONTINUES FILLING FACULTY POSITIONS
*SA APPROVES 1987 HOBO DAY POOBA (HUTCHES)
"ACTIVITIES. ACCOMPANY WEEK (FREEMAN)
*SA APPROVES 1987 HOBO DAY POOBA (HUTCHES)
*SDSU WRESTLING RELIES ON LOWER WEIGHTS (TRAUTMANN)
*GRAPPLERS RECEIVE SEASON'S BAPTISM (SMITH)
ENGINEERS WIN TOP NATIONAL AWARD (WIKA)
*NEW YORKER GETS SPECIAL TREATMENT
*SDSU STRENGTHENS RESEARCH
US AIR FORCE CREATES NEED FOR NEW DEGREE (EMERY)
'•DEAN CREDITS AWARDS TO COLLEAGUES, STUDENTS
ENGINEERING CONTEST
ENGINEERING COLLEGE EARNS RECOGNITION (HURNEY)
EXPERIENCE THROUGH PRACTICAL WORK (GROSZ)
CONSTRUCT CABLE TV ALTERNATIVE (MAULE)
ENGINEERING LAB RECEIVES RENOVATIONS (EMERY)
ENGINEERING EXPLORATION DAYS
'^EED EDUCATES, ENTERTAINS (BROST)
^ENGINEERS BATTLE NERDY IMAGE (DONOHUE)
'•HOBO WELCOME
COLLEGE ENGLISH PROFESSORS NEED UNDERSTANDING
COLUMNIST BLOWS WHISTLE (L)
FRESHMAN COMPOSITION CLASS RESPONDS (L)
FICTION, REALITY NEED TO BE SEPARATED (L)
SNIGLETS HELP FILL VOID LEFT IN DICTIONARY PAGES
LANGUAGE STRESSES EQUALITY (SAATHOFF)
COLLEGE REDEFINES SOME LANGUAGE
VOCABULARIES DIFFER FROM ONE STATE TO ANOTHER
ENGLISH IN AMERICAN SPEECH
ENGLISH STAFF DEVELOPS EXIT EXAM
'^ENROLLMENT DECLINES (KOHLMAN)
ENROLLMENT AFFECTS CLASSES (EMERY)
'^PUBLIC RELATIONS TEAM HELPS (BROST)
VIDEO HELPS INCREASE ENROLLMENT (MAULE)
PART-TIME PUPIL ENROLLMENT HELPS INCREASE TOTALS
'^1987-88 ENROLLMENT FIGURES
'^ MORE CHOOSE PRIVATE COLLEGES (BRYNJULSON)
'^AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE NUMBERS (JAMES)
PLAN MAY FILL RESIDENCE HALLS (TOLLEFSON)
'•MONEY PROVIDES ENJOYMENT (MCMEEKIN)
'^COMMENTS ON MONEY SPENT ON ENTERTAINMENT
'^KEEPS HEART IN SOUTH DAKOTA (CHICOINE)
'^LOOKIN' ON
ENTERTAINMENT AT NO CHARGE (BRALEY)
'^COMEDIAN LOVES LAUGHS IN LIFE (BRALEY)
'XYYS' STOP OTHERS' FUN (L)
SEMI-FORMAL FOR RESIDENTS (BLUMER)
PLAN FOR UNDERAGE STUDENTS (WEST)
*GENE COTTON PERFORMED IN THE GRAND MARKETPLACE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP COURSES NEEDED
SDSU NEEDS TO FOLLOW SCOTTISH UNIVERSITY
AWARD DEADLINE
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
ENTREPRENEUR 870401 A034
870916 A051
871209 A105
880210 Alll
880407 A061
880413 A061
ENVIRON PROT 871028 AOll
ENVIRONMENT
ERICKSON BRAD 861203 A161
EVALUATION 871021 AO 15
EVANS BILL 861029 A181
EVERS SANDRA 871021 Alll
EWING JACK 870408 A181
870415 A174
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
880210 AOll
880427 A094
EXPERIMENT STATION-
EXTENSION SERVICE
FACULTY
860917 A071
860924 A073
861001 A041
861029 A145
861112 AOll
861203 AO 14
.861210 A013
870121 A071
870128 A065
870325 AO 71
870930 A081
871007 A033
871014 A081
871118 A031
880323 A091
880407 AOll
880427 Alll
FACULTY UNION
FAIRCHILD QUINN 871202 A141
FAMILY 861008 A042
870429 A115
871007 A051
880217 Alll
FARLEY GREG 870930 A201
FARMS & FARMING
860924 A095
870121 A094
880210 A194
880224 A081
FASHION 860910 A141
860924 A121
860924 A121
870121 A131
- 870225 A131
870916 A131
871028 A081
880413 AlOl
FASTING 870429 A061
FATHERS 880217 Alll
FEARS 860910 A053
NOTATION
^STUDENTS MAKE BUSINESSES FOR CASH (BROST)
ENTREPRENEURS CASHING IN
BUILDING BUSINESS
^CONTEST PROVIDES BUSINESS EDUCATION (BOHLENDER)
ENTREPRENEUR INTEREST RISES (BOHLENDER)
STUDENTS SEEK TO IMPROVE PRODUCTS (BOHLENDER)
KEEPS RADIOACTIVITY DOWN (KOS)
SEE ENVIRON PROT
^SWIMMER SHORTAGE HURTS JACKS' TEAM (TRAUTMANN)
SDSU DEPARTMENTS TO UNDERGO EVALUATION (MAULE)
CHOREOGRAPHER COMBINES ART, SCIENCE (WOOD)
DECOR INDICATES MATURITY (GONNERMAN)
'''RESEARCHERS PROFILE ATHLETES (TRAUTMANN)
^PROJECTS AID STUDENTS (TRAUTMANN)
SEE ALSO STUDENTS EXCHANGE
REGENTS STUDY EXCHANGE PROGRAM (BROWN)
WAGNER'S TRIP STRENGTHENS EXCHANGE (BLY)
SEE AG EXPERIMENT
SEE AG EXTENSION WORK
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FACULTY
*NEW PEOPLE FILL FACULTY, DEAN POSITIONS
COMPUTER AGE AFFECTS FACULTY (JELINEK)
STUDENTS, INSTRUCTORS MUST CONSIDER RIGHTS (ED)
MONEY MAKERS
REGENTS STUDY FREE ADMISSION (SNYDER)
FACULTY, COMPUTERS INTEGRATE (SNYDER)
FOUR FILL ASSISTANT POSTS (KOHLMAN)
^CONTINUES FILLING FACULTY POSITIONS
FACULTY PRESENTATIONS
DIFFER ON LOBBY GROUP'S EFFECTIVENESS (BROWN)
FACULTY GIVE VIEWS OF CELEBRATION (MAULE)
BRITISH PROFESSOR TEACHES (FREEMAN)
FACULTY LEARN BASIC SKILLS (MAULE)
^EXCHANGES PROMPT PRESIDENTIAL VISIT (CHICOINE)
WORKING PAIRS DON'T SHARE FULFILLMENT (LINDQUIST)
COHE ASKS FOR PAY RAISE (TOLLEFSON)
^FACULTY RECEIVE EXCELLENCE AWARD
SEE COHE
*MEN FIND A PLACE IN DANCING (PETERSON)
ROOTS PROVIDE THREAD TO PAST GENERATIONS
FUN NIGHT
ABUSE NEEDS TO ABSOLVE (L)
^FATHER FIGURES (DONOHUE)
COYOTES BEAT SDSU IN BEEF BOWL (PASCHKE)
SEE ALSO AG, GRAIN STORAGE
DEBT RECALLS BY FMHA ANGERS HOUSE, FARMERS
OLD FARMS INVOKE MEMORIES (HUTCHES)
FARMERS' CHARITY IS CRUCIAL (KAYSER)
STATE'S FARMING PROBLEMS, PROSPERITY (KAVANAUGH)
FALL BRINGS HOT NEW FASHIONS (SCHAEFERS)
MALE STYLES TO BE COMFORTABLE (SCHAEFERS)
STEREOTYPE REMOVED FROM FASHION (SCHAEFERS)
*MEN'S JEWELRY SPARKLES IN FASHION (HEGGESTAD)
*SHOW MODELS DON TRADITIONAL APPAREL (HEGGESTAD)
'•'FAD AND FASHION (GONNERMAN)
"STYLISH LADIES
'^SPRING FASHION TRENDS BLOOM (RAETZ)
FASTING BENEFITS PEOPLE ALL YEAR (L)
'^FATHER FIGURES (DONOHUE)
FEARS NEED TO BE FACED
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
FEDERAL GRANTS 871014 A093
FEE DAVID 870923 A051
FENCING TEAM 880217 A163
FERGUSON MAYNARD 870304 A141
FINANCIAL AID
860910 AOll
860910 A031
861001 AO 15
861001 A035
861001 A042
861008 A051
861008 A061
861112 AOll
870218 AO 12
870218 -A041
870218 A041
870225 A042
870304 A051
870318. AO 14
870423 AO 7,3
870916 AO 13
870916 A021
870916 A041
870930 A091
871118 AOll
871118 A024
880120 AOll
880120 AO 15
880217 A041
880224 A041
• 880427 A105
FIRES 860917 A051
870204 Alll
FISHBACK MARGARET 871021 A091
FISHER AMY 870204 A141
FISHING 860924 A191
861203 AO 85
870218 A161
870415 A155
880203 AO 7 3
FLANDREAU SD 880127 A081
FLOODS 860924 A091
861217 A104
FLUTIST 861112 A131
861112 A131
FOOD 861022 Alll
861022 A131
861029 A053
870128 AlOl
870909 A141
871118 A035
871118- A061
871202 A063
880203 A144
880217 A071
880323 A181
880413 A061
FOOD PANTRY 861015 A081
FOOD SERVICE 860917 A084
861015 A124
NOTATION
PROJECTS HELP SOLICIT GRANTS (COLLINS)
PROFESSOR'S LEGACY LIVES ON AFTER DEATH
^FENCING TEAM GETS THE POINT (KAZMIERCZAK)
'•TRUMPETER BLASTS TUNES TO MUSIC FANS
SEE ALSO STUDENT AID
FEDERAL CUTBACKS AFFECT FINANCIAL AID (SNYDER)
BUDGETING PLAN OFFERS NEW AID (EMERY)
FINANCIAL AID PROCESS FACES MORE CHANGES (HURNEY)
TOTAL PELL GRANT CHECK DISTRIBUTIONS INCREASE
FEDERAL WAR ON DRUGS ABUSES FINANCIAL AID
LEGISLATURE CHANGES MAY AID POLICIES
SPOUSE IMPROVES CHANCE OF FINANCIAL AID (L)
NEW ACT CHANGES AID PROCESSING (BRALEY)
CUTS JEOPARDIZE COLLEGE CAREERS (HURNEY)
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST REALIZE COSTS (ED)
'••comments on FINANCIAL' AID CUT
FINANCIAL AID LEADS ISSUES
FINANCING COLLEGE COSTS DESERVES YOUR VOICE
*MONEY SECURE FOR NOW (HURNEY)
LOAN HELP
'••AID REMAINS LEVEL (BRYNJULSON)
'VAIDS CUT HELP SOME (KAVANAUGH)
'"^COMMENTS ON THE NEW FINANCIAL AID
'••FORM LETTERS AIR STUDENT CONCERNS (LINDQUIST)
STUDENTS KEEP PROMISES TO REPAY LOANS (LINDQUIST)
FINANCIAL AID EFFICIENCY GAINS (KOS)
COMPANY RESUMES GSL PROCESSING (BROWN)
RECEIVE PRIVATE FINANCIAL HELP (BROST)
^ALLOCATION SEES LESS OPPOSITION (BROWN)
PRIVATE-SECTOR FINANCIAL AID (TOLLEFSON)
FINANCIAL AID CHANGES (BLY)
NEW ALARMS CREATE INCONVENIENCES
'•^DANCELAND FLAMES (HEGGESTAD)
'•^HOUSE REMAINS IN BUILDER'S FAMILY (ENGEL)
'DREADERS ESCAPE FROM REALITY (WOOD)
RESERVOIRS CAUSE FISH DECLINE (KAYSER)
'^ICE FUN
NEWEST WINTER SPORT (KAYSER)
FISHERMEN OUTWEIGH FISH (KAYSER)
RELATIONSHIPS NEED ENCOURAGEMENT
REDESIGN FLANDREAU, GAIN EXPERIENCE (DONOHUE)
'••HEAVY-SHOWERS BRING UNEXPECTED FLOOD (CHEONG)
STATE FACES NEW FLOOD HEIGHTS (ULMEN)
'•'MUSIC GIVES BREAK FROM HECTIC WORLD (MARTIN)
FLUTIST SPARKLES IN SEVERAL SUCCESSES (MCMEEKIN)
'•i-LOCAL CROP WALK RAISES $8,000 (CHRISTIANSON)
'•'HELP CROP STOP HUNGER
HOBO FOOD DRIVE DEPICTS CARING ATTITUDES (L)
COLLEGIATE LIFESTYLES REQUIRES GOOD FOOD (FREITAG)
'^EATING HABITS SUPPLEMENT HEALTHFULNESS
MISLEADING FOOD LABELS ESCALATE SALES
'•'STUDENTS CRITICIZE PRODUCT QUALITY (MAULE)
'•'A CULTURAL FOOD EXCHANGE
STUDENTS DINE ON BUDGETS (OWENS)
DIETS SHOULD INCLUDE MEAT
'5'FOOD SERVICE FEEDS FINICKY (RAETZ)
ANSWERS TO HUNGER PROBLEM (BLY)
*FOOD-PANTRY CURBS RESIDENT'S HUNGER
FOOD SERVICE ADDS FOUR TO STAFF
SAGA KEEPS SALAD BAR SAFE (HEGGESTAD)
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SUBJECT
FOOD SERVICE
FOOTBALL
DATE PAPER
861210 A071
870204 A061
871021 A051
871028 A061
860910 A171
860910 A175
860910 A175
860910 A175
860910 A182
860910 A191
860917 A171
860917 A181
860917 A205
860917 A212
860917 A212
860924 A171
860924 A175
861001 A191
861001 A201
861008 A181
861008 A191
861008 A201
861015 A031
861015 A161
861022 A181
861022 A201
861029 A211
861029 A221
861105 A161
861105 A191
861112 A161
861119 A151
861119 A175
861119 A181
861203 A181
861203 A221
870128 A171
870304 A181
870909 A171
870909 A171
870909 A181
870923 A183
870923 A201
870930 A201
870930 A231
871007 A161
871007 A191
871007 A201
871014 A171
871021 A161
871021 A181
871028 A161
871104 A151
871104 A155
871111 A183
871111 A191
871118 A161
871202 A201
871209 A231
871209 A231
NOTATION
*FOOD SERVICE EXTENDS HOURS (HOFER)
NON-ALCOHOLIC PUB CHANGES MANAGEMENT
FOOD SERVICE'S SYSTEM ACCOMODATES
FOOD SERVICE CHARGES EXORBITANT PRICES (L)
*JACKRABBITS WIN OPENER 14-7 (SEFRNA)
SONNEK'S SURGERY
ONLY ONE INVOLVED WITH PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
REACHING THE HILL
GRIDDERS TACKLE OUTSIDE PRESSURES (REINARDY)
BISON TO REPEAT AS NCC CHAMPIONS
'•'COYOTE'S RUNNING GAME DEFEATS JACKS (SEFRNA)
'^ WAHL ACCEPTS STARTING QUARTERBACK CHALLENGE
SDSU GREATS RETURN
MOUNTS OUT
PLAYERS OF WEEK
^INJURY ENDS CENTER'S CAREER (REINARDY)
JACKS LOSE TO UNO IN NCC OPENER (SEFRNA)
'''SDSU ROLLS OVER NORTH DAKOTA (PASCHKE)
^GRADUATE ASSISTANTS COME FOR EXPERIENCE (SCHULZ)
'•JACKRABBITS' DEFENSE STUFFS MORNINGSIDE (PASCHKE)
^LINEBACKER PREPS IN EUROPE (TRAUTMAN)
JACKRABBITS FACE NUMBER 1 AGAIN (REINARDY)
STUDENTS PASS FOOTBALLS, NOT PEOPLE (MARTIN)
'''BISON DESTROY JACKRABBITS (SEFRNA)
^BLOCKED PUNTS KEY SDSU LOSS (REINARDY)
SDSU NEEDS BREAK (REINARDY)
"'JACKS WIN DESPITE SLOPPY GRIDIRON (REINARDY)
"'LUCK IS FACTOR IN PLACE-KICKER'S SUCCESS (SCHULZ)
"'MAVERICK'S RUNNING GAME PROVES FATAL (REINARDY)
"'DEFENSIVE LINE MATES CONTRIBUTE ALL-OUT EFFORT
BLOCKED PUNTS SPARK SDSU VICTORY (SEFRNA)
"'SDSU FINISHES SEASON WITH WINNING RECORD (SCHULZ)
CONFERENCE POLLSTERS WELL WITH PICKS (REINARDY)
'•ACADEMICS AID SDSU SAFETY (PASCHKE)
"JACKRABBIT PLAYERS SELECTED FOR NCC TEAM
'•SDSU WIDE RECEIVER BREAKS SEVERAL RECORDS (SEFRNA)
HIRED AS FOOTBALL ASSISTANT (REINARDY)
"'FORMER JACK NAMED TO HALL (SEFRNA)
"BEATS CENTRAL MISSOURI
GRID •TEAM'S 16 STARTERS (DORN)
"POLLS SELECT NDSU
'''BISON TROUNCE VISITING JACKS (PASCHKE)
"'USD FOOTBALL MATCHUP (TRAUTMAN)
COYOTES BEAT SDSU IN BEEF BOWL (PASCHKE)
'•'JACKS' DEFENSE EXCELS (TRAUTMANN)
'•PROPELS SDSU PAST UNO (PASCHKE)
FULLBACK'S BLOCKS YIELD (SEFRNA)
"'SCAB GAMES PROVE FUN (TRAUTMAN)
"'AUGUSTANA ROCKS JACKRABBIT (SMITH)
"fJACKS DISRUPT MORNINGSIDE (PASCHKE)
'•'FUMBLES PLAQUE JACKRABBITS (PASCHKE)
HUSKY SURGE QUASHES JACKS (PASCHKE)
"JACKS HEX SIOUX OFFENSE (PASCHKE)
"'SONNEK BREAKS RECORD (ARCHER)
SOPHOMORE LINEBACKER LEADS (SEFRNA)
SONNEK PLUNGES PROPEL (SMITH)
"'MANKATO ADVANCES TO PLAYOFFS (SMITH)
LOCKBAUM'S TALENTS DON'T MERIT HEISMAN (TRAUTMAN)
"'JACK'S SECOND-HALF FAILINGS (PASCHKE)
ARTIFICIAL GRASS HURTS PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
FOOTBALL 880224 A194
880330 A134
FOOTBALL-PROF 861001 A211
861105 A185
870916 A211
871007 A181
871104 A164
871104 A181
FORD WES 860924 A161
FORDHAM KIM • 880210 A201
880316 A085
880420 A161
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 870211 A094
870325 Alll
870916 A081
880427 A094
FOREIGN POLICIES 860924 A051
861008 A063
861119 A051
861203 A04,l
861203 A042
861217 A051
870304 A051
870429 A091
880120 A061
880120 A071
880127 A081
880217 A081
880323 A031
880323 A043
880330 A054
880413 A051
880420 A074
FOREIGN STUDENTS 860917 A051
860924 A051
861001 A063
861001 A063
861001 A063
861001 A063
861008 AO 15
861022 A071
861029 A095
861105 A041
861105 A053
861210 A053
861217 A081
861217 A081
861217 A155
870128 AOll
870909 AOll
870916 A043
871209 AlOl
880217 AlOl
FOREIGN TRADE 880407 A031
FOREMAN RUTH 880127 A091
FORENSICS 861217 A051
871028 AO 15
871028 A031
880407 AO 13
880420 A104
NOTATION
PREP PLAYERS SIGN WITH SDSU (LAMBERT)
SPRING FOOTBALL PRACTICE DRILLS (SANDQUIST)
INSTANT REPLAY NOT ANTIDOTE (REINARDY)
VIKINGS HAVE UP AND DOWN SEASON (REINARDY)
FANS WILL SUFFER MOST (TRAUTMANN)
'•«NCC PLAYERS PROFIT FROM STRIKE (SMITH)
^RETURNS FROM NFL SPOTLIGHT (SMITH)
'fNFL PLAYERS GRAB BUCKS (TRAUTMAN)
''-PERFORMERS EXHIBIT MUSICAL ABILITIES (MERRILL)
FORDHAM QUALIFIES FOR NATIONAL (GOHEEN)
CLAIMS 800-METER CROWN (BRALEY)
STRESS FRACTURE SIDELINES FORDHAM (SMITH)
ELEMENTARY FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROPOSAL (BROWN)
•'LANGUAGE LEARNING
NEW JAPANESE CLASS BEGINS (EMERY)
NEW LAB OFFERS VARIED LEARNING AIDS (WEDELL)
PEOPLE DESERVE PEACE
SUMMIT CONFERENCE WILL MAKE FEW ACCOMPLISHMENTS (L)
HOSTAGES' FREEDOM DICTATES US POLICIES
ADMINISTRATION FACES ANSWERING QUESTIONS (ED)
FORGOTTEN INCIDENCES DISTORT US IDEOLOGY
CONGRESS LEARNS THROUGH SCANDAL
IRAN-CONTRA CRISIS BRINGS REALITY
"POLICY PROTEST--KURT SCHULTZ MARCHES
PROPAGANDA DISTORTS OPINIONS (L)
LAWSUIT COULD UNCOVER SECRET TEAM
PROTESTORS SEEK RECOGNITION (TOLLEFSON)
PROMOTES FOREIGN POLICY CHANGE (WEDELL)
ARRESTED IN CONTRA AID PROTEST (TOLLEFSON)
CONTRA ARGUMENT REQUIRES COMMUNICATION
DEMONSTRATORS ENNOBLE CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM (L)
TO ATTAIN MIDDLE EAST LEADERSHIP
MEXICAN GOVERNMENT WILL REJECT (L)
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS REQUEST MORE UNDERSTANDING
NOT ALL STUDENTS UNHAPPY (L)
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM ENCOURAGES AWARENESS (L)
MUSLIM INSTITUTIONS REVOLVE AROUND RELIGION (L)
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT MAKES STATEMENT (L)
CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT ENTITLES EXPRESSION OF OPINION
INSURANCE DRAWS INPUT (EMERY)
^CULTURAL PROGRAMS STRENGTHENS RELATIONS
SENATE HEARS OPINIONS ON DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
FREEDOM OF SPEECH DOES NOT MEAN ABUSE (ED)
ADMIN LACKS CONCERN ABOUT INTERNATIONAL ISSUES (L)
PEOPLE FAR AWAY SHARE WAY OF LIFE (L)
COUNTRIES CELEBRATE DIFFERENTLY (HURNEY)
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS SPEND HOLIDAY IN WECOTA
FRIENDSHIP FAMILIES HELP MIX CULTURES
'^POLICY COULD INCREASE STUDENTS (EMERY)
•^IMMIGRATION LAW DAZES EMPLOYERS (BRYNJULSON)
*AM LIFE TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS DIFFER FOR SOME (MAULE)
'^ARABIAN CUISINE
^OVERSEAS TRADE MISSION (BROWN)
^TRAVELING GRANTS OPPORTUNITY (WEDELL)
SDSU FORENSICS DESERVE MORE ALLOCATIONS (L)
SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS
EXPERIENCE HELPS SPEAKERS (FREEMAN)
TEAM SENDS FIVE TO CONTEST (WEDELL) (THILL)
TEAM WAS RANKED 28TH OUT OF 112
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
FORSYTH HARRY 870408 A191
FOUNDATION
871118 A084
FOUR-H 880330 A071
FOX EDITH 870408 AlOl
FRANCE 880203 A081
FRANSEN JEFF 871104 A034
FRATERNITIES
860910 A075
861001 A054
861001 A071
861008 A085
861008 A131
870429 AO 15
870930 A133
871014 A031
880217 AOll
FRENCH 871104 A131
FRESHMEN 860917 A115
870909 A131
871104 AOll
FRIENDSHIP 870128 A053
870408 A053
FRIENDSHIP FAMILY 861217 A155
FRIES JAMES 860910 A075
FRISBEE 880413 A164
FROELICH DONELL 871111 A095
FUND RAISING 861119 AO 14
880330 A041
FURS 860924 A131
FUTURE FARMERS 880407 A071
880413 A081
GAMBILL NORMAN 880330 Alll
GAMBLING 871111 A135
GAME FISH & PARKS
870128 A165
GAMES 861210 A113
870304 A085
GASOLINE-SD 880224 A034
GEISTER PAULA 871209 Alll
GEOGRAPHY 870318 A035
870325 A063
870401 A051
870408 A054
871014 A081
GEORGE JERRY 880413 A141
GEPHARDT RICHARD 880224 A013
GERWING JAMES 871014 A051
GETZ JACK 870218 A073
880120 A071
GHAZI NAJLA 870401 A061
870923 A141
880407 A091
GIFTS 861217 A151
GILBERT HOWARD 870415 AO 14
GILKERSON DEANNA 861203 A071
GLASGOW ROBERT 861022 A171
GLAWE REGG 871111 A031
GLOVER ALAN 880407 AOll
GOLD 870423 A095
*NCAA RULE RESTRICTS WINNERS (SEFRNA)
SEE ALSO SDSU FOUNDATION
FUND WILL SPONSOR EDUCATION (COUGHLIN)
NATIONAL 4-H'ERS TO CONVENE (MCFARLAND)
*'MOM' IS MORE THAN TITLE (FREITAG)
TO EXPLORE FRENCH CITIES, TRADITIONS (LINDQUIST)
IRHC RE-EXAMINES PURPOSE (KAVANAUGH)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FRATERNITIES
SAE PRESIDENT MEMORIAL
GREEK ORGANIZATIONS GIVE OPPORTUNITIES (L)
*SDSU STUDENTS TURN TO COMPUTERS (BROST)
SAE AWARD
*GREEK WEEK BRINGS UNITY (HUTCHES--MARTIN)
GREEKS HOPING FOR RELEASES (BROST)
GREEKS CELEBRATE WITH QUALITY
SAE WINS LEADERSHIP AWARD (FREEMAN)
STUDY REVEALS GREEKS' NEEDS (KAVANAUGH)
FRENCH SINGER ENTERTAINS (THILL) (BRALEY)
WEIGHT MYTH PROVES TRUE (SCHUETTS)
FRESHMEN COMMENT ON THEIR FIRST WEEK
FRESHMEN ATTITUDES TOWARD LIFE (LINDQUIST)
TIME CHANGES EVERYTHING
BEGINNING, END HARD TO DIFFERENTIATE
FRIENDSHIP FAMILIES HELP MIX CULTURES
FRIES LEAVES
"FRISBEE FUN
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ENGINEERING'S ACTING HEAD
SA LOOKS AT FUND-RAISERS (BRALEY)
AUCTION IDEA MAY HARM IMAGE (L)
"LOCAL FUR BUSINESS EFFECTS COAT MARKET (SCHUETTS)
SDSU HOSTS 60TH FFA
'•'CONSIDER A FUTURE AT SDSU (FREEMAN)
"STATE OF THE ART
GAMBLING FEVER INVADES POCKETBOOKS (RAETZ)
SEE ALSO WILDLIFE
JOB REQUIRES SKILL
VIDEO GAMES SHOW PLAYERS' SKILLS (HEGGESTAD)
^STUDENTS SUPPORT UNION GAME ROOM (SNYDER)
NOT BOOST BROOKINGS WHEEL TAX (JAMES)
FEMALE MINISTERS FACE BIASES (LINDQUIST)
GEOGRAPHERS GATHER
SPEAKER'S JOB INVOLVES MYTHICAL KINGDOMS
PRESENTATION SHOULD HAVE BEEN OBJECTIVE (L)
LETTER WRITER MISINTERPRETS LECTURER (L)
REMODELING GEOGRAPHY LAB SETTING (LAWRENCE)
PROMOTION AIDS ATHLETIC TEAMS (KAZMIERCZAK)
'•GEPHARDT CITES ETHICAL DECLINE (TOLLEFSON)
FACULTY BLASTS COLUMNIST'S BIAS (L)
'•SPECIFIES CLOSED MEETING CONDITIONS (CHRISTIANSON)
RESTRICTING STUDENT SPEECH THREATENS
'•^ALL SMILES
'•^GHAZI LEARNS FROM PAGEANT (BARTHOLOMEW)
REFLECTS UPON YEAR'S EXPERIENCES (ANDERSON)
'•'CLOTHING REMAINS FAVORITE (SCHUETTS)
'•'ROCKY XXV
'"SDSU AIDS SD COMMUNITIES (HOFER)
'"ARTIST DISPLAYS DIMENSIONALS (PETERSON)
'"ENGINEERS REFINE ELECTRIC VEHICLE (LAWRENCE)
CANDIDATE RAISES OBJECTIVITY ISSUE (CECIL)
GOLD IN LONDON
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
GOLF 860910 A182
870916 A054
870916 A201
870923 A191
870930 A211
GOTTSCHALK ANN 871202 A081
GOVERNORS 861029 AOll
GRADES 880120 A061
880120 A085
GRADUATE ASSISTANT 871007 A091
GRADUATION 861217 A013
861217 A031
861217 A053
870429 A075
870923 A054
880302 A081
880407 A051
GRAIN STORAGE 861008 AlOl
GRANDY FRED 870429 A071
GRASS 870923 AO 14
871028 A093
GRASSHOPPERS 870318 A035
GREEK WEEK 861008 A131
870930 A133
GRUENWALD MAX 870916 A105
GRULKE BRUCE 861022 A141
880127 A081
GUATEMALA 880302 A054
GUDAHL KEVIN 870218 A114
GUNN JEFF 870909 A053
870923 A051
871007 A051
871021 A051
871104 A053
HAAS STEVE 880407 A091
HABITS 871014 A043
HAITI 870128 A034
HAJABBASI MAHAMMAD 861105 A061
HALLEEN SHIRLEY 861022 A104
HALLOWEEN 861029 A191
, 861105 AO 14
861105 A021
861105 A071
871021 A043
871021 A065
871028 AO 15
871028 A041
871104 Alll
871104 A121
HAMILL MARK 870204 A121
HANDICAPPED 861119 A081
870128 A051
870225 Alll
870304 AOll
870423 A051
870429 A061
880407 A051
880413 A055
HARDING LECTURE 861015 A061
861105 A031
NOTATION
WOMEN'S GOLF IS VARSITY SPORT (SCHULZ)
GOLF BLUES STALL RELAXATION
REVIVE SDSU'S GOLF TEAM (TRAUTMANN)
TEAM LACKS EXPERIENCE (SMITH)
^•GOLFERS PLAY IN LAST TOURNEY (DORN)
SDSU'S FIRST BOOKSTORE MANAGER (KOCH)
*THE EDGE
^COMMENTS ON PICKING UP YOUR GRADES
*ISIS POSTPONES GRADES (KAVANAUGH)
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS TEACH, LEARN (KOCH)
*430 GRADUATING SENIORS--DEC 13
''-INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA VIDEO TAPES GRADUATION
GRADUATION DAY SHOWS FAKE SYMBOLISM (L)
MORE THAN 1,000 DEGREES WILL BE GRANTED
'•'SENIOR SYMPTOMS START
GRADUATION CAUSES FRIGHT, RELIEF (WEST)
SENIORS TO COMPLETE CHECKLIST
'•REACTIONS TOWARD GRAIN STORAGE PROBLEM (COUGHLIN)
STUDENT LANDS JOB WITH GRANDY
GRASS GALORE
GRASS EARNS NEW VALUE (BOHLENDER)
GRASSHOPPER CONTROL RESEARCH AT SDSU
'''GREEK WEEK BRINGS UNITY (HUTCHES--MARTIN)
GREEKS CELEBRATE WITH QUALITY
ADVOCATES HIGHER TEACHER SALARIES (BRYNJULSON)
'''NEW YORKER GETS SPECIAL TREATMENT
REDESIGN FLANDREAU, GAIN EXPERIENCE (DONOHUE)
GUATEMALA DENIES RIGHTS (L)
''''CRIME STORY' CASTS THEATER GRADUATE (WOOD)
*EACH CLASS HAS SOMETHING TO REMEMBER
'''ETHICS CONSIDERS GOVERNMENT INVOLVMENT
'•fSTRESS-RIDDING TIPS CURE TROUBLES
PLAYERS BRING BACK HEROIC OUTLOOK
LEADERS, NEWSPAPER NEED TO INFORM
^AGRICULTURE MAJORS BATTLE REPUTATION (TAYLOR)
HABITS ANNOY PEOPLE
'•^SDSU STUDENT HELPS HAITIANS (BROST)
'"IRANIAN PROGRAM SHOWS HISTORY, PEOPLE (HOFER)
1986 ELECTIONS
'"SPOOKS PREPARE SCARES (KORKOW)
*NIGHT OF FRIGHT
'"STARES & SCARES
'"MAKIN' IT UP
HALLOWEEN BLAHS LEAVE
SPOOK ACTIVITY
COSTUME CREATIVITY
^COMMENTS FOR HALLOWEEN
*SHOW OFF HALLOWEEN DRESS, SPIRIT (GONNERMAN)
*k TASTE OF HALLOWEEN
'"STUDENTS GIVE OLD NAMES NEW FACES
'"TRAINING HELPS HANDICAPPED FIND JOBS (ULMEN)
STUDENT EXPRESSES GRATITUDE (L)
'"STUDENT FINDS JOY WITH HELPING DISABLED (MARTIN)
OBSTRUCTIONS HINDER UNIVERSITY'S HANDICAPPED (BROST)
PHYSICAL PLANT EMPLOYEE REFUTES ACCESS CLAIMS (L)
PHYSICAL PLANT ON HANDICAPPED ISSUE (L)
CENTER WARRANTS ATTENTION (L)
CREWS HELP HANDICAPPED (L)
^LECTURES BROADEN STUDENTS' HORIZONS (BROST)
'"COSTEAU STRESSES PEOPLE WORKING TOGETHER (HURNEY)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
HARDING LECTURE 870916 A095
870923 A063
871202 A034
HART GARY 870401 A042
870408 AOll
870408 A051
870423 A042
HART JEFF 860910 A042
860917 A051
860924 A051
861001 A051
861008 A053
861015 A042
861022 A051
861029 A051
861105 A051
861112 A042
861119 A051
861203 A042
.861210 .A054
861217 A051
870121 A051
870128 A053
870204 A051
870211 A051
870218 A051
870225 A051
870304 A051
870325 A051
870401 A051
870408 A051
870415 A053
870423 A051
870429 A051
HART MARY 870408 AO 15
870408 A071
HART MOLLY 880427 Alll
HARTENHOFF NANCY 861008 A141
HARTWIG SUZANNE 880330 AlOl
HARVESTING 861022 A121
861119 A074
HATFIELD WARREN 880203 A121
HAUSCHILD MELISSA 860917 A161
HAWORTH MARCY 870423 A181
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL 861029 A012
861029 A041
870408 A084
871028 AOll
HAZELTINE JOYCE 861022 A104
HEALTH
861105 A053
861217 A104
870128 A031
870408 A065
870923 AOll
871007 A091
871021 A065
871111 AO 14
880127 A061
880302 A061
NOTATION
HAROLD WILSON WILL PRESENT THE FIRST LECTURE
'^BRITISH POLITICIAN KICKS OFF LECTURES (EMERY)
^reformation would improve world (LINDQUIST)
HART'S VISIT GIVES STUDENTS CHANCE
*HART--PROBLEMS FACE EDUCATION (COUGHLIN)
NEXT PRESIDENT AN OLD STYLE DRINKER
HART, PRO WRESTLERS FOR SAME APPLAUSE
STUDENTS MUST BATTLE APATHETIC ATTITUDES
POLITICAL IDEAS PROVIDE BASIS FOR VOTE
PEOPLE DESERVE PEACE
GOVERNMENT WAR MAY BE GIMMICK
PRESIDENTS SPEECH MIGHT BACKFIRE
DISINFORMATION SEEPS INTO AMERICAN SOCIETY
PATRIOTISM HAS MESSAGE BEYOND DICTIONARY (HART)
MUDSLINGING DISCOURAGES VOTERS
^POLITICIANS BECOME ORDINARY PEOPLE AGAIN
COLLEGIANS COULD USE POLITICIANS' RESILIENCE
HOSTAGES' FREEDOM DICTATES US POLICIES
FORGOTTEN INCIDENCES DISTORT US IDEOLOGY
CONFLICTS LINGER ON
CONGRESS LEARNS THROUGH SCANDAL
EXCUSE MAKING ACCOMPLISHES LITTLE
RACISM REMAINS ALIVE IN AMERICA
TAKING RESPONSIBILITIES UNTITLES SOME PRIVILEGES
NEEDS CANDIDATE
FUTURE NECESSITATES STUDENTS' INITIATIVE
STATE TAX TABOOS NEED RETHINKING
IRAN-CONTRA CRISIS BRINGS REALITY
WE NEED SOME HUMANE ACTIONS
CONTRA INTEREST SPURNS HUMANITY
NEXT PRESIDENT AN OLD STYLE DRINKER
ABDNOR NEEDS TO CLEAN CLOSETS
EVANGELISTS FALL IN VARIOUS WAYS
MR WHOOPEE GIVES ANSWER
*STARS ENTERTAIN
*KEEPS HEART IN SOUTH DAKOTA (CHICOINE)
CRITICIZES LACK OF DEMOCRACY (BRYNJULSON)
FORMER MINER RECALLS WORK (WIKA)
"STRIKING A POSE
^HARVEST
FOUL WEATHER HAMPERS HARVESTING (CHRISTIANSON)
MUSICIAN LEADS ART COUNCIL (TAYLOR)
SENIOR THRIVES ON VARIETIES OF DANCE (LINDQUIST)
^STUDENT INCREASES NESTING
OKLAHOMA COMPANY DISPOSES SDSU'S WASTES (BROST)
WASTE CHECK SYSTEM NEEDS RE-EVALUATION (ED)
CITY SOLVES DISPOSAL PROBLEM (BRYNJULSON)
KEEPS RADIOACTIVITY DOWN (KOS)
1986 ELECTIONS
SEE ALSO WELLNESS
PREMENSTRUAL GROUP PROVIDES SUPPORT FOR WOMEN (L)
HOSPITAL PATIENT RATE DROPS (BROWN)
"RELAXATION
HEALTHY TALKS
"SDSU COMMITTEE SETS POLICY (MAULE)
STAFF BACKS AIDS SENSIBILITY (KAVANAUGH)
ETHEL AUSTIN MARTIN DISTINGUISHED LECTURER
*CHECkUP TIME
HEALTH, SEX EDUCATION (ED)
^PRESSURE CHECK
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
HEALTH 880413 A051
HEALTH SERVICE 861022 A115
870304 A031
.871202 A061
880420 A124
HEATING 861217 A091
HEGGE MARGARET , 870121 A071
HELLICKSON LILLIAN 880407' A061
HELLING MARY 861203 . A071
880427 Alll •
HENDERSON DEAN 880210 A041
880217 A061
HENDRICKSON J P 871104 • A063
HENRY CAROLOLYN 870909 A071
HERRIN CASS 860910 A051
860917 A054
860924 A053
861001 A042
861008 A051
861015 A054
861022 A054
861029 A053
861105 A042
861112 A051
861119 A051
861203 A033
861203 A051
861210 A051
861217 A051
870121 A054
870128 A021
870204 A051
870211 AOll
870211 A042
870211 A053
870218 A051
870225 A042
870304 A051
HERSETH LARS 860924 AOll
HESS DONNA 861029 A061
HIETBRINK BERNARD 860917 A071
861203 A015
870121 A071
HIGHWAYS .860924 A115
861008 A115
86,1022 A125
870325 A085
870401 A085
HILSON NORM 861119 A161
HIMLEY MARK 871007 A081
HINDERAS NATALIE 861008 A151
HINOJOSA TISH 871014 A141
HIPPLE CHRIS 860917 A121
HISTORICAL SITES
861022 'a121
870218 A081
871021 A091
HOBBIES 870408 A121
HOBO DAY 860910 A053
861001 A085
NOTATION
CLINICS MAY DAMAGE NATIVE CULTURES
SDSU CLINIC COSTS LESS (NOLZ)
SELF-SUPPORT FOR HEALTH SERVICE (COUGHLIN)
HEALTH SERVICE RENDERS SAVINGS (LAWRENCE)
HEALTH SERVICE COUNCIL DISCUSSES STAFF SHORTAGE...
STABLE HEATING USE CUTS CONSERVATION (EMERY)
"CONTINUES FILLING FACULTY POSITIONS
^DESIGNING EGGS WITH LOVE (ELY)
*SDSU AIDS SD COMMUNITIES (HOFER)
'•FACULTY RECEIVE EXCELLENCE AWARD
^ACTIVIST TRAVELS TO CENTRAL AMERICA (TOLLEFSON)
ACCUSATIONS NEED EVIDENCE (L)
BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION SELECTS SDSU (FREEMAN)
NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS DEFINE GOALS
STUDENTS URGED TO PROVIDE INPUT
ALCOHOL ISSUE RESURFACES
SA DISCUSSES ALCOHOL POLICY
FEDERAL WAR ON DRUGS ABUSES FINANCIAL AID
LEGISLATURE CHANGES MAY AID POLICIES
HALL FORUMS PROVIDE SENATE WITH FEEDBACK
STUDENTS NEED PROGRESSIVE IDEAS
SA SENATE RE-ASSESSES STUDENT FEES
SA AIMS TO REPRESENT STUDENT VIEWS TO STATE
THIRD WORLD CRIES OUT FOR SUPPORT
WORKSHOP TEACHES LOBBYING TECHNIQUES
SA LOOKS AT GRADUATE COURSE CHANGES (BRALEY)
OPPORTUNITIES SHOULD BE FULLY UTILIZED
BASH CLASH NEEDS COMPROMISE
APATHIC ROOTS MUST BE PULLED
STUDENT REGENT DESERVES TO VOTE
DECISIONS REQUIRE STUDENTS' INPUT
KNECHT, HERRIN--KEY CAMPUS ISSUES
^STUDENT LEADERS IN BALANCING ACT (COUGHLIN)
UFBC PLAYS VITAL ROLE
LEADERS CONCLUDE REVIEW
STUDENT VOTE RELIES ON FUTURE LEADERS
FINANCIAL AID LEADS ISSUES
FINANCING COLLEGE COSTS DESERVES YOUR VOICE
^CANDIDATES DISCUSS ISSUES AT FORUM (CHRISTIANSON)
^SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR VOLUNTEERS HER SKILLS (BROST)
*NEW PEOPLE FILL FACULTY, DEAN POSITIONS
"DEAN FINALISTS NARROWED DOWN TO FOUR
^CONTINUES FILLING FACULTY POSITIONS
STATE LOSES ROAD FUNDS (COUGHLIN)
MONEY LOSS
SPEED MONEY
TO RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL $16 MILLION
DRINKING SUIT
"JACKS' ANNOUNCES TRAVEL EXTRA MILE (TRAUTMANN)
*HOBO ACTIVITIES MOTIVATE FACULTY, STUDENTS
"PIANIST COMPOSES SELECTIONS
'•OFFERS MUSIC ALTERNATIVE (BRALEY)
^INDIVIDUALITY, EXPRESSION WTIH ROOM STYLES
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SITES
BROOKINGS HOMES MAKE HISTORICAL LIST (GEYER)
CITY TRIES TO GET DESIGNATION (CHRISTIANSON)
'•HOUSE. REMAINS IN BUILDER'S FAMILY (ENGEL)
"JUNGLE SUPPLANTS STUDENT'S ROOM (SCHUETTS)
ENCOURAGE MORE PARTICIPATION (L)
HOBO ACTIVITIES
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SUBJECT
HOBO DAY
HOBO WEEK
HOCKEY
HOFER KEVIN
HOFER RANDY
HOFF KEVIN
HOLIDAYS
HOLLIDAY EMERSON
HOLM JOHNNY
HOME ECONOMICS
DATE PAPER
861008
861008
861008
861015
861015
861015
861015
861022
861022
861029
861203
861217
870930
870930
870930
870930
870930
870930
871007
871007
871007
871014
871209
880127
880323
861008
861008
861015
871007
871007
871007
861210
870121
870128
870204
870211
870218
870218
870225
870304
871202
871209
880120
880203
880217
880224
880302
880323
871007
871028
880330
860910
861210
861217
860924
861119
861015
870128
870325
871111
A031
A201
NOll
AO 14
A021
A041
AlOl
A075
A201
A053
A054
A091
AOll
A081
A081
NOll
NO 14
N023
A051
A081
A141
A051
A034
A085
AOll
AOll
A031
A013
AOll
AO 14
A031
A201
A183
A151
A191
A201
A171
A173
A201
A121
A191
A204
A144
A173
A181
A184
A123
A125
A191
A013
' A071
A075
A051.
A081
A061
A061
A151
A061
A151
A091
NOTATION
*HOBO DAY ACTIVITIES CHANGE WITH TIMES (HURNEY)
JACKRABBITS FACE NUMBER 1 AGAIN (REINARDY)
*HOBO HERALD, A SPECIAL SECTION
BROOKINGS POLICE KEEP BUSY
*FUNNY BUNNY
^COMMENTS ON THE HOBO DAY PARADE
*HOBO CLASSIC
HOBO CHAMPS
SDSU NEEDS BREAK (REINARDY)
HOBO FOOD DRIVE DEPICTS CARING ATTITUDES (L)
APPOINTMENT SHATTERS HOBO DREAM (L)
*SA APPROVES 1987 HOBO DAY POOBA (HUTCHES)
^GETTING READY
^ACTIVITIES ACCOMPANY WEEK (FREEMAN)
FACULTY GIVE VIEWS OF CELEBRATION (MAULE)
*"THE DAKOTA CELEBRATION"
*HOBO WELCOME
*HOBO ACTIVITIES BUILD SPIRIT
^STUDENTS' ACTS SHINE
*HOBO ACTIVITIES MOTIVATE FACULTY, STUDENTS
*MUSIC MAN
HOBO DAY HAS USEFULNESS (L)
*NEW POOBA STRESSES ORGANIZATION (BROST)
THEME CONTEST
DEBTS MAY HINDER HOBO DAY (SNYDER)
*BUMMIN'
SECURITY INCREASES DURING HOBO WEEK (SYNDER)
*CAMPUS OFFICIALS VIEW HOBO WEEK AS CALM (SNYDER)
CHIEF REMARKS ABOUT CALMER REVELRY (BRYNJULSON)
*WHAT A MESS
*DIRTY LIL, TRADITIONAL LADY HOBO
*HOCKEY CLUB BEATS CARLETON
HOCKEY CLUB LOSES THREE (REINARDY)
*CLUB PLAYS TRADITIONAL RIVAL (VEATCH)
*ST MARY'S CRUSHES
JACKS LOSE FIVE STRAIGHT (VEATCH)
RENDEZ-VOUS 87 (REINARDY)
HOCKEY CLUB IMPROVES (REINARDY)
*BREAKS STREAK WITH OVERTIME VICTORY (MACK)
*HUFF-N-PUFFERS PLAY FOR SPORT
HOCKEY CLUB LOOKS FOR DEFENSE (ARCHER)
HOCKEY COACH REMAINS UPBEAT (ARCHER)
ICEMEN WIN FIRST TWO GAMES (ARCHER)
HOCKEY TEAM ICE COLD AFTER TRIP (ARCHER)
HOCKEY TEAM SWEEPS (ARCHER)
HOCKEY TEAM SEEKS REVENGE (ARCHER)
ICEMEN HOST FIRST LEAGUE (ARCHER)
ICEMEN IMPROVE MARK (ARCHER)
FULLBACK'S BLOCKS YIELD (SEFRNA)
REMEMBER OTHER DEMONSTRATIONS (CHICOINE)
TWO PARTICIPANTS SHINE IN COMPETITION (SNYDER)
SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
THE SEASON FOR REJOICING, LAUGHTER
COUNTRIES CELEBRATE DIFFERENTLY (HURNEY)
*NEW DIRECTOR LOOKS FORWARD TO JOB (HURNEY)
*NEW DIRECTOR CONTINUES IMPROVEMENTS (BROST)
*BAND DRAWS BIG CROWD
^PUBLIC RELATIONS TEAM HELPS (BROST)
WATERTOWN WOMAN TAKES AWARD' (FEENSTRA)
LIMITING RESTAURANT MGMT PROGRAM (KAVANAUGH)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
HOME ECONOMICS 880224 A084
880323 . A081
880330 A071
880413 A085
HOMELESS 880413 A071
880413 A073
HOMEMAKERS 880330 A091
HOMOSEXUALITY 861001 A141
HONDURAS 880323 A031
880323 A041
HONESTY 880127 AO 15
880203 AO 14
880203 A071
HONEY REX 870408 A054
HONORS PROGRAM 861015 AO 61
HORSES 861001 A131
861112 A021
870304 Alll
870429 Alll
880407 AO34
HORTICULTURE 870318 A012
870408 A121
870916 A031
HOSPITALS-ER 860924 A081
880127 A044
HOUSEMOTHER. 870408 AlOl
HOUSING
860910 A095
861015 A085
861217 A083
870909 A051
870916 A091
871007 A091
871021 A094
880420 Alll
880420 Alll
HOVE EMMA 861119 A031
HOWE CAROLE 880413 A051
HUEER TOM 870225 A031
870318 AO 12
870325 A053
870408 A024
870415 A05.1
870423 A054
870429 A051
870909 A053
870923 A051
871007 A051
871021 A051
871104 A051
871118 A051
871202 A051
871209 AO 14
880127 A061
880210. AO 93
880224 A071
HUCKINS MARY 870211 A152
HUMEURG DAN 870211 A121
HUMOR 861210 Alll
HUNGER 861015 A081
NOTATION
HOME ECONOMICS EXPOSITION (ELY)
RESTAURANT MANAGER MAJOR (ELY)
FOCUS ON CHANGING WORLD (EOHLENDER)
STUDENT TEAM HELPS EOOST ENROLLMENT (ELUMER)
SOUTH DAKOTA NATIVE WORKS FOR HOMELESS (WEDELL)
JOE ERINGS HIGHS AND LOWS (WEDELL)
LEADERSHIP AID
GAYS VOICE OPINIONS (HEGGESTAD)
ARRESTED IN CONTRA AID PROTEST (TOLLEFSON)
"COMMENTS ON TROOPS TO HONDURAS
67 PERCENT OF STUDENTS CHEAT (SNYDER)
STUDENTS NOTE HONESTY IN CHEATING (EROST)
CHEATING CONCERNS STUDENT (L)
LETTER WRITER MISINTERPRETS LECTURER (L)
HONORS PROGRAM OFFERS EDUCATIONAL GAINS (SYNDER)
"WILD HORSE ADOPTION ERINGS EUYERS (SCHUETTS)
^HORSES GRAZE ON SNOW COVERED GRASS
'''HORSES ERIDLE EIT OF THE PAST
•'HORSIN' AROUND
"HORSING AROUND
SDSU EUILDING NEARS REALITY (KOHLMAN)
'•JUNGLE SUPPLANTS STUDENT'S ROOM (SCHUETTS)
•'TO SERVE THE PUELIC, STUDENTS (BROST)
NUMBER OF IN-PATIENTS DECREASES (LAACK)
'^LOCAL HOSPITAL LOSES MONEY (LAACK)
'"''MOM' IS MORE THAN TITLE (FREITAG)
SEE ALSO LEASE & RENT
DEMAND FOR HOMES OFF-CAMPUS DROPS (COUGHLIN)
APARTMENTS TO EE CONSTRUCTED
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING SEARCHES FOR DIRECTOR (HOFER)
^RENTERS RIDE THE STORMS
•'STANDS FIRM ON OVERFLOW POLICY (EMERY)
STAFF BACKS AIDS SENSIBILITY (KAVANAUGH)
TOUR EMPHASIZES HISTORIC HOMES (ENGEL)
'"'LEASES CAUSE CONFUSION
LOW-COST LIVING ENVIRONMENT (LINNGREN)
'^ PROGRAM LINKS YOUNG, OLD GENERATIONS (HOFER)
CLINICS MAY DAMAGE NATIVE CULTURES
'^SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES DISCUSS CAMPAIGN
'^NEWLY-ELECTED SA SENATE (COUGHLIN)
CHEERLEADERS MUST GIVE ANSWERS
WITHDRAWAL INDICATOR MAKES NO SENSE
STUDENTS MIRE IN NO-WIN SITUATIONS
BURDEN OF PROOF WITH FACULTY ACCUSERS
TEACHER EVALUATIONS NEED SERIOUSNESS
'^SENATE ENCOURAGES COMMUNICATION
'^PARKING REMAINS ISSUE
^STUDENTS' ACTS SHINE
FOOD SERVICE'S SYSTEM ACCOMODATES
'^DEBATES SURFACE ISSUES
MORE LIGHTING SERVES AS SAFETY VALVE
'•STATE'S SUPER COLLIDER BID
'•STUDENT LEADERS CLAIM GAINS (CHEONG)
ELECTIONS NEED CANDIDATES
'UNIVERSITY' TITLES FOR COLLEGES
PARTICIPATION FACTS VALIDATE CRITICISMS
*PAIR PARTAKES IN CULTURE
'^ WOODWORKER CARVES TREASURES (WIKA)
HUMOR OFFERS MORE THAN GOOD LAUGH (KOHLMAN)
*FOOD PANTRY CURES RESIDENT'S HUNGER
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
HUNGER 861015 A085
861022 Alll
861022 A131
870325 A051
871007 A104
880413 A061
880420 A121
HUNTING 860910 A211
860910 A214
860917 A191
860917 A193
860924 A202
861001 A211
861029 A241
861112 A171
861119 Alll
861203 A214
861210 A181
861217 A211
870204 A181
870211 A201
870225 A211
870304 A181
870401 A141
870429 A241
871014 A201
871028 A171
871111 A194
871202 A181
871209 A131
880224 A201
880413 A161
HUTCHISON BARBARA 870325 A121
HYLLAND DAVID 861210 A033
HYMAN RANDY 871118 A061
HYPNOTISM 861119 A013
861119 A131
870930 A151
ICE & SNOW REMVL 871209 A091
871209 A115
880427 A074
ICE CREAM 871021 A114
IDENTIFICATION 870909 Alll
IMMIGRATION 870909 AOll
870909 Alll
IMPACT '87 870423 A061
870423 A061
870423 A061
870429 AOll
870429 A121
INCOME 861105 A084
INDIA 861203 A071
INDIANS-SD 860910 A214
861112 AO 71
870121 A091
870423 A073
870429 A031
871007 A115
871014 A105
880427 AlOl
NOTATION
CROP WALK OCT 19
*LOCAL CROP WALK RAISES $8,000 (CHRISTIANSON)
*HELP CROP STOP HUNGER
WE NEED SOME HUMANE ACTIONS
CROP PLANS WEEKEND WALK (BRYNJULSON)
ANSWERS TO HUNGER PROBLEM (BLY)
^SPEAKER SAYS FAMINE OCCURS (\ffiDELL)
PHEASANT PRESERVES INCREASE
INDIANS TAKE GAME ILLEGALLY
WATERFOWLERS EXPECT BEST HUNT (KAYSER)
STATE FACES LICENSE SURPLUS, AGAIN (KAYSER)
*BIG BUCKS NOT FOR EVERYONE (KAYSER)
GROUP HUNTING NEEDS RESPONSIBILITY (KAYSER)
^BENEFITS WITH YEAR-ROUND GAME SURVEILLANCE (KAYSER)
SPECIAL TECHNIQUES LURE RUTTING DEER (KAYSER)
*THE HUNT IS ON
SAFETY ORANGE NEEDED FOR HUNTERS (KAYSER)
HUNTING ACCIDENTS INCREASE THIS SEASON (KAYSER)
HOLIDAY SHOPPING FOR HUNTERS IS EASY (KAYSER)
"HUNTING BILL INTRODUCED (KAYSER)
BIG-TIME HUNTER CREATES DISCONTENT (KAYSER)
^HUNTER'S GLORY-SPLASHING INFURIATES WRITER (KAYSER)
HUNTING TOP 10 LISTS (KAYSER)
BUCK-ONLY SEASON HELPS PAY HUNTING (KAYSER)
SPORTSMEN DESERVE CREDIT (KAYSER)
MUST QUESTION THEIR MOTIVES (KAYSER)
LANDOWNERS MUST RESPECT HUNTERS (KAYSER)
ANALYZING DEER BEHAVIOR (KAYSER)
HUNTERS DISPLAY ASININE BEHAVIOR (KAYSER)
••DEER PERSONALITY ENCHANTS HUNTERS (KAYSER)
HUNTERS MAKE STAND (KAYSER)
HARD RAIN CAN'T STOP HUNTERS (KAYSER)
"PERFORMER BESTOWS CREDIT TO PEERS
*STRESS TO BE THIN CAUSES EATING DISORDERS (BROST)
^STUDENTS CRITICIZE PRODUCT QUALITY (MAULE)
"HYPNOTIC
^STUDENTS SLEEP AWAY (KORKOW)
"WAND MESMERIZES AUDIENCE (BRALEY)
*PLANT STOPS SLIPPERY TRAVEL (FREEMAN)
ICE STORMS DEFLATE SNOW REMOVAL FUND (JAMES)
SA GETS SNOW REMOVAL
STUDENTS INVENT ICE CREAM FLAVORS (RAETZ)
JOB SEEKERS ELIGIBILITY (BRYNJULSON)
'"'IMMIGRATION LAW DAZES EMPLOYERS (BRYNJULSON)
JOB SEEKERS ELIGIBILITY (BRYNJULSON)
OFFERS REAL EXPERIENCE (KAVANAUGH)
TRADE FAIR EXHIBITS BUSINESSES, RESOURCES
STUDENTS INTEGRATE CLASS KNOWLEDGE (BRITTON)
'^INSIDE IMPACT
'^TRADE FAIR PROMOTE SOUTH DAKOTA
'^SD LAST IN AVERAGE INCOME SCALE (LAACK)
INDIA CONTINUES AS LAND OF VARIETY (MARTIN)
INDIANS TAKE GAME ILLEGALLY
INTERPRETER SPEAKS ABOUT INDIAN CULTURE (BRITTON)
EXAMINES TO ALLEVIATE INDIAN POVERTY
LAKOTA PROGRAMS
'^SPIRIT SONG
NATIVE VIEWS
HELL CANYON PRAYERS
LEGAL BACKGROUND OF SIOUX CLAIM (BROST)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
INDIANS-SD 880427 A103
INDUSTRIES-SD 860924 AO 15
861008 AOll
INSURANCE 860924 AlOl
861008 A081
861203 A105
INTERIOR DESIGN 871021 Alll
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 861029 A095
870211 A051
870225 A131
870304 A064
INTERNATIONAL DAY 870415 A071
880413 AOll
880427 A013
880427 A086
INTERNSHIPS 861001 A141
870128 AO 65
870211 A131
870325 A081
880302 AO14
880302 AO 15
880323 A054
880330 A071
INTERVIEWS 860924 A051
INTRAMURALS 860917 A212
860924 A201
860924 A201
861105 A181
861210 A051
870325 A171
870325 A181
870909 A201
871021 A171
871021 A201
INTUITION 861210 A102
861210 A103
INVESTMENTS 871104 A024
871104 A091
IRAN 861029 A055
861105 A061
870401 A051
871021 A051
871028 A051
871028 A051
880407 A054
IRAQ 861015 A051
861029 A055
861119 A053
ISIS 871111 AOll
871111 A091
880323 A071
ISLAM 870225 A055
ISRAEL 880302 A051
JACK'S PLACE 871202 A165
JACKRABBIT YEARBK 860924 A065
870128 AO 65
871007 AO 13
871014 A041
871104 A041
871104 A054
NOTATION
CLUB WANTS BRADLEY BILL SUPPORT (BROST)
SDSU COULD BENEFIT STATE'S INDUSTRIES (EMERY)
^LARGEST PERCENTAGE GAINS IN MANUFACTURING (ISFELD)
BROOKINGS LOSES LEGAL LIABILITY INSURANCE (LAACK)
SDSU PURCHASES VEHICULAR INSURANCE (KOHLMAN)
INSURANCE DEBACLE
DECOR INDICATES MATURITY (GONNERMAN)
SENATE HEARS OPINIONS ON DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
MORE INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS (L)
*SHOW MODELS DON TRADITIONAL APPAREL (HEGGESTAD)
CLUB HAS INTERNAL PROBLEM (L)
*CLUB STRIVES FOR BETTER RELATIONS (HURNEY)
CULTURES TO CONVERGE AT SDSU (MAULE)
^MELTING MOUTHFUL
INTERNATIONAL DAYS EDUCATE THOUSANDS (BROST)
*FIELD WORK SUPPLIES VITAL SKILLS (SAATHOFF)
EXECUTIVE INTERNSHIPS
^INTERNS IN STATE LEGISLATURE (HEGGESTAD)
*WORK TRAINING BENEFITS STUDENTS (MARTIN)
"AMENDMENT RUSH
BREAK ALLOWS TIME FOR INTERN PROGRAM (BROST)
PAPER SHUNS INTERNS (L)
LORA DUXBURY AG RELATIONS COUNCIL INTERNSHIP
JOB SEEKERS SHOULD KNOW INTERVIEW LAWS
MANAGERS MEETING SEPT 17
IM RESCHEDULING
INTRAMURAL SIGN-UPS
'•'UNRANKED TEAM WINS CHAMPIONSHIP (SEFRNA)
FLAG FOOTBALL DESERVES MORE RECOGNITION (L)
*BIG BLOCK
*TIED UP
NEW SDSU IM-REC DIRECTOR (PASCHKE)
COMMITTEE SUBSIDIZES SPORTS CLUBS (DORN)
CLUBS FINAGLE FOR BUDGET ALLOCATIONS (TRAUTMAN)
SIXTH SENSE COULD BE MYTH (WIKA)
INTUITION PRECEDES PROFIT (WIKA)
STUDENTS MAKE MONEY THROUGH STOCK MARKET (KOS)
SCHOLARSHIPS FEEL NO MARKET LOSS (JAMES)
IRAQI LEADERS SINCERELY WANT TO END BATTLING (L)
^IRANIAN PROGRAM SHOWS HISTORY, PEOPLE (HOFER)
IRAN'S NEW YEAR WITH SPRING SEASON REVIVAL (L)
WARFARE SPARKS REACTIONS (L)
IRAQI BLAMES IRAN FOR ONGOING STRUGGLE (L)
IRANIAN STATEMENTS CONTRADICT EACH OTHER (L)
COUNTRIES IGNORE VICTIMS (L)
PEACE CANNOT EXIST WITH PRESENT IRAQ LEADERSHIP (L)
IRAQI LEADERS SINCERELY WANT TO END BATTLING (L)
PROPOGANDA WADED THROUGH TO FIND TRUTHS (L)
^COMPUTER PROBLEMS WILL LEAVE (KOS)
ACADEMIC SENATE ACCOMMODATES ISIS (EMERY)
OVERCOMES ISIS OBSTACLES (BOHLENDER)
ISLAMS, MUSLIMS MARK ANNIVERSARY (L)
SDSU STUDENT PROTESTS ISRAELI OCCUPATION
RENOVATION ADDS LIFE (TAYLOR)
YEARBOOK HANDOUTS AT FINAL FEES
MORE SHOTS
^YEARBOOK SALE RESULTS DECIDE FATE (EMERY)
BUYING YEARBOOKS SIGNIFY (ED)
"COMMENTS ON THIS YEAR'S YEARBOOK
YEARBOOK RIDICULES HALL (L)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
JACKRABBIT YEARBK 871111 A051
871111 A051
880217 A061
880413 AOll
880413 A041
880413 A071
JACKSON JESSE 870423 AOll
870423 A053
JANISZ MICHELLE 870909 A081
JANKLOW WILLIAM 861008 A092
861029 A121
- 861029 A145
871118 A095
JAPAN 861210 A061
JAPANESE 871014 AlOl
JARVIS WILLIAM 870415 A031
JASPERS JOHN 860910 A075
JENSEN DARRELL 880302 A061
JENSEN LOREN 860917 A121
JEWELRY 870121 A131
JIM'S TAP 870225 A121
JOHNSON DARRELL 861029 A065
JOHNSON JAMES 870429 A201
880407 A095
JOHNSON JENNI 860917 A213
JOHNSON K C 861029 kill
JOHNSON TIM 860924 AOll
861029 A145
861119 A071
870401 A085
870415 AOll
870423 A091
870423 A095
870916 A013
880316 A021
JOHNSON TIM 6c TODD 870429 A211
JONES DAVE 870204 A121
JONES JIM 870204 A121
JORDAN 870401 A051
JORGENSEN DON 6c FE 861217 A161
JORGENSEN KAY 871209 AOll
JOURNALISM 861008 A141
861105 A041
861203 A051
870429 A063
871014 A061
880120 A071
880330 A041
880330 A084
880407 A041
JUDGING TEAMS 861008 A085
861105 A065
861203 A075
JULIAN ROGER 871111 A121
KANE GEORGE 861022 A091
KAPITAN 870401 A071
KARATE CLUB 860924 A201
861022 A191
870218 A051
KARPOWITZ TERRY 880210 A131
NOTATION
YEARBOOK FAILS IN EQUAL COVERAGE (L)
'JACKRABBIT' DISTORTS MATHEWS HALL (L)
COMMITTEE IN JACK RABBIT DECISION (ED)
SENATE DEFEATS EDITOR NOMINATION (SNYDER)
SA REJECTS YEARBOOK (ED)
JACKRABBIT RECEIVES EXPERIENCED EDITOR (BROST)
*JACKSON--STUDENTS NEED FUNDS (LARSON)
JACKSON'S BULLETS SHOOT STRAIGHT ON
*RHD'S IN HALL GOVERNMENT (BROWN)
JANKLOW RELIES ON MEDIA (HOFER)
^OPENING A HEADQUARTERS IN BROOKINGS
FREEDOM
GONE MINNESOTA
THREE ALPHABETS MAKE CULTURE UNIQUE (MARTIN)
JAPANESE WOMAN WANTS PEACE (BRYNJULSON)
*NEED AWARENESS OF HEALTH FOOD (BRALEY)
SAE PRESIDENT MEMORIAL
IMPROVEMENTS FOR SDSU'S PROGRAM (BLUMER)
"INDIVIDUALITY, EXPRESSION WTIH ROOM STYLES
*MEN'S JEWELRY SPARKLES IN FASHION (HEGGESTAD)
"CONNOISSEURS CHUG FOREIGN GUSTO (HEGGESTAD)
DEPARTMENTS HIRE ACTING HEADS
-"^THEATER CHANGES ITS SCENE
PREPARES EXTRAVAGANT CENTENNIAL SHOW (BRALEY)
^JOHNSON RETURNS FOR VOLLEYBALL
*LUCK IS FACTOR IN PLACE-KICKER'S SUCCESS (SCHULZ)
^CANDIDATES DISCUSS ISSUES AT FORUM (CHRISTIANSON)
CAMPAIGNS--DEBATE ON OCT 29
*BELL HELPS JOHNSON'S CAMPAIGN
BEEF BUYS
"REPRESENTATIVE CITES REAGAN'S INCONSISTENCIES
^CONGRESSMAN ADJUSTS TO LIFE
JOHNSON'S GIFT
*AID REMAINS LEVEL (BRYNJULSON)
SUGGESTS CHANGES FOR GI BILL (BRYNJULSON)
^BROTHERS CONTRIBUTE TO BASEBALL TEAM
'•STUDENTS GIVE OLD NAMES NEW FACES
'•STUDENTS GIVE OLD NAMES NEW FACES
PRESENTATION SHOULD HAVE BEEN OBJECTIVE (L)
'•COUPLE CONSTRUCTS DOLL HOUSE (WOOD)
'^REGENTS, WAGNER FAVOR PLANS (BROWN)
JOURNALISM MAJORS HELP WITH REAGAN VISIT (WIKA)
FREEDOM OF SPEECH DOES NOT MEAN ABUSE (ED)
PRESS IS PUBLIC WATCHDOG (L)
FAILING TO GET MONEY LACK OF DRIVE (L)
'•HIGH SCHOOLERS REPORT TO CONVENTION (EMERY)
RESTRICTING STUDENT SPEECH THREATENS
JOURNALISM EXIT EXAM FAILS (ED)
''•LECTURES BY JOURNALISM PROFESSIONALS (WEDELL)
EXIT EXAMS SUPPLY ESSENTIAL ... (L)
CATTLE JUDGING TEAM PLACED SEVENTH
DAIRY PLACING
LIVESTOCK JUDGING TEAMS TOOK SECOND
"BAKER CARRIES ON TRADITION
1986 ELECTIONS
FEDERATION INCREASES COMMUNICATION (CHRISTIANSON)
SHOTOKAN WINNERS
CLUB FACES SPACE SHORTAGE (SCHULZ)
KARATE CLUB QUESTIONS DECISIONS (L)
ARTIST CREATES GRACEFUL WORK (ANDERSON)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
KAYSER MARK 871209 A084
KEELY STEVE 880210 A131
KEFFLER MARK 870325 A151
KEMP JACK 880120 A031
KEY WILSON 870325 A131
KINSHIP 860924 A115
861112 A121
871202 A114
880420 A135
KIRKBRIDE CLYDE 861112 A032
KIRKLAND LANCE 880120 AlOl
KITES 880224 A044
KJELLSEN BARB 871014 A093
KLEIN MICHELLE 870423 AOll
KLINE CARL 860910 A053
860924 A053
861008 A042
861022 A053
861105 A053
861119 A042
861210 A051
870128 A051
870211 A053
870225 A051
870304 A031
870325 A051
870408 A053
870423 A053
870909 A051
870916 A051
870923 A051
870930 A053
871007 A051
871014 A054
871021 A054
871028 A051
871028 A064
871111 A054
871118 A051
871202 A051
871209 A051
880120 A063
880127 A071
880203 A071
880210 A091
880217 A071
880224 A071
880302 A051
880323 A051
880407 A051
880413 A051
880420 A071
880427 A071
KLOSTERMANN BRUCE 860910 A175
KLUCKMAN DELORES 880413 A086
KNECHT PAUL 860910 A051
860917 A054
860924 A053
861001 A042
861008 A051
NOTATION
HUNTER-COLUMNIST NEEDS TO REMEMBER (L)
*SHOW EXPLAINS MYSTERIOUS DEATH (BRALEY)
GRADUATE EARNS FARM HONOR (OLSON)
^NOMINEE HOPEFUL STRESSES AID (ENGEL)
LECTURER QUESTIONS ADVERTISING METHODS (CALIFF)
SEPT 21-27--BR00KINGS KINSHIP WEEK
'•KINSHIP OFFERS COMMON BOND (SAATHOFF)
LOCAL KINSHIP PROGRAM PROMOTES (GONNERMAN)
KEY ROLE IN CHARITY ORGANICATION (SLOWEY)
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT ISOLATES BACTERIA (KOHLMAN)
SOPHISTICATION SHINES IN SHOW (PETERSON)
*FLYING HIGH
LEADER STRESSES LOCAL FOCUS (BROWN)
'^SEARCH FOR MISSING FORMER STUDENT (BROST)
FEARS NEED TO BE FACED
MILITARIZATION QUESTIONED
ROOTS PROVIDE THREAD TO PAST GENERATIONS
SITTING GIVES EXAMPLE FOR WAY OF LIFE
NICARAGUA ECHOES VIETNAM CONFLICT
SLOW PACE ALLOWS FOR LOOK AT LIFE
THE SEASON FOR REJOICING, LAUGHTER
"^NICARAGUANS PERCEIVE WAR . . .
DIVINE WEARS CONTEMPORARY FACES
TOTAL CONTROL FAILS AT TIMES
'•^MINISTER EXPERIENCES WAR FIRSTHAND (BRITTON)
STATE'S LEADERS WELCOME EXPLOITATIONS
BEGINNING, END HARD TO DIFFERENTIATE
JACKSON'S BULLETS SHOOT STRAIGHT ON
BIRDS TEACH LIFE'S LESSONS
OLD TIES TO BUS BREAKS
PROFESSOR'S LEGACY LIVES ON AFTER DEATH
SOCIETY NEEDS TO KEEP USING NAMES
'•CHRISTIAN EMPIRE EXCLUDE DIFFERENT BELIEFS
MISSILE SITE MAPPING
STORIES SHARE ALL
DEPICTION IN 'HAIL MARY'
MINISTER LACKS PROPER FACTS (L)
SEASONAL CHANGES AROUSE SPECIAL FEELINGS
MARKET SEEMS JUNGLE-TOUGH
HOLIDAY SEASON INVITES CARE
MELTING POT SERVES
HURRIED WORLD NEEDS REST
DISCRIMINATION PROSPERS IN STATE
IGNORING SUICIDE AGGRAVATES PROBLEM
FIREWALKING THROUGH HARDSHIPS
MUNDANE EVENTS HIDE EXTRAORDINARY
CAMPAIGN PROMOTES PEACE
SDSU STUDENT PROTESTS ISRAELI OCCUPATION
PUSH-BUTTON LIFE CREATES PASSIVITY
CLASSES PRODUCE APATHETIC STUDENTS
APOCALYPTIC IDEAS CREATE DESPAIR
SELF-DIRECTION ENCOURAGES GROWTH
PRAIRIE'S POWER DWARFS MANKIND
ONLY ONE INVOLVED WITH PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE GLOBAL CONNECTIONS DEVELOPME
STUDENTS URGED TO PROVIDE INPUT
ALCOHOL ISSUE RESURFACES
SA DISCUSSES ALCOHOL POLICY
FEDERAL WAR ON DRUGS ABUSES FINANCIAL AID
LEGISLATURE CHANGES MAY AID POLICIES
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
KNECHT PAUL 861015 A054
861022 A054
861029 A053
861029 A091
861105 A042
861112 A051
861119 A051
861203 A033
861203 A051
861210 A051
861217 A051
870121 A054
870128 A021
870128 A034
870204 A051
870211 AOll
870211 A042
870211 A053
870218 A051
870218 A071
870225 A042
870304 A051
870429 A094
KNEIP RICHARD 870318 A035
KNIGHT BRUCE 870429 A071
KNOFCZYNSKI CLAYTO 880427 Alll
KNUTSON GREGG 870211 A152
KNUTSON RANNY 870909 AO 14
871021 AOll
KOAN TERRY 870225 A031
KOENECKE BRETT 880224 A091
880330 A051
880413 A054
880427 A074
KOHLMAN MATT 870429 A031
880413 A071
KOOL MARK 870128 A171
KOREA SOUTH 880323 AOll
880407 A031
KORTEMEYER RON 870909 A201
KOSIER BETSY 860917 A081
870128 AOll
870909 AOll
880413 AOll
KOSIER TIM 880413 A033
KRUEGER PAUL 860910 A053
860917 A042
860924 A051
861001 A053
861008 A053
861015 A051
861022 A042
861029 A051
861112 A051
861119 A053
861203 A053
861210 A042
861217 A053
KURALT CHARLES 870923 A105
KURTENBACH AELRED 861105 A091
NOTATION
HALL FORUMS PROVIDE SENATE WITH FEEDBACK
STUDENTS NEED PROGRESSIVE IDEAS
SA SENATE RE-ASSESSES STUDENT FEES
*SA LEARNS LEADERSHIP SKILLS (BRITTON)
SA AIMS TO REPRESENT STUDENT VIEWS TO STATE
THIRD WORLD CRIES OUT FOR SUPPORT
WORKSHOP TEACHES LOBBYING TECHNIQUES
SA LOOKS AT GRADUATE COURSE CHANGES (BRALEY)
OPPORTUNITIES SHOULD BE FULLY UTILIZED
BASH CLASH NEEDS COMPROMISE
APATHIC ROOTS MUST BE PULLED
STUDENT REGENT DESERVES TO VOTE
DECISIONS REQUIRE STUDENTS' INPUT
*SDSU STUDENT HELPS HAITIANS (BROST)
KNECHT, HERRIN--KEY CAMPUS ISSUES
^STUDENT LEADERS IN BALANCING ACT (COUGHLIN)
UFBC PLAYS VITAL ROLE
LEADERS CONCLUDE REVIEW
STUDENT VOTE RELIES ON FUTURE LEADERS
••LOBBYING
FINANCIAL AID LEADS ISSUES
FINANCING COLLEGE COSTS DESERVES YOUR VOICE
'^GROUP WANTS TO CHANGE TESTS
KNEIP DIES
'•STUDENT LANDS JOB WITH GRANDY
'•FACULTY RECEIVE EXCELLENCE AWARD
'•PAIR PARTAKES IN CULTURE
'^ ^NEW SYSTEM AIDS REGISTRATION (BROST)
'•PUPILS CAUSE PHONE BOOK'S MISTAKES (BROST)
'•SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES DISCUSS CAMPAIGN
'^SA OFFICE STAFF RE-EVALUATION
AGRICULTURE COLLEGE DESERVES SUPPORT
BOARDS NEED STUDENTS
SA GETS SNOW REMOVAL
'•PUBLICATIONS CHOOSE 1987-88 EDITORS (EMERY)
JACKRABBIT RECEIVES EXPERIENCED EDITOR (BROST)
HIRED AS FOOTBALL ASSISTANT (REINARDY)
AG GRAD STUDENTS MAY HELP TRADE (TOLLEFSON)
^OVERSEAS TRADE MISSION (BROWN)
NEW SDSU IM-REC DIRECTOR (PASCHKE)
*NEW STAFF ADDS NEW IDEAS
'•POLICY COULD INCREASE STUDENTS (EMERY)
'•IMMIGRATION LAW DAZES EMPLOYERS (BRYNJULSON)
CULTURES TO CONVERGE AT SDSU (MAULE)
CAPITAL CAMPAIGN FUND RAISING (TOLLEFSON)
ENTREPRENEURSHIP COURSES NEEDED
DISCREPENCIES EXIST IN PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES
JOB SEEKERS SHOULD KNOW INTERVIEW LAWS
SD NEEDS ENTERPRISING GOVERNOR
SDSU SHOULD USE ITS ADVANTAGE
UNIVERSITIES, CORPORATIONS SHOULD BUILD CONNECTIONS
DOCTORATE DEGREES OPEN OPPORTUNITIES (KRUEGER)
SDSU SHOULD FOLLOW OTHER'S LEAD
ENTREPRENEURS COME FROM DIFFERENT MAJORS
CORPORATION LOCATES IN SCOBEY HALL
FRINGE BENEFITS ADD TO JOBS' WORTH
SDSU NEEDS TO FOLLOW SCOTTISH UNIVERSITY
HARD KNOCKS POUND IN GOOD SENSE
KURALT BACK IN STATE
^EXECUTIVES SAY HARD WORK LEADS TO JOBS (BORDEWYK)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
KURTENBACH AELRED 870211 A094
KURTZ LAVONNE 880224 A084
LACE BETTY 861029 A034
LAKES 870204 A091
LANGER JIM 870304 A181
LARSEN JAY 861001 AO 15
870318 A014
870916 A021
LARSEN LIBBY 880316 A051
LARSON DALE 861105 A091
861217 A035
LARSON TIM 860917 A041
861001 A041
861015 A041
861029 A041
861112 A041
861203 A041
861217 A041
870128 A041
870204 A043
870211 A041
870304 A042
870325 A042
870401 A041
870408 A042
870415 A041
870423 A042
870429 A041
870909 A051
870916 A054
870923 A051
870930 A051
871014 A051
871021 A054
871028 A051
871104 A051
871111 A051
871118 A051
871202 A053
871209 A051
LARSON VERN 861022 A081
LATIN AMERICA 880413 A051
LEA WILLIAM 861001 A174
LEADERSHIP 861029 A091
861105 A144
870128 A051
870128 A061
870225 A091
871014 A051
LEASE & RENT 880420 Alll
LEBRUM PAT 870415 A093
LECTURES 861029 A181
LEE RICHARD 870923 A031
LEGAL AID 871014 A033
LEGISLATIVE RES C 880203 AO 15
LEGISLATORS 861210 A081
870225 A104
871111 Alll
880127 A081
880210 A081
NOTATION
ELEMENTARY FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROPOSAL (BROWN)
HOME ECONOMICS EXPOSITION (ELY)
HELPS COUNTRIES LEARN SPECIAL SKILLS (BROST)
'^THIN ICE
^FORMER JACK NAMED TO HALL (SEFRNA)
FINANCIAL AID PROCESS FACES MORE CHANGES (HURNEY)
''•MONEY SECURE FOR NOW (HURNEY)
'•AIDS CUT HELP SOME (KAVANAUGH)
'''•HONORS DAKOTA COMPOSERS AND MUSICIANS (BRALEY)
"^EXECUTIVES SAY HARD WORK LEADS TO JOBS (BORDEWYK)
'•DALE LARSON DONATES SCHOLARSHIP MONEY (EMERY)
ON CAMPUS STUDENTS DESERVE ALCOHOL PRIVILEGES (ED)
STUDENTS, INSTRUCTORS MUST CONSIDER RIGHTS (ED)
DRUGS TESTING SINGLES OUT COLLEGE ATHLETICS (ED)
WASTE CHECK SYSTEM NEEDS RE-EVALUATION (ED)
ORGANIZATONS OFFER AFFORDABLE PROGRAMS (ED)
ADMINISTRATION FACES ANSWERING QUESTIONS (ED)
EDUCATION'S PRICE TAG REQUIRES MORE CONTROL (ED)
DEPARTMENTS MERIT ADEQUATE FACILITIES (ED)
OPINIONS HELP FORM SUCCESSFUL PERSON
CANDIDATES SHOULD PROVE QUALIFICATIONS (ED)
MEETING QUALIFICATION TAKES THINKING (LARSON)
SALE OF RELIGION LACKS IN THINKING
CUTS CAUSE MEDIOCRITY
TIMES WERE DIFFERENT IN 1960'S
GROUPS CAN FIND OTHER FUNDING (ED)
HART, PRO WRESTLERS FOR SAME APPLAUSE
REAL PROBLEMS NEED ADDRESSING (ED)
'•RENTERS RIDE THE STORMS
GOLF BLUES STALL RELAXATION
'"fJOB TIPS MIGHT MAKE DIFFERENCE
"•TEST YOUR SKILLS WITH TWINS TRIVIA
LEADERS LACK USUAL VALUES
LOTTERY PROVES BORING'
HONOR FOR MINNESOTANS, MIDWEST
VOCABULARIES DIFFER FROM ONE STATE TO ANOTHER
SLOWPOKES TRY IMPATIENT
LETTER WRITERS DELIVER COMIC RELIEF
THANKSGIVING TRADITION OFFERS HAPPY TIME
ALL ABOUT WHAT NOT TO WRITE
1986 ELECTIONS
CLINICS MAY DAMAGE NATIVE CULTURES
PHOTOGRAPHER THRIVES ON WILDLIFE (WOOD)
'•SA LEARNS LEADERSHIP SKILLS (BRITTON)
COUNCIL'S LEADERSHIP SKILLS SHINE (KORKOW)
SENATE OFFICERS FACE EVALUATION
SDSU PROVIDES LEADERSHIP SKILLS (BRITTON)
STUDENTS LEARN LEADERSHIP SKILLS (MAULE)
LEADERS LACK USUAL VALUES
^LEASES CAUSE CONFUSION
STUDIES' QUALITY COULD IMPROVE (DONOHUE)
ROBINSON SERIES CONTINUES TRADITION (WOOD)
"^CUTTING CAKE
LEGAL ADVISER OFFERS COUNSEL (SNYDER)
COUNCIL FINDS FOUNDATION FIGURE ERROR (JAMES)
*WOMAN AS STATE HOUSE SPEAKER (BORDEWYK)
'''SENATOR'S POLITICAL START AT UNIVERSITY (BROWN)
LEGISLATORS SUPPORT PAY HIKE (BRYNJULSON)
UNIVERSITY INSTRUCTORS CONDUCT SURVEY (KAVANAUGH)
LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS OFFER OBJECT LESSON (ED)
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SUBJECT
LEGISLATORS
LEGISLATURE-SD 88
DATE PAPER
880407 AOll
87 861217 AOll
870128 A074
870204 A093
870204 A104
870225 Alll
870304 AO 15
870325 A081
870401 A073
871209 A121
880203 AOll
880210 AOll
880217 A014"
880217 A041
880302 A031
880302 A041
86 861001 A115
870916 .A114
1 870401 AlOl
860910 A141
860910 A071
861210 A131
870121 A041
870121 A054
870204 AOll
870204 A012
870204 A035
870401 AO 14
871021 AlOl
871202 A051
871209 A031
871209 A191
880127 A085
880427 A115
870923 AlOl
871007 A154
880420 A041
870401 A131
871104 A174
861022 A053
861119 A042
861119 A131
861217 A042
870128 AlOl
870128 Alll
870423 Alll
870429 A171
870909 A043
870909 A051
870909 A053
870909 A121
870909 A131
871021 A051
871104 AOll
871104 A043
880217 A073
880323 A051
880420 A071
880427 A071
LEMMON SD
LETTERMAN DAVID
LIBERAL ARTS
LIBRARY
LIBRARY PUBLIC
LIDSTONE JAMES
LIFESTYLES
NOTATION
CANDIDATE RAISES OBJECTIVITY ISSUE (CECIL)
LEGISLATURE FACES EDUCATIONAL ISSUES (BORDEWYK)
STUDENTS LOBBY LEGISLATURE (GROSZ)
LEGISLATURE INTRODUCES STUDENT REGENT VOTE BILL
RESOLUTIONS RECOGNIZE STATE GREATS (HURNEY)
MANAGERS FAVOR NON-SMOKING DESIGNATIONS (BROWN)
^STUDENT REGENT BILL FACES MORE CHANGE (CHEONG)
DEMOCRAT--CHALLENGES GOVERNOR'S PLANS (JULSON)
FEEL DISREGARDED BY LEGISLATORS (DONOHUE)
LEGISLATURE'S ATTENTION ON EDUCATION (ENGEL)
REGENTS SILENT ON BILL (TOLLEFSON)
HOUSE PASSES NAME CHANGE (TOLLEFSON)
VIDEO LOTTERY FOR REVENUES (TOLLEFSON)
^ALLOCATION SEES LESS OPPOSITION (BROWN)
(SEC B) LEGISLATURE APPROVES EXTRA FUNDING (LAACK)
UNIFIED UNIVERSITY BILL RAISES QUESTIONS (ED)
ROSE AS NATIONAL FLORAL EMBLEM
'•STUDENTS REDESIGN DOWNTOWN (JAMES)
*LETTERMAN MANIA HITS (HEGGESTAD)
LIBERAL ARTS GAINS POPULARITY (HUTCHES)
LIBRARY STAFF TIGHTENS RULES (BROST)
'^THE HILTON
'^COMMENTS--BRIGGS LIBRARY SERVICES
LIBRARY MAKES APOLOGIES FOR CLOSING (L)
EVALUATION CITES FLAWS (SNYDER)
*BRIGGS GETS HIGH MARKS (SNYDER)
^MICROCOMPUTER LABS ENHANCE TECHNOLOGY (EMERY)
^COLLEGES ESCAPE BOOK BANS (HURNEY)
RESEARCHER STUDIES CARNEGIE LIBRARIES (BROWN)
SOCIAL COURTESIES IN LIBRARY (L)
'"'•LIBRARY OBSERVES LONGEVITY (KOS)
DONATED BOOK BRINGS HISTORY (PETERSON)
RELIGIOUS COLLECTION
*NEW EQUIPMENT
BROOKINGS LIBRARY JOINS STATE PROGRAM (COLLINS)
LOCAL LIBRARY OFFERS CHANGE (SIEGEL)
^GIVING A HOOT
'"^HPER RESEARCH ON FEMALES
NEED FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION (SMITH)
SEE ALSO STUDENTS, YUPPIES
SITTING GIVES EXAMPLE FOR WAY OF LIFE
SLOW PACE ALLOWS FOR LOOK AT LIFE
RAM PUB ROOM PROVIDES MEMORIES (MCMEEKIN)
DIARY ENTRIES REVEAL PERILS OF COLLEGE LIFE
COLLEGIATE LIFESTYLES REQUIRES GOOD FOOD (FREITAG)
'"'ON-CAMPUS LIFE (WIKA)
*LATE NIGHT AT SDSU (KOHLMAN)
^MOVING CREATES CHAOS (HEGGESTAD)
PUTTING PAST IN PROPER PERSPECTIVE
BIRDS TEACH LIFE'S LESSONS
'^EACH CLASS HAS SOMETHING TO REMEMBER
'^'VARIED EMOTIONAL RESPONSES (GONNERMAN)
FRESHMEN COMMENT ON THEIR FIRST WEEK
'^COLLEGIATE LIFE DIFFERS
FRESHMEN ATTITUDES TOWARD LIFE (LINDQUIST)
'^QUESTIONS DOMINATE CHATTER
COLLEGE RESEMBLES SUPERMARKETS
POSTERITY SHOULD INFLUENCE PRESENT DECISIONS
SELF-DIRECTION ENCOURAGES GROWTH
'GET SERIOUS' ABOUT SCHOOL
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SUBJECT
LINCOLN STEVE
LINGREN CHARLES
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
LISTERIA
LITERACY.
LITTER (TRASH)
LITTLE I
DATE PAPER
870225 A031
870318 AO 12
870325 A053
870408 A024
870415 A051
870423 A054
870429 A051
870916 A051
870930 A051
871014 A053
871021 A051
871028 A061
871111 A061
871209 AO 14
871209 A054
880120 A071
880217 A074
880302 A051
880316 A031
870909 AO84
860917 AO 14
860917 A021
860917 A041
860917 A054
860924 AO 14
860924 A041
860924 A115
861008 A113
861022 AO 15
861105 AO 13
861210 A041
861210 A051
861217 AOll
861217 AO 13
870128 AO 74
870204 A051
870304 A053
870318 A035
870325 AO 13
870401 A081
870423 A041
870429 A013
870429 A023
870916 A062
870916 AlOl
871014 AOll
871014 Alll
880330 A035
880330 A043
880330 AlOl
880330 A104
880407 A053
880407 A054
880407 A081
880420 A071
880427 A074
870225 A091
870429 Alll
861112 A054
870325 A141
NOTATION
*SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES DISCUSS CAMPAIGN
*NEWLY-ELECTED SA SENATE (COUGHLIN)
CHEERLEADERS MUST GIVE ANSWERS
WITHDRAWAL INDICATOR MAKES NO SENSE
STUDENTS MIRE IN NO-WIN SITUATIONS
BURDEN OF PROOF WITH FACULTY ACCUSERS
TEACHER EVALUATIONS NEED SERIOUSNESS
'••INVITES PUPILS TO SHOW SUPPORT
NEGLECTS CONSIDERING PUPILS' VIEWS
STUDENT LEADER DESCRIBES FEES
FOOD SERVICE'S SYSTEM ACCOMODATES
UNICEF DRIVE MERITS CONTRIBUTIONS
STATE NEEDS MORE EDUCATION FUNDS
'•'STUDENT LEADERS CLAIM GAINS (CHEUNG)
REMARKS OFFENSIVE TO STUDENT SENATE
ENCOURAGED TO SPEAK OUT AT SHED
ELECTION NEEDS PARTICIPANTS
UNIVERSITY REQUIRES CHANGE
'•'LINCOLN/HUBER RECALL BENEFITS (BROST)
*NEW ACTING DEAN
SA PLANS ALCOHOL PROPOSAL (BRALEY)
*CROWD CONTROL TROUBLES SA (BRALEY)
ON CAMPUS STUDENTS DESERVE ALCOHOL PRIVILEGES (ED)
ALCOHOL ISSUE RESURFACES
ALCOHOL PROPOSAL GETS SA APPROVAL (BRALEY)
^OPINIONS ON ALCOHOL ON CAMPUS
STATE LOSES ROAD FUNDS (COUGHLIN)
ALCOHOL TASK FORCE YET TO MEET
'^USE AND ABUSE
CITY'S SUNDAY ALCOHOL BAN STAYS INTACT (BORDEWYK)
'•'COMMENTS ON DRINKING AGE
BASH CLASH NEEDS COMPROMISE
BINNEWIES BASH RUNS INTO COMMUNITY BLOCK (CHEUNG)
DRINKING LAW MAY CLOSE BARS (BROWN)
LAWMAKERS DEBATE DRINKING AGE (CHRISTIANSON)
TAKING RESPONSIBILITIES UNTITLES SOME PRIVILEGES
RAISING DRINKING AGE VIOLATES RIGHTS (L)
DRINKING AGE UP
TASK FORCE RECOMMENDS ALCOHOL RETURN (COUGHLIN)
CAMPUS PUB OFFERS OPTIONS (DONOHUE)
'•'COMMENTS--BASH ON CAMPUS
'•'CAMPUS BEACH BASH BUSTS (MARTIN)
PUB COMMITTEE FACES LEGWORK (BRALEY)
CLUB PROMOTES DESIGNATED DRIVERS (MAULE)
'•'BANS GLASS CONTAINERS (LINDQUIST)
*SDSU ACKNOWLEDGES ALCOHOL CONCERN (MAULE)
BEVERAGE NAMES CLICK (WEST)
AGE INCREASE TO FORCE BAR CHANGES (TOLLEFSON)
'GRANDFATHER' LOOPHOLE
PLAN FOR UNDERAGE STUDENTS (WEST)
MINORS FACE LIFE SANS DRINKING (RAETZ)
RISK LOSING DRIVER'S LICENSE
ACTIVITIES FOR DISPLACED BEER DRINKERS
'^STUDENTS CRAM LOCAL BAR (OWENS)
RESPOND TO DRINKING-AGE CHANGE
DRINKING AGE CHANGE OFFERS CHANCE (L)
DAIRY PLANT INCREASES SANITATION PROCESS (BROST)
RESIDENTS HELP ILLITERATES TO READ (DONOHUE)
GARBAGE CANS SHOULD BE UTILIZED (L)
'^PARTICIPATION REASONS DIFFER (WOOD)
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SUBJECT
LITTLE I
LIVESTOCK
LOBBYING
LOBBYISTS
LOEB PAUL
LOTTERY
LOVE
LOWER ELMER
LUBBERS CHAD
LUNDEEN ARDELLE
LYONS PAT
LYONS THERESA
MANAGEMENT
MANNERISM
MANUFACTURERS
MANZER THOMAS
MARCH OF DIMES
MARCHING BAND
MARGHAB VERA
MARKETING
MARRIAGE
MARTIN DAVE
MARTIN JONI
MASSMANN JEFF
MASTEN JEFF
DATE •PAPER NOTATION
870325 A141 BEING BOSS TAKES DEDICATION (HALVERSON)
870325 A141 ^ANNOUNCERS MAKE RETURN TO SDSU (GROSZ)
870325 A151 GRADUATE EARNS FARM HONOR (OLSON)
870325 A153 FUND RAISING COULD PAY OFF (SNYDER)
870325 A153 FIFTH GRADERS PARTICIPATE IN MINI LITTLE I
870401 AOll ^SHOWING OFF
870401 A021 ^CLOWNING AROUND
880210 AlOl LITTLE INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL STRIVE
880330 A013 *FEELING SHEEPISH
880330 A071 TWO PARTICIPANTS SHINE IN COMPETITION (SNYDER)
870408 A065 WORLD SERIES OF COLLEGIATE LIVESTOCK JUDGING CONTEST
880203 AO15 COUNCIL FINDS FOUNDATION FIGURE ERROR (JAMES)
871209 A023 *GROUP PLANS LOBBYING EFFORTS (JAMES)
880217 A021 COLLEGE-TOWN CAUCUS FORMS (JAMES)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LOBBYISTS
861119 A051 WORKSHOP TEACHES LOBBYING TECHNIQUES
861119 A061 STUDENTS LEARN LOBBYING PROCESSES (SNYDER)
880120 A031 STUDENTS TO PRACTICE LOBBYING SKILLS (JAMES)
870128 A031 NUCLEAR REDUCTION CAN RESULT (KOHLMAN)
861029 A124 STATE TO GAIN FROM LOTTERY APPROVAL (LAACK)
861112 A095 PROPONENTS WILL PUSH LOTTERY (ULMEN)
870916 AOll GEARS UP FOR PENDING LOTTERY (COLLINS)
871021 A054 LOTTERY PROVES BORING
871028 AOll LOTTERY OPPOSITION RANKS LOW (JAMES)
871209 A123 QUESTIONS NEW LOTTERY GAMES (ENGEL)
880203 A043 BIG BUCKS
880217 AO14 VIDEO LOTTERY FOR REVENUES (TOLLEFSON)
880224 A061 ^COMMENTS ON A VIDEO LOTTERY
880224 A154 WINNER CLAIMS LOTTERY CASH (PETERSON)
880302 A043 LOTTERY PLAYERS WIN DOLLARS
880302 AO61 (SEC B) LOTTERY TO GET ONE LAST CHANCE (LAACK)
880210 Ab94 TRUE LOVE CREATES PROBLEMS
861008 A091 FORMER ABC NEWS PRES STRESSES MEDIA (BRALEY)
870408 Alll '-MOLDS FUTURE IN MAKEUP ART (KOHLMAN)
861029 A065 DEPARTMENTS HIRE ACTING HEADS
870909 A071 NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS DEFINE GOALS
870930 A143 NEED BUDGET SYSTEMS IN COLLEGE (WEST)
871014 A033 LEGAL ADVISER OFFERS COUNSEL (SNYDER)
880407 A053 RISK LOSING DRIVER'S LICENSE
880420 Alll ^LEASES CAUSE CONFUSION
860924 A151 '-THEATER GRADUATE RECEIVES MOVIE ROLE (KORKOW)
871028 A031 CLASS IMPROVES MANAGEMENT SKILLS (MAULE)
880210 AOll QUESTION MAY VIOLATE STATE LAW (BROST)
880210 A081 "COMMENTS ON THE MANNERISM QUESTION
880210 A083 TEACHERS MUST CONSIDER SYSTEM'S USEFULNESS
880224 AOll ADMINISTRATORS CANCEL MANNERISMS QUESTION (BROST)
880224 A061 ELIMINATING QUESTION WILL NOT STOP (ED)
870930 A031 ^MANUFACTURERS GAIN FROM PROJECT (SNYDER)
870218 A061 VIDEO HELPS INCREASE ENROLLMENT (MAULE)
870304 AlOl ^COMMUNICATION LESSONS BENEFIT COORDINATOR
870128 A083 TO RAISE MONEY TO HELP BABIES (PAUL)
SEE BAND MARCHING
871118 A141 COLLECTION SHOWS LINEN ARTISTRY (TAYLOR)
871202 A091 ^TELEMARKETING EXPANDS STUDENTS' PERSPECTIVES
861022 A144 COLLEGE COUPLES EXPLAIN FACTORS OF MARRIAGE
880323 A091 WORKING PAIRS DON'T SHARE FULFILLMENT (LINDQUIST)
860924 A065 MARTIN REPOSITIONED
870429 A031 ^PUBLICATIONS CHOOSE 1987-88 EDITORS (EMERY)
860917 A201 '^STEVENS, MASSMANN LEAD JACKS TO SECOND
861022 AlOl 1986 ELECTIONS
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SUBJECT
MATHEWS HALL
MAUDLIN STANISLAUS
MAY ROLLO
MAYORS
MCALLISTER SHARI
MCCRORY GARDENS
MCDERMOTT DEBORAH
MCGOVERN GEORGE
MCLAUGHLIN JANET
MEDEMA RANDY
MEDICAL SERVICES
MEMORIAL ART CTR
MEMORIAL DAY
MENTAL HEALTH
MEXICO
MEYER ED
MEYER FRED
MEYER LARRY
MICKELSON GEORGE
MICKELSON LINDA
MICROBIOLOGY
MICROCOMPUTERS
MILITARY SERVICES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
870304
871104
871118
861112
871202
871028
860924
870429
870916
870930
880217
880217
861029
880127
870401
870930
871014
871104
871118
861001
861029
861112
870128
870225
880120
880217
880420
870128
870916
870325
860917
860924
861001
861119
861203
861203
870121
870211
870218
870325
870325
870401
870429
870916
870923
871118
871202
871209
871209
880120
880302
880302
880413
870218
870930
870204
860924
861008
A081
A121
A013
A071
A034
Alll
A161
A081
A031
A034
A081
A131
A081
A044
A125
A175
A145
A142
A14.1
A054
A121
A091
A041
A051
A063
A084
A074
A061
A091
A031
AO 9 5
AOll
A053
AO 14
A081
A081
AO 14
AlOl
A035
A053
A081
A085
A121
A125
A105
A084
A105
AOll
A041
A035
AOll
A051
AOll
AO 12
A094
A035
A181
A061
*PARTY PUP
*A TASTE OF HALLOWEEN
*NEW LOOK
INTERPRETER SPEAKS ABOUT INDIAN CULTURE (BRITTON)
^reformation would improve world (LINDQUIST)
*WHITE HOUSE TRAINING PREPARES MAYOR (BROWN)
^PERFORMERS EXHIBIT MUSICAL ABILITIES (MERRILL)
INSTALLATION OF DISPLAY SHELTERS
*T0 SERVE THE PUBLIC, STUDENTS (BROST)
^EXPERTS, STUDENTS LEARN TOGETHER (BROST)
PROMOTES FOREIGN POLICY CHANGE (WEDELL)
SINGER ADDS A PERSONAL TOUCH (BOHLENDER)
*ALUMNUS AN AWARD-WINNING DESIGNER (COUGHLIN)
*LOCAL HOSPITAL LOSES MONEY (LAACK)
FOR LATER SEE ART MUSEUM
PRINT SHOW
THE PIERSOL COLLECTION
GRANTS INITIATIVE ART CONSERVATION (TOLLEFSON)
^RECEIVES NEW NAME (TAYLOR)
COLLECTION SHOWS LINEN ARTISTRY (TAYLOR)
STATE'S OBSERVANCE SHOULD REMAIN NONCOMMERCIALIZED
VOTE DECIDES MEMORIAL DAY (LAACK)
VETERANS OPPOSE MEMORIAL DAY CHANGE (HUTCHES)
SEE ALSO FEARS, STRESS
*AVOID THE WINTER BLAHS
TOTAL CONTROL FAILS AT TIMES
HURRIED WORLD NEEDS REST
STUDY DEPRESSION SYMTOMS IN RURAL WOMEN (WEDELL)
MEXICAN GOVERNMENT WILL REJECT (L)
''•SPEAKERS USE COMMUNICATION (BROST)
'•'STANDS FIRM ON OVERFLOW POLICY (EMERY)
'^PREACHING
MORE CHANGES OF HEART
'•CANDIDATES DISCUSS ISSUES AT FORUM (CHRISTIANSON)
SD NEEDS ENTERPRISING GOVERNOR
'•'VOTERS SHOW CONFIDENCE (COUGHLIN)
'•'NEW GOVERNOR OUTLINES RECOVERY PLANS (HUTCHES)
STATE NEEDS EDUCATION-ECONOMIC LINK (HUTCHES)
'^ MICKELSON'&• MESSAGE ADDRESSES EDUCATION (BROWN)
'^STRESSES HIGHER EDUCATION ROLE (HURNEY)
^WAGNER'S TASK FORCE WORKS WITH GOVERNOR (SNYDER)
CHEERLEADERS MUST GIVE ANSWERS
DEMOCRAT--CHALLENGES GOVERNOR'S PLANS (JULSON)
GOVERNOR'S TRIP
*TRADE FAIR PROMOTE SOUTH DAKOTA
CALL THE A-TEAM
TAX MAY END EARLY
FUND WILL SPONSOR EDUCATION (COUGHLIN)
STATE COUP
'''REGENTS, WAGNER FAVOR PLANS (BROWN)
GOVERNOR TAKES STEP IN EDUCATION BUDGET
STATE OF STATE BRINGS HOPE (TOLLEFSON)
REGENTS SHOULD VIEW STUDY AS OPPORTUNITY (BRYNJULSON
HIGHER EDUCATION, BUSINESS MUST COOPERATE
LOWER NON-RESIDENT TUITION (TOLLEFSON)
"^GOVERNOR'S WIFE ADAPTS TO CHANGES (CLEONG)
SOLVES MUSHROOMING PROBLEM (JAMES)
"'MICROCOMPUTER LABS ENHANCE TECHNOLOGY (EMERY)
MILITARY CONTRIBUTES RUNNERS TO TEAM (NAUERTH)
PROBLEMS STEM FROM SOMETHING OTHER THAN MILITARY (L)
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SUBJECT
MILITARY SERVICES
MILLER JOHN
MINES & MINING
MINK
MINORITIES
MIRON DOUGLAS
MISSILES
MISSING PERSONS
MOORE RAYMOND
MOOSE
MORGAN PAUL
MOUNTS JEFF
MOV PICT REV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
870429 A075 AIR FORCE RESERVE OFFICER'S TRAINING CORPS
880210 A091 PREJUDICE INJUSTICE TEMPER STATEHOOD JOY
880427 Alll '^FACULTY RECEIVE EXCELLENCE AWARD
861008 A141 FORMER MINER RECALLS WORK (WIKA)
861022 A051 DESTRUCTION OF BLACK HILLS DEMANDS ACTION (L)
860924 A131 *LOCAL FUR BUSINESS EFFECTS COAT MARKET (SCHUETTS)
880323 A051 CONTROVERSAL FUND-RAISER MOCKS (L)
880323 A055 SLAVE AUCTION INFERS RACISM (L)
871007 A031 CONSTRUCT CABLE TV ALTERNATIVE (MAULE)
880427 A071 'GET SERIOUS' ABOUT SCHOOL
871014 A054 MISSILE SITE MAPPING
870423 AOll ^SEARCH FOR MISSING FORMER STUDENT (BROST)
870415 A061 ''"CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION FOCUSES ON NEW GOALS
871021 A061 '-EXPERIMENT STATION MAKES PROGRESS (LAWRENCE)
870923 A181 *MOOSE LOOSE IN DELL RAPIDS (KAYSER)
870429 A234 MORGAN QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS
860917 A212 MOUNTS OUT
860924 A171 '"'INJURY ENDS CENTER'S CAREER (REINARDY)
860917 A141 PLAY'S CONVERSION TO SILVER SCREEN FAILS
860924 A151 MOVIE TRAVELS BACK TO CHILDHOOD (CALIFF)
861001 A173 SPACECAMP RETURNS TO THEATER (RICHARDT)
861008 A171 'CROCODILE DUNDEE' MOVIES SHOW ROMANCE (CALIFF)
861015 A155 'ALIENS' EXHIBITS ADVENTURE, TERROR (RICHARDT)
861022 A165 MOVIE'S SCRIPT RUINS CHANCES OF SUCCESS (CALIFF)
861105 A144 MOVIE POSES HYPOTHETICAL QUESTION (CALIFF)
861112 A135 'PEGGY SUE' DELIVERS MESSAGE (RICHARDT)
861119 A135 'THE FLY' TURNS STOMACH (CALIFF)
861203 A141 BILLIARDS WIZARD REVEALS ROPES TO ROOKIE (CALIFF)
861210 A161 EASTWOOD MAKES MILITARY MOVIE (RICHARDT)
870121 A141 'STAR TREK IV' ADDS FUN
870128 A124 'THREE AMIGOS' FAILS (CALIFF)
870204 A135 PLANT PRODUCES SUPERB SILLINESS (CALIFF)
870204 A153 CLASSIC FILMS. FOCUS ON CULTURES (WOOD)
870211 A164 CINEMATIC FAILURE LACKS DRAMA (CALIFF)
870218 A131 HARD ROCKER TURNS REBEL IN PRODUCTION (CALIFF)
870225 A171 'PLATOON' AWAKENS, DISTRESSES (CALIFF)
870304 A145 DUMMY DELIVERS FUN (CALIFF)
870325 A121 NEW COACH EARNS RESPECT (CALIFF)
870401 A115 WILLIS BORES IN MOVIE (CALIFF)
870408 A141 DEAF ACTRESS DEPICTS AUTHENTICALLY (CALIFF)
870415 A105 '^'PLATOON' DENOTES WAR'S HARSH REALITY
870415 A131 'BURGLAR' MISSES MARK, LACKS CREATIVITY (CALIFF)
870423 A134 ACTOR GIVES GIGGLES (CALIFF)
870429 A201 HINTS COULD OPEN VIEWERS' EYES (CALIFF)
870909 A161 SUMMER FLICKS (CALIFF)
870923 A155 ^MISFITS STRIKE BACK (CALIFF)
871007 A151 *'FATAL ATTRACTION' FASCINATES (CALIFF)
871014 AOll FOREIGN FILM CAUSES CONFLICT (BARTHOLOMEW)
871021 A151 BRINGS CHILDHOOD STORY TO LIFE (CALIFF)
871028 A013 ^CATHOLICS MARCH AGAINST FILM (CHEONG)
871028 A041 DISPUTE HELPS CREATE REACTIONS
871028 A051 DEPICTION IN 'HAIL MARY'
871104 A135 'BABY BOOM' FALLS SHORT (CALIFF)
871118 A141 SOMBER THEME SPARKS FILM
871209 A191 PREDICTABLE MOVIE PROVIDES DISAPPOINTMENT (CALIFF)
880127 AlOl 'THREE MEN AND A BABY' (CALIFF)
880210 A141 'WALL STREET' LEAD STEALS SHOW (CALIFF)
880224 A135 CULT FAVORITE TO PLAY (TAYLOR)
880302 A081 'THE SERPENT AND THE RAINBOW' (CALIFF)
880323 A184 'GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM' (CALIFF)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
MOV PICT REV 880407 AlOl
880420 A141
880427 A162
MOVING 870429 A171
MULLEN JOHN 870121 A151
MULLER T J 871007 A171
MUNDT BOB 871021 AO 13
MUNITIONS 871014 A105
MURDER-MN 870423 A095
MURPHY JERRY 861029 A241
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY 860910 A081
MUSEUMS-BR 870923 A161
871014 A081
871111 A151
MUSHROOMS 870930 A094
MUSIC 860917 A161
861029 A201
870128 A091
870218 AO 15
870218 A114
870408 A151
871014 A141
MUSIC BAND 860917 A141
860924 A161
861217 A171
861217 A171
870121 A151
871118 A151
880120 AlOl
880217 A121
MUSIC CHAMBER 880224 A161
880323 A151
MUSIC CHOIRS 861203 A154
MUSIC CHORUS 871118 A154
MUSIC CONCERTS 861105 A141
870121 Alll
870423 A054
870429 A064
870923 A151
880323 AO 15
880330 A105
880427 AOll
MUSIC EDUCATION 880203 A141
880427 A081
MUSIC FESTIVAL 880316 A051
MUSIC HALL 871028 A151
MUSIC JAZZ 880420 • A141
MUSIC OPERA 870401 Alll
880323 A161
MUSIC PIANO 861008 A151
MUSIC REVIEW 861001 A164
861008 A174
861015 A143
861022 A174
861029 A185
861105 A134
861112 A145
861119 A143
861203 A145
861210 A161
NOTATION
POTENTIAL THRILLER BOMBS (CALIFF)
FOX REACHES NEW HEIGHT (CALIFF)
COLUMNIST REFLECTS ON FLAWS (CALIFF)
AMOVING CREATES CHAOS (HEGGESTAD)
THEATER GRADUATE PROGRESSES (KORKOW)
SOUTH AFRICAN TRANSFER BRINGS (SANDQUIST)
CONVENTIONS IMPROVE CITY'S ECONOMY (JAMES)
HELL CANYON PRAYERS
MURDER MYSTERY
'•'BENEFITS WITH YEAR-ROUND GAME SURVEILLANCE (KAYSER)
RECORD DONATIONS COLLECTED (LAACK)
'''MUSEUM--A SECRET TO STUDENTS (THILL)
LEAKAGE DAMAGES MACHINERY (KAVANAUGH)
MUSEUM CONVEYS CHRISTMAS SPIRIT (THILL)
SOLVES MUSHROOMING PROBLEM (JAMES)
'^CALIFORNIAN RECEIVES POSITION (MERRILL)
'•'SINGER TRADES SWEATS FOR SONG (MCMEEKIN)
THAT OLD-TIME MUSIC (HEGGESTAD)
UFBC CUTS MUSIC FUNDS (COUGHLIN)
MUSIC DONATION BENEFITS STUDENTS (MCMEEKIN)
'^MUSIC MAN REACHES DREAM (CHICOINE)
'•'OFFERS MUSIC ALTERNATIVE (BRALEY)
*BANDS PERFORM
'^PERFORMERS EXHIBIT MUSICAL ABILITIES (MERRILL)
'"SHORT STORY BUILDS EXPERIENCE (MCMEEKIN)
'"ROW OF CHAIRS CRAVES CONTRACT (MCMEEKIN)
MINNESOTA BANDS ROCK AWAY (MOLLISON)
'"BLUEGRASS MUSIC EVOKES PLEASURE (BRALEY)
BAND EXCEEDS THE NORM (BRALEY)
ROCKERS ENJOY LOCAL SUCCESS (TAYLOR)
FRENCH CLARINETIST TO PLAY AT SDSU (ANDERSON)
CHICAGO CHAMBER BRASS BRING ... (ANDERSON)
CHRISTMAS BRINGS CHOIRS (KORKOW)
MADRIGAL CHORUS OFFERS ENTERTAINMENT (TAYLOR)
'"PROFESSORS CREATE CULTURAL MUSIC (WOOD)
'"SUBURBS BLAST BARN CROWD
CONCERT WASN'T ALL THAT BAD (L)
COLUMNIST'S REVIEW OF ELECTRONIC DRUMMER (L)
*THE RAINMAKERS MUSIC SHOWERS (MARTIN)
COMMITTEE STOPS CONCERT PLANNERS (SNYDER)
CONCERT COMMITTEE TACKLES APATHY (BRALEY)
'"UPC MAY HOST ROCK CONCERT (BROST)
BEGINNERS STUDY BASICS OF MUSIC (PETERSON)
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SETS UNIQUE PRECEDENT (SNYDER)
'•'HONORS DAKOTA COMPOSERS AND MUSICIANS (BRALEY)
'"HALL CAPTURES NOSTALGIC IMAGE
'"IN HARMONY
'"OPERA SHATTERS STEREOTYPES (WOOD)
'"OPERA WORKSHOP PROVIDES EXPERIENCE (PETERSON)
'"PIANIST COMPOSES SELECTIONS
MUSIC'S GENTLE SOUND RESURGES (MOLLISON)
BOSTON YIELDS UNRECORDED TRACKS (MOLLISON)
BO DEANS PORTRAY TALENT IN MIDWEST (MOLLISON)
OLD AND NEW--BON-JOVI AND BACH (MOLLISON)
TOP-40 TUNES DRAG (MOLLISON)
54-40 MAKES MORBID DEBUT (MOLLISON)
THE SOURCE--HEAVY METAL RULES (MOLLISON)
SOAP STAR BECOMES POP PERFORMER (MOLLISON)
LAUPER SHIMMERS (MOLLISON)
SHARP COUNTRY ROCK TO MIDWEST (MOLLISON)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
MUSIC ROCK 860924 A166
861015 A054
861015 A151
861112 Alll
861112 A141
880330 Alll
MUSIC SINGING 861203 A151
MUSIC TRUMPET 870304 A141
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 871209 A171
MUSICIANS 861203 A124
870325 A121
870423 A151
871021 A145
880127 AlOl
880217 A131
MUSKRAT 870408 A091
MUSLIMS 861001 A063
861008 A063
861015 A051
861015 , A051
861029 A051
871111 A064
871209 A051
871209 AO 81
MYERS REX 860917 A071
870930 Alll
NAMES 870204 A121
870930 A053
880316 AOll
880330 A033
NANNIES 860924 A121
NAVIGATORS 870408 A061
870415 A034
870423 A031
NCATE 880427 A041
NDSU 861015 A191
NEIBER NANCY 861203 . A161
NELSON CHRIS 870415 A013
NELSON DENNIS 870909 A071
NELSON INER 870930 AlOl
NELSON RICKY 870204 A121
NELSON TRUDY 861029 AO 91
NEW LIFE 860917 A095
NEW YEAR 870121 A121
870121 A181
NEWS • 870429 A041
NEWSPAPERS 861029 A081
870128 A065
870325 AO 14
880427 A063
NICARAGUA 861105 A053
870128 A051
870304 A031
870401 A051
870930 A051
880210 AO 14
880210 A041
880330 A051
880407 A051
NON-TRADITIONALS 870916 A141
NOTATION
ROCK BAND PERFORMS DOWNTOWN (PETERSEN)
NEW BOSTON ALBUM HAS SURPRISE (L)
*BAND DRAWS BIG CROWD
*BODEANS ROCK VOLSDORFF BALLROOM
FAN CLUB PRESIDENT PROVIDES MEMORIES (CHICOINE)
BREAK HEAVY METAL STEREOTYPES (TAYLOR)
STATESMEN VENTURE OUT (KORKOW)
TRUMPETER BLASTS TUNES TO MUSIC FANS
HORN CARE VITAL FOR UPKEEP (THILL)
SINGER DISREGARDS BLINDNESS
PERFORMER BESTOWS CREDIT TO PEERS
MUSICIANS OVERCOME FEARS (MILTON)
FACULTY MUSICIANS LEARN FROM RECITALS (THILL)
*MUSIC THROUGH MARRIED LIFE (RAETZ)
SINGER ADDS A PERSONAL TOUCH (BOHLENDER)
*ANIMAL MISCHIEF
MUSLIM INSTITUTIONS REVOLVE AROUND RELIGION (L)
STUDENT NOT ENTITLED TO REPRESENT MAJORITY (L)
MUSLIM UNITY EXTENDS PAST IRANIAN BOUNDARIES (L)
RELIGIOUS ISSUES DESERVE RESPECT (L)
UNITY ELIMINATES RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS (L)
MUST,ALTER NARROW VIEWS ON MOSLEMS (L)
AMERICA RECEIVES UNFAIR PUBLICITY (L)
SYSTEM'S DOMINATION DAMAGES INNOCENT ONES (L)
*NEW PEOPLE FILL FACULTY, DEAN POSITIONS
MYERS HELPS COMBINE EFFORTS (LINDQUIST)
^STUDENTS GIVE OLD NAMES NEW FACES
SOCIETY NEEDS TO KEEP USING NAMES
NAME-CHANGE BILL RECEIVES VETO (TOLLEFSON)
COLLEGE NAME-CHANGE STUDY (TOLLEFSON)
*MIDWEST NANNIES HAVE EDGE (SCHAEFERS)
NAVIGATORS CULTIVATE HARVEST OF PEOPLE
FIND COMFORT BY BELONGING TO NAVIGATORS (MAULE)
STUDENT GROWS MORE SPIRITUALLY (MAULE)
NCATE OPTIONS FACE RESISTANCE (TOLLEFSON)
NDSU LEADS CONFERENCE IN DRUG TESTING PROGRAMS
*FOUR STARTERS RETURN TO WOMEN'S SQUAD (TRAUTMANN)
^STUDENT'S HELPING HAND RESCUES MAN (MARTIN)
NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS DEFINE GOALS
'-MAN CREATES CUSTOM TRACTORS (BRYNJULSON)
^STUDENTS GIVE OLD NAMES NEW FACES •
"SA LEARNS LEADERSHIP SKILLS (BRITTON)
CONFERENCE IS SEPT 19-21
PREDICTIONS 1987--A LOOK AHEAD
SOURCES HELP SCOOP 1987 PREDICTIONS
^COMMENTS ABOUT THIS YEAR
*ALUMNUS AN AWARD-WINNING DESIGNER (COUGHLIN)
MOODY COUNTY ENTERPRISE IN FLANDREAU
^NEWSPAPER MAN WANTS TO HAVE FUN (BROST)
MUST ACKNOWLEDGE BIAS
NICARAGUA ECHOES VIETNAM CONFLICT
*NICARAGUANS PERCEIVE WAR ...
^MINISTER EXPERIENCES WAR FIRSTHAND (BRITTON)
CONTRA INTEREST SPURNS HUMANITY
NICARAGUA STRUGGLE HAS TIES TO HISTORY (L)
'•LAST STAND
'•ACTIVIST TRAVELS TO CENTRAL AMERICA (TOLLEFSON)
PROTESTERS DISTORT NICARAGUA FACTS (L)
COLUMNIST'S WORDS REVEAL APATHETIC ATTITUDE (L)
'^ MOM, DAUGHTER TACKLE CLASS (ELL)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
NON-TRADITIONALS 870916 A144
880224 A073
NORDSTROM PAUL 861105 AOll
861210 A031
870401 A034
870923 A033
880210 Alll
880217 A081
NORLIN DENNIS 880217 A091
NORRIS WILLIAM 870429 A131
NOVEMBER 871104 A051
NURSERY SCHOOL 870218 A091
NURSING 860924 A141
871021 AlOl
.871111 A095
871111 A135
871118 A084
871209 AO 15
880203 A033
NUTRITION 870415 AO 3,1
870909 A141
871028 A091
OAKWOOD 870930 A175
871014 A161
OCCUPATIONS 861022 A042
861022 A054
861203 AOll
861203 A053
870211 A091
870304 A042
870325 A041
870923 A051
871111 A115
871209 AlOl
880323 A053
OLSON OSCAR 871202 A071
OLYMPICS 880217 A163
880224 A073
880302 A051
880427 A194
ONKEN MARINA 870930 A061
OPINION POLLS 861029 A145
870429 A115
870923 A041
870930 A041
871111 A034
ORDINANCES 860924 A115
880203 A021
ORNITHOLOGY 870429 A081
OSBORNE DARIN 870408 A151
OTTEN SYLVIA 880224 A151
OTTO JEAN 880330 A084
PALCZEWSKI MARYSZ 870909 A161
PALESTINIANS 861119 A064
880120 AO 13
880413 A053
PAN GEORGE 880203 A104
PANSEGRAU TRICIA 861015 A121
PARENT & CHILD 861203 A051
870923 A121
NOTATION
TRENDS SHOW MORE OLDER STUDENTS (WEST)
STUDENTS BRING DIVERSITY (L)
*TWO FACULTY GET SEARCH COMMITTEE BID
*INTERVIEW--PAUL NORDSTROM, CANDIDATE FOR AC AFFAIRS
^STUDENTS MAKE BUSINESSES FOR CASH (BROST)
*SDSU RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDERWAY (KOS)
^CONTEST PROVIDES "BUSliSlESS EDUCATION (BOHLENDER)
FIVE TITLES CREATE CHALLENGES (BLUMER)
RELIGION TEACHER ENJOYS JOB'S STABILITY (LINDQUIST)
^CAREERS OF TWO SDSU ALUMNI
*MUNDANE MONTH BEGINS
'•'BUILDING LEARNING (KOHLMAN)
'•fEXPERIENCES HELP NURSING MAJORS PROGRESS. (WIKA)
REGENT OPPOSES NURSING PROPOSAL (BRYNJULSON)
DEAN FINALISTS
SHARE TIME WITH MOTHERS-TO-BE (ELL)
VO-TECH CREDITS MIGHT EASE SHORTAGE (JAMES)
CONTRACT NEEDS FURTHER DETAILS (BRYNJULSON)
LEADERS WANT NURSING STUDY (BROWN)
'^NEED AWARENESS OF HEALTH FOOD (BRALEY)
'•'EATING HABITS SUPPLEMENT HEALTHFULNESS
DISCUSSES DISEASE, DIET STUDIES (MAULE)
ENTRIES ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED
-'OAKWOOD'S' FUTURE (SIEGEL)
DOCTORATE DEGREES OPEN OPPORTUNITIES (KRUEGER)
CAREER SEEKERS NEED MORE ADVICE
GRADUATES LOOK OUT-OF-STATE (BORDEWYK)
FRINGE BENEFITS ADD TO JOBS' WORTH
EXPERIENCE THROUGH PRACTICAL WORK (GROSZ)
MEETING QUALIFICATION TAKES THINKING (LARSON)
GETTING A JOB ISN'T THAT TOUGH (ED)
'^JOB TIPS MIGHT MAKE DIFFERENCE
HI-TECH HUNTING
CREATIVITY HELPS GRADUATES SEEKING JOBS (KOCH)
JOBS SHOULD BE VALUED
LABORATORY HONORING HIM (KOS)
•CALGARY READIES AN OLYMPIC HOEDOWN (SMITH)
BROOKINGS OLYMPIANS COMPETE
SPORTS CASTERS HARASS OLYMPIC CONTESTANTS
-'DEHAVEN TO 1988 OLYMPICS (GOHEEN)
HIGH SCHOOLERS EXPLORE SDSU (KOCH)
CAMPAIGN POLLS
HUMAN RIGHTS
CONSTITUTION MEAN TO YOU
'^TO KEEP STUDENT FEES DOWN
SURVEY DIVULGES SENIORS' BELIFS (LINDQUIST)
NON-PARKING HOURS INCREASED
CITY ORDINANCE OPPONENTS FIND SUPPORT (SNYDER)
*WATCH THE BIRDIE
'^MUSIC MAN REACHES DREAM (CHICOINE)
'•'PET SNAKE SHOWS LOVE (BOHLENDER)
'^'LECTURES BY JOURNALISM PROFESSIONALS (WEDELL)
'^UPC STAFF CHANGE (BRALEY)
PALESTINIANS DISPLAY CULTURE (MARTIN)
'V'PROTESTING
PALESTINIANS STRUGGLE AGAINST TYRANNY (L)
INSTRUCTOR CREATES NEW CHIPS (LAWRENCE)
'•'LETTERS UNITE FRIENDS (SAATHOFF)
MOM'S OVERPROTECTIVENESS CANNOT BE BEAT
^STUDENTS ADJUST TO PARENTING (ELL)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
PARENT & CHILD 870923 A124
880210 A135
880217 Alll
PARK MANAGEMENT 861105 A121
871021 A031
PARKS & RECREATION 870304 A061
870423 A084
870423 AlOl
870916 AlOl
870930 A105
880302 A034
PARSLEY SCOTT 870429 AOll
PATRIOTISM 861022 A051
PAYMENT 860924 A065
870128 A065
PEACE 870415 AOll
870429 A051
871014 AlOl
871209 A053
880224 A071
PEACE CORPS 861029 A031
861029 A034
861029 A061
861105 A065
870930 AO 31
PEDERSEN JAMES 870909 AO 14
PEDERSON BOB 870204 A081
PEN PALS 861015 A121
870204 A071
PERKINS JOHN 880420 A121
PERSONAL FINANCE 870930 A143
871104 A024
PETERSON CAROL 861105 AOll
870121 A071
PETS 871021 Alll
871028 A131
880224 A151
PHARMACY .861008 A085
861203 AO 15
870415 A021
PHEASANTS 870916 A195
PHONATHON 880224 A121
PHOTOGRAPHY 861001 A173
861022 A021
870128 A081
880323 A091
880427 A151
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 871028 A161
871104 A174
880316 A041
PHYSICAL FITNESS 870204 A075
870401 A131
870408 A181
870415 A174
870429 A161
871021 A133
871021 A204
PHYSICAL PLANT 861001 A031
861015 A034
861203 AO 14
NOTATION
DISCOURSE COINED CRUCIAL IN COLLEGE (GONNERMAN)
PROFESSOR PARENTS CREATE ADVANTAGES (PETERSON)
^FATHER FIGURES (DONOHUE)
CLUB PICKS APPLE CIDER FOR ANNUAL FUND-RAISER
GROUPS BENEFIT MEMBERS, COMMUNITY (EMERY)
BROOKINGS PARK BOARD COMMENTS ON THE BASH (L)
PARK RULES TO END MISUSE (CHRISTIANSON)
ALL ROADS LEAD TO FUN (EMERY)
*BANS GLASS CONTAINERS (LINDQUIST)
SMALLER CITY PARKS OFFER VARIETY (LINDQUIST)
*SWINGIN'
DEGRADING QUOTE ATTRACTS ATTENTION (BROWN)
PATRIOTISM HAS MESSAGE BEYOND DICTIONARY (HART)
FINAL FEES ARE SEPT 30 AND OCT 1
FINAL PAYMENTS
LOCAL GROUP CARRIES LILIES FOR HOPE (BRITTON)
GRADUATES TO ALLEVIATE HUMAN SUFFERING (L)
JAPANESE WOMAN WANTS PEACE (BRYNJULSON)
PEACE NEEDS TO BE SOUGHT (L)
CAMPAIGN PROMOTES PEACE
SD'S ONLY PEACE CORPS OFFICE CLOSES AT SDSU
HELPS COUNTRIES LEARN SPECIAL SKILLS (BROST)
''•SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR VOLUNTEERS HER SKILLS (BROST)
PEACE CORPS WILL BE ON CAMPUS
PEACE CORPS GETS BUDGET RAISE (BROST)
"NEW SYSTEM AIDS REGISTRATION (BROST)
RAPED SELDOM REPORT CRIME
^LETTERS UNITE FRIENDS (SAATHOFF)
PEN PALS OF 10 YEARS UNITE
'•SPEAKER SAYS FAMINE OCCURS (WEDELL)
NEED BUDGET SYSTEMS IN COLLEGE (WEST)
STUDENTS MAKE MONEY THROUGH STOCK MARKET (KOS)
"TWO FACULTY GET SEARCH COMMITTEE BID
"CONTINUES FILLING FACULTY POSITIONS
PETS PROVIDE LOVE, COMPANY (WEST)
^MIDWAY HOME FOR PETS
'••PET SNAKE SHOWS LOVE (BOHLENDER)
DEAN SEARCH OPENS
*DEAN FINALISTS NARROWED DOWN TO FOUR
PHARMACY GROUP TAKES TOP AWARD (BRITTON)
PHEASANT COUNT RISES (KAYSER)
"VOLUNTEERS CALL SDSU ALUMNI (BROST)
PHOTOGRAPHER THRIVES ON WILDLIFE (WOOD)
"PICTURE PERFECT
"FORZEN LAKES SHOW NATURE'S BEAUTY
^ILLUSION
PHOTOGRAPHER SEES UNDERSTANDING IN NATURE (DUXBURY)
CONVENTION INFORMS TEACHERS (SMITH)
NEED FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION (SMITH)
'•CHALLENGE 'DUMB JOCK' REPUTATION (BRALEY)
AN AEROBIC EXER-THON
'•^HPER RESEARCH ON FEMALES
^RESEARCHERS PROFILE ATHLETES (TRAUTMANN)
'•^PROJECTS AID STUDENTS (TRAUTMANN)
'^FITNESS MINUS WORK NEW TREND (MAULE)
'^ READY SET, GO (ELL)
FITNESS WORKSHOP
'^ SMOKE STACK EMISSION STUDY CONTINUES (KOHLMAN)
MAKE SMOKE STACK MEET STANDARDS (KOHLMAN)
SDSU CUTS ELECTRICAL COSTS (EMERY)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
PHYSICAL PLANT 870304 AOll
870401 A053
870423 A051
870429 A061
871014 AO 14
871202 A121
871209 A091
PI KAPPA DELTA 870429 A075
PIANIST 880420 A151
PLACEMENT
PLAYS
POLICE 861015 AO 14
861203 A105
871007 AOll
871028 AO 13
880330 A035
POLICE CAMPUS 861112 A061
871014 AO 24
871028 A082
871118 A114
POLITICS & GOVT-SD 880427 A074
POLITICS & GOVT-US 860910 A042
860917 A051
861015 A042
861029 A051
861105 A051
861210 A085
861217 A051
870121 A051
870121 A051
870408 A042
870423 AOll
870930 A054
871118 A043
880210 A091
POLLUTION 861001 A031
861015 A034
POOL (GAME) 871028 A181
POPULATION 861015 A085
PORNOGRAPHY 860917 A091
POTTER REVA 880127 A071
880203 A073
880210 A094
880217 A073
880224 A073
880302 A051
880323 A053
880407 A051
880413 A051
880420 AO 71
POVERTY 870121 A091
880203 A071
POWERS RICHARD 861008 AO 14
861029 A061
PRACTICUM 871111 AlOl
PRESIDENTS 861001 A021
871202 AOll
PRESSLER LARRY 860924 A115
861001 A115
861203 A105
*POWER SHUT-OFF LEAVES CAMPUS IN DARK (HURNEY)
PLANNING, DESIGN IN PHYSICAL PLANT'S VOCABULARY (L)
PHYSICAL PLANT EMPLOYEE REFUTES ACCESS CLAIMS (L)
PHYSICAL PLANT ON HANDICAPPED ISSUE (L)
^APPLYING IT
POWER PLANT KEEPS CAMPUS WARM (TOLLEFSON)
*PLANT STOPS SLIPPERY TRAVEL (FREEMAN)
HONORARY SPEAKERS
PIANIST PURSUES PERFORMANCE CAREER (ANDERSON)
SEE, OCCUPATIONS, CAP CENTER
SEE DRAMA
BROOKINGS POLICE KEEP BUSY
POLICE CONTRACT
CHIEF REMARKS ABOUT CALMER REVELRY (BRYNJULSON)
REMEMBER OTHER DEMONSTRATIONS (CHICOINE)
POLICIES TO REMAIN CONSISTENT (TOLLEFSON)
TICKETING STRESSES LAW ENFORCEMENT (BROST)
POLICE CHIEF CLASSES VANDALISM LOW (EMERY)
*CAMPUS, CITY SHARE DUTIES (LINDQUIST)
^PATROLLING CAMPUS GROUNDS (WEST)
SUMMER DAYS MAY SEE HUMOROUS POSSIBILITIES
STUDENTS MUST BATTLE APATHETIC ATTITUDES
POLITICAL IDEAS PROVIDE BASIS FOR VOTE
DISINFORMATION SEEPS INTO AMERICAN SOCIETY
RELIGION, POLITICS NEED SEPARATION (L)
^POLITICIANS BECOME ORDINARY PEOPLE AGAIN
INCREASE IN WOMEN CANDIDACIES (ULMEN)
APATHIC ROOTS MUST BE PULLED
EXCUSE MAKING ACCOMPLISHES LITTLE
REAGAN TUMBLING CAUSES LAUGHTER (L)
TIMES WERE DIFFERENT IN 1960'S
*JACKSON--STUDENTS NEED FUNDS (LARSON)
NEIGHBORHOOD MAN IDEAL PRESIDENTIAL ASPIRANT
CANDIDATES NEED DEBATES
MEESE'S CHERADES BREAK LAW
"SMOKE STACK EMISSION STUDY CONTINUES (KOHLMAN)
MAKE SMOKE STACK MEET STANDARDS (KOHLMAN)
'•^POOL SHARKS SHARPEN THEIR CUES
DISAPPEARING ACT
LITTLE OPPOSITION FACES MAGAZINE SALES (CHEONG)
TALK SHOWS EPITOMIZE MINDLESS TELEVISION
RELATIONSHIPS NEED ENCOURAGEMENT
TRUE LOVE CREATES PROBLEMS
COLLEGE RESEMBLES SUPERMARKETS
BROOKINGS OLYMPIANS COMPETE
SPORTS CASTERS HARASS OLYMPIC CONTESTANTS
JOBS SHOULD BE VALUED
SENIORS TO COMPLETE CHECKLIST
HOT, LAZY APRIL DAY
RESPOND TO DRINKING-AGE CHANGE
EXAMINES TO ALLEVIATE INDIAN POVERTY
PRIORITIES BY-PASS COUNTRY'S POOR
SEARCH COMMITTEE FILLS POSITION
NEW ADMINISTRATOR PLANS IMPROVEMENTS (BARLEY)
PRACTICUM CONFIRMS CAREER CHOICES (ENGEL)
^PRESIDENTIAL VISITS
^PRESIDENT'S JOB KEEPS WAGNER CONTENT (BROST)
PRESSLER ONCE AGAIN SLAMMED
PRESSLER'S SHOW
PRESSLER REPRESENTS
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
PRESSLER LARRY 870423 A095
870429 A115
870429 A115
870916 AO 13
870930 A115
871111 A051
PRICE CHUCK 860917 A081
871209 AlOl
PRICE KELLEY 860917 A071
PRISONERS 861029 A145
PRUNTY ROGER 861022 AO 14
PUB 870401 A014
870401 A081
870429 A023
871007 AOll
PUBLIC MEETINGS 870218 A073
PUBLIC TELEVISION
PUBLIC UTIL COMM 880427 AOll
PUBLICATIONS 870211 A013
871014 A161
871111 A051
PUPPETS 870218 Alll
RACISM 880323 A055
RACQUETBALL 870121 A171
871104 'A171
RADIATION 871028 AOll
RAILROADS 860910 A081
861001 A091
861029 A121
RAINMAKERS 870923 A151
RANEY LEON 870204 A012
871209 A031
871209 A191
RAPE 870204 A081
870204 A084
870218 A054
880203 A043
RAPPELLING 880420 AO 14
REAGAN RONALD 861001 AOll
861001 A121
861008 A053
861008 A141
RECORDINGS 870128 A131
870204 A153
870211 A164
870218 A134
870225 A155
870304 A151
870325 A125
870401 A121
870408 A154
870415 A131
870423 A151
870429 A205
870909 A165
870923 A145
870930 A164
871007 A141
871014 A161
871021 A151
NOTATION
GOLD IN LONDON
DISASTER HELP
A CONVERSATION WITH SECRETARY HODEL
*AID REMAINS LEVEL (BRYNJULSON)
RECORD CALL PERTAINING TO THE SIOUX INDIANS
SENATOR AFFIRMS SUPPORT FOR STUDENT AID (L)
*NEW STAFF ADDS NEW IDEAS
CREATIVITY HELPS GRADUATES SEEKING JOBS (KOCH)
*NEW PEOPLE FILL FACULTY, DEAN POSITIONS
FREEDOM
''-REGENTS APPROVE ACADEMIC CALENDAR (COUGHLIN)
PUB FINDS HOME IN UNION BASEMENT (BRALEY)
CAMPUS PUB OFFERS OPTIONS (DONOHUE)
PUB COMMITTEE FACES LEGWORK (BRALEY)
^STUDENT PUB IDEA CRUMBLES (BROST)
'^SPECIFIES CLOSED MEETING CONDITIONS (CHRISTIANSON)
SEE TELEVISION PUBLIC
PUC -TO INVESTIGATE PHONE RATES (BROST)
UFBC SLASHES PUBLICATIONS (COUGHLIN)
'^ OAKWOOD'S' FUTURE (SIEGEL)
STUDENT PRESS'S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
*PUPPETS COME ALIVE
SLAVE AUCTION INFERS RACISM (L)
GROWING INTEREST ASSIST ORGANIZATION OF NEW CLUBS
*RACQUETBALL PLAY INCREASES (DORN)
KEEPS RADIOACTIVITY DOWN (KOS)
NEW COMPANY
*NEW GROUP TAKES OVER TRACKS (LAACK)
^OPENING A HEADQUARTERS IN BROOKINGS
*THE RAINMAKERS MUSIC SHOWERS (MARTIN)
''^BRIGGS GETS HIGH MARKS (SNYDER)
'^LIBRARY OBSERVES LONGEVITY (KOS)
DONATED BOOK BRINGS HISTORY (PETERSON)
RAPED SELDOM REPORT CRIME
BROOKINGS LISTS ONE RAPE LAST YEAR (BROWN)
ATTITUDE ABOUT RAPE MUST CHANGE (L)
NEW RAPE LAW
'''TRACY SMITH RAPPELLING DOWN THE SDSU STUDENT UNION
*REAGAN LENDS SUPPORT (COUGHLIN)
*REAGAN VISIT ATTRACTS PROTESTORS, SUPPORTERS
PRESIDENTS SPEECH MIGHT BACKFIRE
JOURNALISM MAJORS HELP WITH REAGAN VISIT (WIKA)
BLUES' SOUL IN 'STRONG PERSUADER' (MOLLISON)
BANDS RAWNESS REFRESHES (MOLLISON)
'THE WAY IT IS' MESMERIZES MIND (MOLLISON)
METAL MANIA CRAZE CONTINUES (MOLLISON)
GUITARIST EXPRESSES SOOTHING SENSATIONS (MOLLISON)
SANBORN SINKS TO NEW LEVELS (MOLLISON)
MUSIC MISSES MARK (MOLLISON)
U-2 DEVIATES FROM NORM (MOLLISON)
ACID REIGNS IN RELEASE (MOLLISON)
'^LIMITED WARRANTY--TOP-40 HITS (MOLLISON)
BEST, WORST MUSIC
BAD MUSIC TURNS GOOD
'^STILL IN DRIVER'S SEAT (GREEN)
GARCIA RAISES THE DEAN (GREEN)
'^NEWEST ALBUM LACKS ORININALITY (GREEN)
'^SMITHS BID FAREWELL IN ALBUM (GREEN)
'^SPRINGSTEEN IN FINE NEW RELEASE (GREEN)
10,000 MANIACS -- IN MY TRIBE (GREEN)
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SUBJECT
RECORDINGS
RECREATION
REED RON
REFUSE 5e REF DISP
REGENTS
DATE PAPER
871028 A151
871104 A131
871111 A155
871118 A145
871202 A144
880120 A104
880127 A105
880203 A131
880210 A141
880217 A144
880224 A164
880302 AlOl
880407 A103
880413 A091
880420 A151
861022 AO 24
861217 A083
880217 A151
860917 AO 11
880413 AO33
860910 AO 13
860910 A083
860924 Alll
861008 A113
861015 A085
861015 AO 85
861022 AO 14
861105 AOll
861112 AOll
861217 Alll
870121 A054
870204 A093
870211 AOll
870211 A041
870211 AlOl
870218 A051
870225 AOll
870225 AOll
870304 AO 15
870318 AO 14
870318 A022
870325. A053
870325 A071
870408 AOll
870415 AOll
870415 A081
870415 A091
870415 A093
870423 AOll
870429 A091
870909 A103
870916 A105
870916 Alll
871021 AO 15
871021 . AlOl
871209 AOll
871209 A041
880120 AOll
880120 A021
NOTATION
^SAVING ANIMALS CAUSE FAILS (GREEN )
BANDS FLY, FAIL ON ALBUMS (GREEN)
CLASSIC MUSIC STAYS IN STYLE (GREEN)
STING NEARS PERFECTION (GREEN)
GROUP'S REUNION BURIES PAST (GREEN)
INXS' WINNING FORMULA (GREEN)
EX-BUBBLE GUM MUSICIAN (GREEN)
GROUP TRIES PAST STATUS,(GREEN)
HITS COMPILATION PROVIDES PLEASURE (GREEN)
POLKA ROCK (GREEN)
'NEVER DIE YOUNG' (GREEN)
SOUNDTRACK WINS VIA NOSTALGIA (GREEN)
TALKING HEADS CONTINUE DYNASTY (GREEN)
MORRISSEY/"VIVA HATE" (GREEN)
SINGER SHINES THROUGH (GREEN)
IRHC GETS ALLOCATION (BRALEY)
IRHC'S PUB PROGRESS REPORT (COUGHLIN)
HPER INDOOR TRACK (SMITH)
"SDSU ATTRACTS BUSINESSES (NOLZ)
CITY CLEAN-UP DEADLINE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF REGENTS, COLLEGES/UNIV
REGENTS' BUDGET FAVORS SDSU (BRYNJULSON)
KEY ISSUES DISCUSSED AT MEETING (LAACK)
BOARD OF REGENTS GETS NEW DIRECTOR (CHRISTIANSON)
ALCOHOL TASK FORCE YET TO MEET
REGENTS MEET OCT 16-17
ALCOHOL FORCE TO MEET
'^REGENTS APPROVE ACADEMIC CALENDAR (COUGHLIN)
EXCEPTIONS TO TOTAL 3 PERCENT (KOHLMAN)
REGENTS STUDY FREE ADMISSION (SNYDER) '
REGENTS ORDER 1 PERCENT UNIVERSITY BUDGET CUT
STUDENT REGENT DESERVES TO VOTE
LEGISLATURE INTRODUCES STUDENT REGENT VOTE BILL
STUDENT REGENT VOTE PASSES (CHICOINE)
"COMMENTS--THE STUDENT REGENT VOTE
TO INCREASE WRITING IN CLASSES (BENDT)
STUDENT VOTE RELIES ON FUTURE LEADERS
STUDENT REGENT VOTE CLEARS FINAL HURDLES (CHEONG)
REGENTS FORESEE NO CHANGE (CHRISTIANSON)
"STUDENT REGENT BILL FACES MORE CHANGE (CHEONG)
SENATE AXES STUDENT VOTE BILL (CHEONG)
ONE REGENT VOTE IS ONLY FAIR
CHEERLEADERS MUST GIVE ANSWERS
"EDUCATION DECISIONS
REGENTS DON'T WANT FEE INCREASE (KNECHT)
BUDGET CUTS COUNTER REGENTS' GOALS (BRYNJULSON)
'^EDUCATIONAL TALK
BOARD CAN PLAY ECONOMIC ROLE (BRYNJULSON)
STUDIES' QUALITY COULD IMPROVE (DONOHUE)
REGENTS FINALIZE BUDGET CHANGES (COUGHLIN)
REGENTS REVIEW EDUCATIONAL ISSUES (BRYNJULSON)
'''MORE POSITIVE IMAGE
ADVOCATES HIGHER TEACHER SALARIES (BRYNJULSON) '
•'STUDENT REGENT VOTE OPTIONAL (JAMES)
SDSU DEPARTMENTS TO UNDERGO EVALUATION (MAULE)
REGENT OPPOSES NURSING PROPOSAL (BRYNJULSON)
'^REGENTS, WAGNER FAVOR PLANS (BROWN)
GOVERNOR TAKES STEP IN EDUCATION BUDGET
REGENTS TO LOSE SECOND EXECUTIVE (BROWN)
REGENTS DISCUSS PROPOSAL (BROWN)
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SUBJECT
REGENTS
REGER MIKE
REGISTRATION
REINARDY SCOTT
RELIGION
REMOTE SENSING
RENTSCHLER JON
REPORTERS
REPUBLICAN PARTY
RESEARCH
DATE PAPER
880203
880210
880302
880302
880302
880316
880330
880330
880330
880420
870204
871007
880120
880210
860910
860910
860910
860910
861119
861203
861203
870121
870408
870415
870423
870429
870909
870909
860924
861001
870429
860917
861029
861112
861217
870211
870325
870325
870408
870415
870423
870423
870916
871007
871028
880323
871021
870225
870408
870408
871209
861029
861029
861029
861112
870204
870211
870429
870429
870923
AOll
AOll
AOll
A031
A041
AOll
AOll
AO 16
A033
AOll
AOll
AOll
A085
A021
A014
A021
A041
A041
A065
A061
A063
A031
A061
A042
A071
A071
A014
A041
A184
A061
A225
A051
A051
A053
AOll
A053
A042
A061
A061
A034
A031
A091
A125
A051
A064
A071
A081
A031
A071
A074
A125
AOll
A021
A165
A032
AlOl
AlOl
AOll
A071
A033
. NOTATION
REGENTS SILENT ON BILL (TOLLEFSON)
REGENTS STUDY EXCHANGE PROGRAM (BROWN)
REGENTS SHOULD VIEW STUDY AS OPPORTUNITY (BRYNJULSON
REGENTS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (TOLLEFSON)
*(SEC B) REGENT VOTE FINAL (TOLLEFSON)
STUDENT REGENT RECEIVES VOTE (TOLLEFSON)
REGENTS INCREASE STUDENT FEES (TOLLEFSON)
AG MAJOR ELECTED PRESIDENT (TOLLEFSON)
COLLEGE NAME-CHANGE STUDY (TOLLEFSON)
PLAN MAY FILL RESIDENCE HALLS (TOLLEFSON)
SMOKE-FREE AREAS (KOHLMAN)
STUDENT PUB IDEA CRUMBLES (BROST)
ISIS POSTPONES GRADES (KAVANAUGH)
UAFBC CONTINUES $2 CHARGE (SNYDER)
CASHING IN
SD CREDIT PROGRAM OUTLINED
DO MORE THAN TALK ABOUT ISSUES (ED)
COMMENTS ON ONE-DAY REGISTRATION
PREREGISTER DEC 1-5
'^STUDENTS PREPARE FOR NEXT SEMESTER
NEW COMPUTER PROCESS ENDS PREREGISTRATION (KOHLMAN)
'^REGISTRATION STARTS ANOTHER TERM
COMPUTERS EASE REGISTRATION PROCESS (BROST)
SURVIVAL CLASS OMITTED FROM REGISTRATION PAPER
'^CORRECTIONS TO 1987 SCHEDULE
COMPUTERS EASE REGISTRATION (BROST)
*NEW SYSTEM AIDS REGISTRATION (BROST)
'•^HAVE COMPUTERS EASED THE PROCESS FOR YOU
MANAGER ISN'T TWINS PROBLEM
DIE-HARD TWINS FAN DEFENDS TEAM (L)
INFORMATION DIRECTOR HELPS SPORTS EDITOR
FACULTY MEMBERS EXPRESS CONCERN FOR OTHERS (L)
RELIGION, POLITICS NEED SEPARATION (L)
ATHEISTS BECOME PRAYERS AT COLLEGE
FINANCIAL PROBLEMS HIT UNITED MINISTRIES (BROST)
DIVINE WEARS CONTEMPORARY FACES
SALE OF RELIGION LACKS IN THINKING
BAPTISTS FORM UNION (HURNEY)
NAVIGATORS CULTIVATE HARVEST OF PEOPLE
FIND COMFORT BY BELONGING TO NAVIGATORS (MAULE)
STUDENT GROWS MORE SPIRITUALLY (MAULE)
PTL SCANDAL HARDLY AFFECTS (BROWN)
NO MORE SCANDALS
'•CHRISTIAN EMPIRE EXCLUDE DIFFERENT BELIEFS
JESUS HOLDS THE ONLY WAY (L)
'"'LECTURER CLARIFIES GALIELO'S STAND (TAYLOR)
SCIENTISTS COMMENT ON STATE'S FEATURES (KAVANAUGH)
'•SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES DISCUSS CAMPAIGN
'•BROKAW FAME STEMS FROM ROOTS (HURNEY)
'^WRITING MOVES JOURNALIST (LARSON)
REPUBLICAN RANKS
EXPLOSIVE CHEMICAL REMOVED FROM RESEARCH HOUSE
'^SDSU STRENGTHENS RESEARCH
EXCHANGE PROFESSOR RESEARCHES AGRICULTURE (WIKA)
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT ISOLATES BACTERIA (KOHLMAN)
RESEARCH FUND BENEFITS UNIVERSITY (CHEUNG)
^STRESSES HIGHER EDUCATION ROLE (HURNEY)
DEGRADING QUOTE ATTRACTS ATTENTION (BROWN)
S DAKOTANS SEE RESEARCH AT FESTIVAL (SNYDER)
'^SDSU RESEARCH PROJECTS UNDERWAY (KOS)
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SUBJECT
RESEARCH
RESIDENCE HALLS
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
RESPONSIBILITY
RESTAURANT MGMT
RESTAURANTS
RESUME
RETAIL TRADES
DATE PAPER
871014 A093
871021 A065
880224 A081
880224 A081
880330 A082
880330 A093
880330 A094
880420 A104
860910 A061
860910 A114
860917 A041
860917 A051
860917 A121
860917 A131
861001 A081
861001 A105
861008 AO 14
861008 A031
861008 A041
861008 A04.1
861015 AO 14
861015 A031
861015 A054
861022 A024
861029 AOll
861112 A065
870128 Alll
870325 A061
870401 AO 14
870423 A034
870423 A035
870909 A064
870909 A081
870916 A062
871104 A034
880203 AOll
880224 AOll
880224 A021
880224 A131
880224 A141
880302 A061
880323 AO 15
880323 A084
880330 A091
880420 AOll
880427 AO 15
880427 A021
880427 A061
880427 A071
880427 A084
880203 AlOl
880302 AOll
871111 A091
880323 A081
861119 A131
880427 A091
860917 A091
861001 AOll
861015 A071
NOTATION
PROJECTS HELP SOLICIT GRANTS (COLLINS)
NORDICA TO CONTRIBUTE $25,000
STATE'S FARMING PROBLEMS, PROSPERITY (KAVANAUGH)
INSTRUCTOR STUDIES URINARY DISORDER (MAULE)
JEFFERY DILLON WON THE 'BEST PAPER AWARD'
HAZARD RESEARCH
SDSU ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH CENTER
INSTRUCTOR STRIVES TO LOCATE $1 MILLION (BLY)
RESIDENCE HALLS TAKE ON CHANGES (MARTIN)
RESIDENCE HALLS CREATE IDENTITIES WITH THEMES
ON CAMPUS STUDENTS DESERVE ALCOHOL PRIVILEGES (ED)
NEW ALARMS CREATE INCONVENIENCES
^INDIVIDUALITY, EXPRESSION WTIH ROOM STYLES
••'THE TRADITION LIVES (HUTCHES)
*FIRE ESCAPES CLOSE FOR SAFETY REASONS (MARTIN)
BENEFIT FROM STATE PHONE NETWORK (LAACK)
*IRHC POSTPONES (SNYDER)
SECURITY INCREASES DURING HOBO WEEK (SYNDER)
PUBS FUTURE NEEDS RESPONSIBLE GUIDANCE (ED)
^COMMENTS ON THE NON-ALCOHOLIC PUB
IRHC EXPLAINS PUB'S STATUS (BRALEY)
*TAR PIT
HALL FORUMS PROVIDE SENATE WITH FEEDBACK
IRHC GETS ALLOCATION (BRALEY)
ROOM SEARCHES NEED PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL (EMERY)
HALL FORUMS REVEAL LOT, LIGHT PROBLEM (SNYDER)
^•ON-CAMPUS LIFE (WIKA)
STUDENTS SHOW RESPONSIBILE ATTITUDES (MAULE)
PUB FINDS HOME IN UNION BASEMENT (BRALEY)
FLOORS HAVE SPECIAL FEATURES (KAVANAUGH)
HOUSING SPECIFIES ROOMS (KAVANAUGH)
PUPILS LIKE NEW SYSTEM
*RHD'S IN HALL GOVERNMENT (BROWN)
RECEIVE SUMMER RENOVATIONS (KAVANAUGH)
IRHC RE-EXAMINES PURPOSE (KAVANAUGH)
IRHC VISITATION SURVEY SEEKS OPINIONS (BROST)
DORM TENANTS FAVOR 24-HOUR VISITATION (BLY)
SUPPORTS VISITATION POLICY (SNYDER)
RESIDENTS FIND OPTIONS FOR LOBBY MOVIES (RAETZ)
^STUDENTS MAINTAIN HALL SECURITY (OWENS)
RESIDENTS' WRITE-UPS (DONOHUE)
PARENTS ON 24-HOUR VISITATION IDEA (LINDQUIST)
'"'SURVEY ON RESIDENCE HALL CONDITIONS (MAULE)
SEMI-FORMAL FOR RESIDENTS (BLUMER)
PLAN MAY FILL RESIDENCE HALLS (TOLLEFSON)
SEGREGATE RESIDENCE HALL SMOKERS (BROWN)
DORM RATES TO INCREASE THIS FALL (MAULE)
'"'COMMENT ON SMOKING SECTIONS
HALLS' BENEFITS SHOULD FILL HOUSING (L)
IRHC VISITATION PROPOSAL ON HOLD (MAULE)
REGIONAL RESIDENT ASSISTANTS AT SDSU (LAWRENCE)
PANEL DISCUSSES RESPONSIBILITY (MAULE)
LIMITING RESTAURANT MGMT PROGRAM (KAVANAUGH)
RESTAURANT MANAGER MAJOR (BLY)
RAM PUB ROOM PROVIDES MEMORIES (MCMEEKIN)
'^CAP CENTER PROVIDES SERVICE (MAULE)
SEE ALSO BUSINESS, SHOPLIFTING
LITTLE OPPOSITION FACES MAGAZINE SALES (CHEONG)
'^ CONVENTIONEERS HELP CITY'S ECONOMY (CHEONG)
'"'WISCONSIN BOARD BUYS MALL (ULMEN)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
RETAIL TRADES 861217 AlOl
870121 A091
871111 A013
871118 A125
871209 A151
RETIREMENT 871104 A091
RETTON MARY LOU 861029 A251
RICHARDS SUSAN 871021 AlOl
RICHARDSON MARILYN 861015 A141
870909 A161
880203 A134
RICHARDT HOPE 860917 A141
RITZ GALLERY 861112 AOll
861119 A021
870204 A061
870930 A154
RIVER PARK 861015 A091
ROARKE JOHN 871111 A141
ROBERTSON GAIL 860910 A105
860924 AOll
861029 A121
871007 AOll
871028 A103
1 871028 Alll
871111 A013
880217 A034
880302 A031
ROBERTSON PAT 870923 A105
880217 A071
ROBUCK NEVLIN 880420 A135
ROCK CLIMBING 870121 A061
RODEO 860910 Alll
860910 A175
860924 A025
870204 A063
870218 AO 14
870304 A061
870318 AO 15
870429 A054
870429 A221
880302 A041
880330 A145
880413 A155
880420 A171
880427 A171
ROLE PLAYING 871209 A043
ROMANS JOHN 880217 A071
RONKE LUCILLE 870325 A151
ROTC 860917 A031
861015 A074
871014 A031
880120 A083
880407 A051
880413 A041
880420 A081
ROWE TERESA 870408 A174
ROYER PAUL 871111 A165
RUNNING 860924 A201
870204 A165
870225 A204
NOTATION
^SHOPLIFTING INCREASED IN LOCAL STORES (MARTIN)
^SHOPPING GALORE
"BROOKINGS MERCHANTS DISPUTE FUNDING PLAN (BROWN)
^MERCHANTS BATTLE FOR THE BUSINESS (RAETZ)
TRENDY, TRADITIONAL GIFTS (GONNERMAN)
SCHOLARSHIPS FEEL NO MARKET LOSS (JAMES)
RETTON TAKES ADVANTAGE OF OPPORTUNITY (REINARDY)
RESEARCHER STUDIES CARNEGIE LIBRARIES (BROWN)
^STUDENTS SHOW SLICK MOVES (KORKOW)
DANCE RESIDENCY AT SDSU (BRALEY)
DANCE GROUP ENTERTAINS KIDS (WEST)
PLAY'S CONVERSION TO SILVER SCREEN FAILS
GALLERY ETCHING STOLEN (CHICOINE)
THEFT INVESTIGATION TURNS UP NOTHING (CHICOINE)
REQUESTS ZERO BUDGET FUNDING (BRALEY)
SHOW MOTIVATES FACULTY (THILL)
ADDICTS RECEIVE HELP AT LOCAL AGENCIES (LAACK)
^COMEDIAN LOVES LAUGHS IN LIFE (BRALEY)
^INCUBATOR CENTER GETS FUNDS (JELINEK)
*MAYOR SUPPORTS PROJECT (CHEONG)
^OPENING A HEADQUARTERS IN BROOKINGS
*BROOKINGS IMAGE CHANGES (BROWN)
^BUILDING'S LOCATION WORRIES NEIGHBORS (BROWN)
"WHITE HOUSE TRAINING PREPARES MAYOR (BROWN)
^BROOKINGS MERCHANTS DISPUTE FUNDING PLAN (BROWN)
^PETITION SIGNERS CLAIM (LAACK)
THREE-YEAR COMMISSION TERM (BROWN)
ROBERTSON ON TOP
FUNDAMENTALIST VIEWS REVEAL
KEY ROLE IN CHARITY ORGANICATION (SLOWEY)
'''LEARNS FROM ROCK CLIMBING FALL (HURNEY)
'''ATTEMPT MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL RODEO
RODEO CLUB OPENS SEPT 20
CORRECTION ON SEPT 10 RODEO STORY
RODEO TEAM ROPES ALLOCATION (COUGHLIN)
RODEO ROPES FUNDING (COUGHLIN)
NO FUNDS MEANS DEMISE OF RODEO (L)
RODEO SUBMITS PLEA (COUGHLIN)
RODEO TEAM NOT ON WELFARE (L)
^STAMPEDE MEANS EXTRA WORK
RODEO CLUB MUST FUND ITSELF (L)
RODEO CLUB SADDLES UP (LAMBERT)
HIGH FINISH ROPED BY RIDERS (LAMBERT)
INJURIES DAMPEN TEAM'S FINISH (LAMBERT)
"COWBOY COUNTRY (LAMBERT)
ROLES CAN CAUSE CONFUSION
DIETS SHOULD INCLUDE MEAT
WATERTOWN WOMAN TAKES AWARD (FEENSTRA)
'^GOING, GOING, GOING, GONE
ROTC'S KEG ROLL HELPS RAISE MONEY (CHRISTIANSON)
*0N THE AIR
'•ROTO DEDICATION
ROTC RESPONDS ADMIRABLY (L)
recruiter' stresses fees (L)
PARTICIPANTS DESCRIBE ADVANTAGES OF ROTC (BROST)
'^ ROWE TRIES TO ELUDE LIMELIGHT (WEST)
ELECTED TO OFFICES BY THE ASSOC OF SD COMPOSERS
JAY DIRKSEN RUN SEPT 27
'•^RUNS 26-MILE RACE
'"STRIDERS COLLECT INFORMATION (HERDER)
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SUBJECT
RYSTROM PAUL
SA-ADMINISTRATION
SA-BUDGET
SA-ELECTIONS
SA-SENATE
DATE PAPER
861008 A191
860910 A051
860917 AO 14
860917 A021
860917 A054
860924 A014
860924 A053
861105 A061
870211 A053
870423 A051
870916 A051
871007 AO 24
871209 AO 14
871209 A054
880316 AOll
880316 A031
880330 AOll
880413 A054
861119 AOll
870211 AO 13
870211 A033
870218 AO 15
870218 A061
870225 AO 13
870225 AO 14
870318 AO 12
870318 A021
870401 AO 14
871118 AOll
871202 AOll
871202 A043
871209 , AO 13
880120 A081
880217 . AO 14
880224 AOll
880224 , A012
880302 A051
861029 A042
870211 A041
870225 A031
870225 A041
870225 A061
870225 AO 83
870304 AOll
870318 A033
880120 A091
880127 AO 15
880127 A061
880210 AO 14
880217 A074
880224 A063
880224 A091
880302 A051
880302 A065
880316 A031
860910 A021
860924 A035
861001 A035
861008 A021
861015 A034
NOTATION
'^LINEBACKER PREPS IN EUROPE (TRAUTMAN)
STUDENTS URGED TO PROVIDE INPUT
SA PLANS ALCOHOL PROPOSAL (BRALEY)
'^ CROWD CONTROL TROUBLES SA (BRALEY)
alcohol ISSUE RESURFACES
ALCOHOL PROPOSAL GETS' SA APPROVAL (BRALEY)
SA DISCUSSES ALCOHOL POLICY
SA STUDIES ALLOCATION OF BOOKSTORE PROFITS (EMERY)
LEADERS CONCLUDE REVIEW
STUDENT LEADERS NEED TO STRAIGHTEN OUT PROBLEMS (L)
'^INVITES PUPILS TO SHOW SUPPORT
TO BACK UNICEF FUNDING AGAIN (SNYDER)
'^STUDENT LEADERS CLAIM GAINS (CHEONG)
REMARKS OFFENSIVE TO STUDENT SENATE
NEW SA LEADERS PLAN STRATEGY (BROST)
'^LINCOLN/HUBER RECALL BENEFITS (BROST)
NOMINATIONS FOR TWO SENATE ADVISERS (SNYDER)
BOARDS NEED STUDENTS
SENATE TACKLES ITS FIRST BUDGETS (BRALEY)
UFBC SLASHES PUBLICATIONS (COUGHLIN)
SUBCOMMITTEE RECOMMENDS INCREASE (BRALEY)
UFBC CUTS MUSIC FUNDS (COUGHLIN)
FINISHES ANOTHER BUDGETING YEAR (BRALEY)
ALUMNI GROUP GETS $17,000 (COUGHLIN)
UPC RECEIVES UFBC INCREASE (COUGHLIN)
'^UFBC HIKES FEE $9, RECALLS BUDGET (COUGHLIN)
BUDGET- POWER REQUIRES TOUGH DECISION MAKING (ED)
UFBC FIXES $90 FEE (COUGHLIN)
SA INCREASES MONEY FOR THREE GROUPS (SNYDER)
SENATE FINISHES BUDGET ALLOCATIONS (SNYDER)
SENATE MEETS DEADLINES (ED)
SA CUTS RECALLED BUDGETS (SNYDER)
UFBC APPROVES DECREASE (SNYDER)
STAMPEDE RECEIVES STUDENT FEE FUNDING (SNYDER)
UAFBC VOTES TO MAINTAIN $90 (SNYDER)
FUNDING ALLOCATIONS
STUDENTS' OPINIONS MUST BE VOICED (L)
CANDIDATES PRACTICE FEW ETHICAL TACTICS
CANDIDATES SHOULD PROVE QUALIFICATIONS (ED)
'•SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES DISCUSS CAMPAIGN
COLLEGIAN ENDORSES RENTSCHLER/BUYCK (ED)
'''•STUDENT ASSOCIATION
NEW POLLING EQUIPMENT FOR NEXT YEAR (SNYDER)
SA CANDIDATES DISCUSS BUDGETING (COUGHLIN)
SA ELECTION OUTCOME
DATES FOR STUDENT ELECTIONS (SNYDER)
SA PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES (BRYNJULSON)
ELECTIONS NEED CANDIDATES
SA EXTENDS PETITIONS DEADLINE (SNYDER)
ELECTION NEEDS PARTICIPANTS
CASH PRIZE TO SA SENATE ELECTION
TWO PRESIDENTIAL SLATES VIE (BROST)
STRATEGY CAUSES CONCERN (L)
POLLS CONCLUDE AT 6 PM TODAY (BROST)
ELECTIONS COULi) BE IMPROVED (BRYNJULSON)
SA DISCUSSES PARKING VOTING
SA SENATE DISCUSSES FINES, FEE INTEREST ISSUES
SA SENATE ORGANIZES BUDGETING PROCEDURES (BRALEY)
SA FACES FEE QUESTION, RESIGNATION (BRALEY)
KARATE CLUB APPEALS TO SENATE (BRALEY)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
SA-SENATE 861022 AOll
861022 A041
861022 A061
861022 A064
861029 A095
861105 A071
861105 A074
861112 A061
861119 AOll
861119 A065
861210 A024
861210 A033
870128 A051
870204 A051
870204 A063
870225 A083
870318 A012
870429 A021
870909 A053
870923 A023
870930 A023
871111 A041
880120 A084
880224 A021
880323 A051
880330 AOll
880407 AO 15
880413 AOll
880413 A013
880420 A063
SA-YEARBOOK
SAFETT 860917 AlOl
870128 A071
871028 A115
871028 A115
871118 A051
SAGA 861015 A124
861210 A071
SALARIES 861105 A084
861210 AOll
870408 A091
870916 A105
871111 Alll
871118 AO 15
880210 A034
880217 A063
880407 AOll
SALES TAX 870923 A105
SANCHEZ SONIA 870128 A065
870211 A081
SANDMEIER SHIRLEY 870429 A094
SCARBOROUGH MARLIN 871202 A105
SCHAUB ROBERT 861022 A094
SCHINGOETHE DAVID 871028 A021
SCHINNESS ROGER 860924 Alll
870415 A081
871118 A095
880120 AOll
SCHMIDT DONNA 861203 A121
870325 A141
NOTATION
SENATE DEVISES NEW BUDGETING STRATEGY (BRALEY)
ORGANIZATIONAL FUNDING FACES NECESSARY CUTS (ED)
'^SENATE APPOINTS MEMBERS (HOFER)
FORUMS PROMOTE SA COMMUNICATION (BRITTON)
SENATE HEARS OPINIONS ON DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
BUDGETING PROCESS INVOLVES COMPLICATED STEPS
SA HEARS PROPOSAL FOR NEW TAX (BRALEY)
SA CONDUCTS SURVEY ON PARKING PROBLEM (HOFER)
SENATE TACKLES ITS FIRST BUDGETS (BRALEY)
SENATORS NEEDED
*THE SA BANK
*SA HEARS REASONS FOR LEVEL CHANGES (BRALEY)
SENATE OFFICERS FACE EVALUATION
SENATE GIVES OPPORTUNITY
CUTS UPC ARTS & EXHIBITS (BRALEY)
-'SENATE DISCUSSES DROPPED CLASSES (BRALEY)
"NEWLY-ELECTED SA SENATE (COUGHLIN)
SA PLANS LOBBYING EFFORT (BRALEY)
'"'SENATE ENCOURAGES COMMUNICATION
SENATE ALTERS 'W' PROPOSAL (SNYDER)
'"'SENATORS DISCUSS BUDGETING PROCESS (SNYDER)
SENATE ENDORSES CLOCK
SENATOR RESIGNS, SENATE APPROVES (SNYDER)
SUPPORTS VISITATION POLICY (SNYDER)
SA SENATE POSITIONS
SA SENATORS REJECT AG NEWS (SNYDER)
SENATE WELCOMES NEW OFFICE STAFF (BROST)
SENATE DEFEATS EDITOR NOMINATION (SNYDER)
'^WASH DAY
SENATE THREA"rENS ACTION
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
'^SAFETY FIRST
'"'SKIT ENCOURAGES BELT USE (COUGHLIN)
MUST USE SAFETY BELTS TO COMPLY WITH A POLICY
$894,000 GRANT FOR STATE AND LOCAL HIGH\i/AY
MORE LIGHTING SERVES AS SAFETY VALVE
SAGA KEEPS SALAD BAR SAFE (HEGGESTAD)
'"'FOOD SERVICE EXTENDS HOURS (HOFER)
*SD LAST IN AVERAGE INCOME SCALE (LAACK)
'^SD PRESIDENTS' SALARIES LAG BEHIND (KOHLMAN)
WOMEN GAIN IN WORK FORCE (CHRISTIANSON)
ADVOCATES HIGHER TEACHER SALARIES (BRYNJULSON)
LEGISLATORS SUPPORT PAY HIKE (BRYNJULSON)
LOBBY GROUP WANTS TO ALTER MERIT PAY (EMERY)
'•LAWMAKERS WANT TEACHER'S PAY HIKE (LAACK)
ENHANCE STATE EDUCATORS' PAYCHECKS
COHE ASKS FOR PAY RAISE (TOLLEFSON)
TAX MAY END EARLY
GREAT WRITERS
'^ EXPOSES POETRY'S UNIVERSALITY (BRITTON)
*GROUP WANTS TO CHANGE TESTS
MEMORIAL MONEY
1986 ELECTIONS
^SYNTHETIC HORMONE IN MILK PRODUCTION (ENGEL)
BOARD OF REGENTS GETS NEW DIRECTOR (CHRISTIANSON)
'"EDUCATIONAL TALK
REGENT UNREST
REGENTS TO LOSE SECOND EXECUTIVE (BROWN)
*ALUMNA SUCCEEDS IN FARM REPORTING (SCHUE"rTS)
^ANNOUNCERS MAKE RETURN TO SDSU (GROSZ)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
SCHMIEDING TRUDY 871209 A091
SCHMIESING BRIAN 880224 A061
SCHMIESING MARY 861210 AO 13
SCHOLARSHIPS 861217 A035
870423 A073
871014 AOll
871014 A085
871021 A065
871104 A091
871202 A064
871209 A105
880120 A155
880127 A091
880407 A033
SCHOOL BOARD 871104 A094
SCHOOLS 880217 AO 15
880302 A071
SCHOOLS-BR 870916 A125
880127 A051
SCHREURS PAM 870204 A165
SCUBA DIVING 870325 AlOl
SCULPTURE 880203 • A091
880210 A131
880217 A093
880420 A041
SD 861008 AOll
861015" A085
861203 A091
880427 A071
SD STATE UNIV
SDSU 860910 AOll
860910 A041
860910 A131
860917 AOll
860917 A041
860924 AO 15
861001 AOll
861001 A081
861022 A035
870204 A051
870204 AlOl
870304 A041
870923 A014
870930 A051
870930 A094
871118 A054
871202 A031
880203 AO 15
880203 A033
880330 A051
880330 A091
SDSU FOUNDATION 871014 AOll
SEAMAN BRAD 880120 A071
880127 A073
880203 A071
880210 A091
880217 AO 71
880224 A074
880224 A094
880302 A053
NOTATION
EDUCATOR TEACHES ABOUT SEXUALITY (LINDQUIST)
ANONYMOUS EVALUATIONS LACK ACCOUNTABILITY
FOUR FILL ASSISTANT POSTS (KOHLMAN)
*DALE LARSON DONATES SCHOLARSHIP MONEY (EMERY)
GRANT FROM BEVERLY ENTERPRISES CENTRAL DIVISION
FOUNDATION'S STOCKS, BONDS (JAMES)
RAYMOND E REINHART SCHOLARSHIP
MILITARY AID
SCHOLARSHIPS FEEL NO MARKET LOSS (JAMES)
GRANTS PROVIDE INCENTIVE (EMERY)
EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP
*DAN'S NIGHT
SCHOLARSHIPS PROVICE FUNDING, RECOGNITION (BROST)
BREWERY BATTLE FUND
PROPOSED SCHOOL AIDS PLAN (ENGEL)
DISTRICT LOOKS FOR TAXES (TOLLEFSON)
NETWORK HELPS SCHOOLS SHARE IDEAS (BLY)
AIDS POLICY ON AGENDA
SCHOOLS UNAFFECTED BY STATE AID PLAN (BROWN)
'•RUNS 26-MILE RACE
SEA DIVERS PLUNGE INTO UNDERWORLD (FREITAG)
'^INSTRUCTOR SHOWS HUMAN DRAMA (WEDELL)
ARTIST CREATES GRACEFUL WORK (ANDERSON)
^•SNOW WORM
^GIVING A HOOT
'^LARGEST PERCENTAGE GAINS IN MANUFACTURING (ISFELD)
DISAPPEARING ACT
STATE PLANS GRAND BIRTHDAY (KOHLMAN)
PRAIRIE'S POWER DWARFS MANKIND
SEE SDSU
SDSU PLAYS KEY ROLE IN ECONOMY (NOLZ)
DO MORE THAN TALK ABOUT- ISSUES (ED)
"NEW YEAR DAWNS AT SDSU (HUTCHES)
'••SDSU ATTRACTS BUSINESSES (NOLZ)
'••COMMENTS ON CHANGES ON CAMPUS "
SDSU COULD BENEFIT STATE'S INDUSTRIES (EMERY)
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AFFECTS EMPLOYMENT (SNYDER)
STATERS FOR STATE LINKS STUDENTS, ALUMNI (BROST)
SDSU ALCOHOL WEEK STRESSES AWARENESS (HURNEY)
KNECHT, HERRIN--KEY CAMPUS ISSUES
RESEARCH FUND BENEFITS UNIVERSITY (CHEONG)
EVENTS PROVIDE FOR BUSY WEEK (ED)
'^ADMINISTRATORS WORK ON IMPROVING SDSU (BROST)
SDSU OFFERS VARYING EVENTS
SOLVES MUSHROOMING PROBLEM (JAMES)
COLORS CAUSE- CONFUSION (L)
HALF OF STUDENTS DROP, TRANSFER (LINDQUIST)
COUNCIL FINDS FOUNDATION FIGURE ERROR (JAMES)
LEADERS WANT NURSING STUDY (BROWN)
AGRICULTURE COLLEGE DESERVES SUPPORT
9TTMMF"R
FOUNDATION'S STOCKS, BONDS (JAMES)
LAWSUIT COULD UNCOVER SECRET TEAM
RHINO PARTY PROVIDES NEW DIRECTION
PRIORITIES BY-PASS COUNTRY'S POOR
MEESE'S CHERADES BREAK LAW
FUNDAMENTALIST VIEWS REVEAL
FBI'S DOMESTIC SPYING
'•'VOCAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT
REAGAN NEGLECTS APARTHEID CRISIS
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
SEAMAN BRAD 880330 A051
880413 A051
880420 A074
880427 A074
SEASONS 871111 A054
SECRETARIES 861001 A051
SECURITY 880224 A141
SEIFERT STEVE 880413 A034
SELF STUDY PROGRAM 871111 AO 15
SENATE
SENIOR DAY 870930 A061
SEX DISCRIMINATION
871007 A135
SEXUALITY 861029 A091
871209 A091
SHEEP 861112 A032
SHOPLIFTING 861217 AlOl
SIEBRASSE DAVE 871209 A034
SIEH TOM 861119 A181
SIGNE STUART 871007 A151
SIMON PAUL 880203 AOll
SIMONSON ROD 870429 A131
SISLEY BRIAN 861105 A191
SIVERSON GLENNIS 870401 A061
SKATEBOARDING 860910 A034
SKATING 870204 A131
SKIING 870121 A135
SKY DIVING 861105 A122
SLOCUM IDA 861029 A131
SLUNECKA MARY 860917 A151
SMALL BUSINESS 871014 A105
SMIDT CHARLOTTE 870916 A141
SMI"rH DON 870923 AOll
SMITH HOWARD 861029 A081
SMITH KRIS 871111 A034
871118 A021
SMOKING 870204 AOll
870204 A041
870225 Alll
870429 A081
880427 AO 15
880427 A061
SNAKES 880224 A151
SOCCER 860910 A211
870211 AO 14
SOCIAL SECURITY 870923 A081
SOCIAL SERVICES 861015 A095
SOCIALISM 871118 A054
SOFTBALL 870325 A161
870408 A171
870408 A174
870415 A161
870423 A181
870429 A231
880323 A104
880330 A141
880413 A161
880420 A161
SOHLER JAY 861105- A191
SOIL 880407 AO 13
NOTATION
RIGHTIST--DISCRIMINATION REMAINS
TO ATTAIN MIDDLE EAST LEADERSHIP
SATAN WANTS YOU
SUMMER DAYS MAY SEE HUMOROUS POSSIBILITIES
SEASONAL CHANGES AROUSE SPECIAL FEELINGS
ON-THE-JOB DUTIES SHOULD NOT BE DISTORTED (L)
^STUDENTS MAINTAIN HALL SECURITY (OWENS)
RELIVES AUSTRALIAN ODDITIES (TOLLEFSON)
SELF-STUDY TO BEGIN (MAULE)
SEE ACADEMIC SENATE, SA-SENATE
HIGH SCHOOLERS EXPLORE SDSU (KOCH)
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION
BATTLE OF THE SEXES INVOLVES STEREOTYPES (WEST)
PERSONAL QUALITIES ASSIST IN GOOD SEX (KOHLMAN)
EDUCATOR TEACHES ABOUT SEXUALITY (LINDQUIST)
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT ISOLATES BACTERIA (KOHLMAN)
•^SHOPLIFTING INCREASED IN LOCAL STORES (MARTIN)
"NEW POOBA STRESSES ORGANIZATION (BROST)
"ACADEMICS AID SDSU SAFETY (PASCHKE)
ARTIST EXPRESSES SELF (TAYLOR)
'"'SIMON CALLS FOR REFORMS (TOLLEFSON)
'"'CAREERS OF TWO SDSU ALUMNI
'"'DEFENSIVE LINE MATES CONTRIBUTE ALL-OUT EFFORT
'"'ALL SMILES
'^JUST ROLLING ALONG
'^RECREATION COMBATS BLAHS (WOOD)
INDUSTRY SEES PROFITS DWINDLING (WIKA)
S"rUDENTS LEAP INTO SKY DIVING (SAATHOFF)
RIVALS DISAGREE ON CHANGES (BORDEWYK)
'^ 'UPC STRESSES PROJECT QUALITY (CHICOINE)
RESEARCH PROJECT AT DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE
"'MOM, DAUGHTER TACKLE CLASS (ELL)
SDSU COMMITTEE SETS POLICY (MAULE)
PEOPLE NEED STRESSFUL SITUATIONS (MARTIN)
SURVEY DIVULGES SENIORS' BELIFS (LINDQUIST)
'"^ACT SCORES REVEAL PROGRESS (LINDQUIST)
'"^SMOKE-FREE AREAS (KOHLMAN)
SMOKERS DESERVE AREAS (ED)
MANAGERS FAVOR NON-SMOKING DESIGNATIONS (BROWN)
SDSU'S SMOKING POLICY
SEGREGAIF RESIDENCE HALL SMOKERS (BROWN)
'^COMMENT ON SMOKING SECTIONS
'^'PET SNAKE SHOWS LOVE (BOHLENDER)
SOCCER CLUB IS MORE ORGANIZED
'"'HOT SHOT
USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS (KOCH)
PROGRAM HELPS POOR (CHRISTIANSON)
STUDENT WANTS SOCIALISM (L)
WOMEN BEGIN SEASON WITH SPLIT (WEST)
WOMEN BREAK LOSING STREAK (PASCHKE)
'"^ROWE TRIES TO ELUDE LIMELIGHT (WEST)
'"'ERRORS PLAGUE WOMEN'S TEAM (WEST)
TEAM WORKS TOWARD ITS PEAK (REINARDY)
SOFTBALL TEAM SETS NEW MARK (PASCHKE)
SOFTBALL GAMES BEGIN (ARCHER)
'^ 'ERRORS HURT SOFTBALL "TEAM (DORN)
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL "TEAM FOR CONSISTENCY (DORN)
BREAKS SKID AGAINST NORTHERN (DORN)
'''DEFENSIVE LINE MATES CONTRIBUTE ALL-OUT EFFORT
NATIONAL SOILS CON"rEST TO THE STA"rE (FREEMAN)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
SOLAR ENERGY
SOLEM JEFF 861022 A084
SONNEK DAN 860910 A175
880120 A155
SORORITIES
861001 A054
861008 A131
870423 A073
870930 A133
880217 AOll
SOUTH AFRICA 870128 A065
870211 A081
870218 A031
880302 A053
SOUTH DAKOTA
SPACE ALLOCATION 861015 A034
SPANISH 880210 A164
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL STUDENTS 871111 A091
SPEECH 880323 A 17.1
SPEED LIMIT 870401 A085
871111 Alll
SPINAR LEO 871028 AOll
SPORTS
861112 A161
870121 A171
870204 A201
870304 A185
871021 A201
880323 Alll
880413 A141
880413 A165
SPORTSMEN 870204 A181
SPRING BREAK 861203 A141
870304 A131
SPRING FLING 880427 A151
SPRINGSTEEN 871014 A161
STAMPS 861008 A115
STATE EMPLOYEES 860910 A021
871111 Alll
STATERS FOR STATE 861001 A081
STATESMEN 860917 A161
861203 A151
STERUD ANNA 861029 A131
STEVENS TODD 860917 A201
861217 A215
STEVENSON JILL 870218 A175
STEVENSON KARLA 861029 A251
870304 A171
870304 A175
880120 A131
STEVENSON PAM 861029 A251
STOVER RON 861210 A085
871202 A031
880323 A051
STREETS 860917 AlOl
861008 Alll
861008 A115
861119 A074
871111 A051
SEE ENERGY SOLAR
1986 ELECTIONS
SONNEK'S SURGERY
'•DAN'S NIGHT
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SORORITIES
GREEK ORGANIZATIONS GIVE OPPORTUNITIES (L)
*GREEK WEEK BRINGS UNITY (HUTCHES--MARTIN)
CHI OMEGA RECEIVED ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARD
GREEKS CELEBRATE WITH QUALITY
STUDY REVEALS GREEKS' NEEDS (KAVANAUGH)
APARTHEID LECTURE
DEBATE APARTHEID ISSUES (BROST)
'''SPEAKER FINDS APARTHEID DESTRUCTIVE (BROST)
REAGAN NEGLECTS APARTHEID CRISIS
SEE SD
KARATE CLUB APPEALS TO SENATE (BRALEY)
STUDENT ENJOYS SPANISH LIFE (RAETZ)
SEE EDUCATION SPECIAL
ACADEMIC SENATE ACCOMMODATES ISIS (EMERY)
FORENSICS STUDENTS FEATURED (BRALEY)
ZOOMING ALONG
FEWER DRIVERS CHALLENGE 65 MPH (BROWN)
KEEPS RADIOACTIVITY DOWN (KOS)
SEE ALSO ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, NAMES OF SPORTS
SPORTS NEED SHORTER SEASON (REINARDY)
GROWING INTEREST ASSIST ORGANIZATION OF NEW CLUBS
WINTER BLAHS (REINARDY)
BETWEEN-SPORT BLUES (REINARDY)
CLUBS FINAGLE FOR BUDGET ALLOCATIONS (TRAUTMAN)
SHOWS ARE HARD TO RECOGNIZE (KAYSER)
PROMOTION AIDS ATHLETIC TEAMS (KAZMIERCZAK)
NO LIMITS IN SIGHT FOR SALARIES (SMITH)
'•'SPORTSMEN'S CREDIBILITY (KAYSER)
'^SPRING BREAK BRINGS BAHAMAS EXCURSION (WOOD)
'•fEXOTIC TRAVELS AWAIT STUDENTS (FREITAG)
'•'SPRING FLING TO PROVIDE FUN (THILL)
^SPRINGSTEEN IN FINE NEW RELEASE (GREEN)
STATE STAMP
SD CREDIT PROGRAM OUTLINED
LEGISLATORS SUPPORT PAY HIKE (BRYNJULSON)
STATERS FOR STATE LINKS STUDENTS, ALUMNI (BROST)
'•fCALIFORIAN RECEIVES POSITION (MERRILL)
'•'STATESMEN VENTURE OUT (KORKOW)
RIVALS DISAGREE ON CHANGES (BORDEWYK)
'^STEVENS, MASSMANN LEAD JACKS TO SECOND
'•'SUCCESSFUL RUNNER UNKNOWN AT SDSU
STEVENSON LEADS JACKS (DEN HERDER)
STEVENSON SISTERS CONTRIBUTE TO SDSU SPORTS
'^SENIOR ENDS CAREER IN STYLE
KARLA'S RECORDS
"ATHLETES HONORED AS BEST OF
STEVENSON SISTERS CONTRIBUTE TO SDSU SPORTS
INCREASE IN WOMEN CANDIDACIES (ULMEN)
HALF OF STUDENTS DROP, TRANSFER (LINDQUIST)
POSTERITY SHOULD INFLUENCE PRESENT DECISIONS
ROAD EXPANSION TO HANDLE TRAFFIC (LAACK)
^STREET CONSTRUCTION
THE BILL
CONSTRUCTIONS IMPROVE CITY STREETS (BORDEWYK)
SLOWPOKES TRY IMPATIENT
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(WEST)
'87 (ARCHER)
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
STRESS 861029 A081
870211 A053
871007 A051
880330 A091
STUART SIGNE 860910 A164
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 860924 A061
861119 A061
871021 A031
STUDENT AFFAIRS 870408 A053
STUDENT AID
870121 A033
870211 AOll
870401 A034
871111 A051
871118 AOll
880120 AOll
880203 AOll
880217 A041
STUDENT CODE 880302 A061
STUDENT FEDERATION 870128 AO 7 4
870401 A071
870423 A081
870930 A041
870930 A091
871209 A023
880120 A071
880203 A041
880330 AO 16
STUDENT FEES
860924 A035
861015 AOll
861029 A053
870121 A033
870121 AlOl
870128 AOll
870304 A031
870930 A041
871014 A053
880224 A071
STUDENT POLICIES 861029 AOll
861112 A051
STUDENT UNION 860910 A075
861210 A061
861217 A141
870304 A085
870401 AO 14
870408 A065
870429 A083
870909 A061
871007 AOll
871202 A165
880316 AO 15
STUDENTS
861001 A041
861022 AOll
861210 AO 14
870930 A061
871202 A031
871202 A064
STUDENTS EXCHANGE 870211 A031
NOTATION
PEOPLE NEED STRESSFUL SITUATIONS (MARTIN)
QUIZ REVEALS STRESS LEVELS
^STRESS-RIDDING TIPS CURE TROUBLES
TO COPE WITH STRESS (LINNGREN)
*ARTS TEACHER TRAVELS TO JAPAN (WOOD)
"NEW DIRECTOR LOOKS FORWARD TO JOB (HURNEY)
'^ NEW DIRECTOR CONTINUES IMPROVEMENTS (BROST)
GROUPS BENEFIT MEMBERS, COMMUNITY (EMERY)
SURVEYS TO SHOW PERCEPTIONS OF DISHONEST ACTS (L)
SEE ALSO FINANCIAL AID
NEW TAX LAW AFFECTS FINANCIAL AID (KOHLMAN)
SDSU STUDENTS REPAY LOANS (EMERY)
AID APPLICATON HAS CHANGES (KAVANAUGH)
SENATOR AFFIRMS SUPPORT FOR STUDENT AID (L)
STUDENTS KEEP PROMISES TO REPAY LOANS (LINDQUIST)
COMPANY RESUMES GSL PROCESSING (BROWN)
"SIMON CALLS FOR REFORMS (TOLLEFSON)
^ALLOCATION SEES LESS OPPOSITION (BROWN)
RESIDENTS' WRITE-UPS (DONOHUE)
STUDENTS LOBBY LEGISLATURE (GROSZ)
FEDERATION INCREASES COMMUNICATION (CHRISTIANSON)
"SDSU TAKES OVER FEDERATION
'-STUDENT FEDERATION LETTERS WILL HELP (ED)
*FORM LETTERS AIR STUDENT CONCERNS (LINDQUIST)
*GROUP, PLANS LOBBYING EFFORTS (JAMES)
ENCOURAGED TO SPEAK OUT AT SHED
"SPEAKING OUT
AG MAJOR ELECTED PRESIDENT (TOLLEFSON)
SEE ALSO TUITION, ACTIVITY FEES
SA SENATE DISCUSSES FINES, FEE INTEREST ISSUES
*SDSU STUDENTS PAY FOR LATE FEES (SNYDER)
SA SENATE RE-ASSESSES STUDENT FEES
PAYING FINAL SEMESTER FEES (BROST)
.'^VARYING STUDENT FEES
STUDENTS' COSTS STAY COMPETITIVE (BORDEWYK)
SELF-SUPPORT FOR HEALTH SERVICE (COUGHLIN)
*T0 KEEP STUDENT FEES DOWN
STUDENT LEADER DESCRIBES FEES
PARTICIPATION FACTS VALIDATE CRITICISMS
ROOM SEARCHES NEED PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL (EMERY)
ACADEMIC SENATE MAKES KNOWN INTEGRITY STATEMENT
UNION DIRECTOR
"UNION CHANGES HELP CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS (BRITTON)
^STUDENT UNION SLOWS AT NIGHT
"STUDENTS SUPPORT UNION GAME. ROOM (SNYDER)
PUB FINDS HOME IN UNION BASEMENT (BRALEY)
UNION NAMES
UNION RENOVATIONS
UNDERGOES IMAGE UPDATE (KAVANAUH)
"STUDENT PUB IDEA CRUMBLES (BROST)
RENOVATION ADDS LIFE (TAYLOR)
SKETCH STOLEN FROM UNION (BRALEY)
SEE ALSO NON-TRADITIONALS
STUDENTS, INSTRUCTORS MUST CONSIDER RIGHTS (ED)
*MIDTERM MANIA
^SOLITARY STUDY
HIGH SCHOOLERS EXPLORE SDSU (KOCH)
HALF OF STUDENTS DROP, TRANSFER (LINDQUIST)
TOP STUDENTS REVEAL TECHNIQUES
STUDENTS ALTER COLLEGE LIVES (MARTIN)
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SUBJECT
STUDENTS EXCHANGE
STUDENTS FOREIGN
STUDENTS' ASSOCIAT
STUDY METHOD
STYLE SHOW
SUICIDE
SUMMER
SUMMER JOB
SUPERCOLLIDER
SUPREME COURT-US
SURFACE PATRICK
SUTTON JOHN
SUTTON RUTH
SWAGGART JIMMY
SWEDLAND HARRIET
SWEENEY JERRY
SWIMMING
SYMPHONY
SYMPHONY CIVIC
TABLE TENNIS
TANNING
TAPKEN MICHELLE
TAXATION-BR
TAXATION-SD
TAXATION-US
TAXIDERMY
TAYLOR JOHN
TEACHERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
871021 A081
871202
871202
861210
870128
870325
880203
880427
880413
870218
870429
870429
870923
871202
871209
871111
880210
870909
861022
880413
861210
861210
861203
861210
861217
870121
870121
870128
870204
870211
870218
870304
871202
871209
880120
880203.
880210
880217
880302
861119
880224
871021
880203
880323
870401
880217
861203
870225
870916
870923
880224
861008
870408
870128
880330
870225
870429
A064
Alll
A053
A083
A181
A071
A154
A041
A071
AOll
A105
AO 13
A051
A125
A043
A16.1
A103
A081
A094
AO 13
AO 13
A161
A191
A221
A051
A171
A154
A201
A203
A151
A171
A191
A204
A141
A154
A191
A185
A123
A141
A161
A193
A171
A171
A071
AO 15
AO 85
A051
A125
A105
A034
A115
Alll
AO 9 2
A051
AlOl
A051
^VISITORS LIKE SOUTH DAKOTA (LINDQUIST)
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
SEE SA
TOP STUDENTS REVEAL TECHNIQUES
GOOD FINALS WEEK STUDY HABITS (ELL)
SEE FASHION
CARING MAKES MAGICAL HOLIDAYS
SUICIDE RATES
OUTDOORS MAY LIMIT TEEN SUICIDE (KAYSER)
IGNORING SUICIDE AGGRAVATES PROBLEM
SUMMER STAFF FOR NEW CHALLENGES (RAETZ)
^COMMENT ON FINDING A SUMMER JOB
PROJECT INTERESTS STATE (HURNEY)
DEGRADING QUOTE ATTRACTS ATTENTION (BROWN)
STATE STRIVES TO ATTRACT PROJECT (BROWN)
FEDERAL PROJECT COULD BENEFIT UNIV (COLLINS)
ESTATE'S SUPER COLLIDER BID
COLLIDER'S KRYPTONITE
PAST MISTAKES HOUND ASPIRANTS
•-PERFORMANCES PROVE REWARDING (THILL) .
"MORE POSITIVE IMAGE
1986 ELECTIONS
LOCAL CLERGY DISAGREE ON DOWNFALLS (TAYLOR)
FOUR FILL ASSISTANT POSTS (KOHLMAN)
FOUR FILL ASSISTANT POSTS (KOHLMAN)
^SWIMMER SHORTAGE HURTS JACKS' TEAM (TRAUTMANN)
^JACKS' SWIM TEAM UNHAPPY WITH POLICY (TRAUTMANN)
SWIM TEAM HAS NO LEGITIMATE GRIPES (REINARDY)
ASSISTANT SWIM COACH QUESTIONS ETHICS (L)
SWIMMERS FACE TOUGH COMPETITION (SEFRNA)
SWIMMERS LOSE AGAIN AT UND (TRAUTMANN)
*TOUGH-COMPETITION CONTINUES (MACK)
TIMES DROP AT MEET (WEST)
'^SWIMMERS LOSE IN FAMILIAR SETTING (MACK)
GRORUD BREAKS FIVE SCHOOL RECORDS (VEATCH)
GRORUD LEADS EXPERIENCED SWIMMERS (DORN)
JACKRABBIT SWIMMING MEETS (DORN)
SWIMMERS PLACE SIXTH AT MEET (MACK)
SWIM TEAM MAKES' A BIG SPLASH (GOHEEN)
RELAY TEAM BREAKS RECORD (MACK)
SWIMMING UP AND DOWN WEEKEND (KAZMIERCZAK)
NCC SWIM MEET (KAZMIERCZAK)
••SYMPHONIC SENSATION
CIVIC, CAMPUS PLAYERS JOIN (PETERSON)
*CAMPUS TABLE TENNIS PLAY (DORN)
'^PING PONG
TANS POPULAR DESPITE WARNINGS (WEST)
FEDERATION INCREASES COMMUNICATION (CHRISTIANSON)
DISTRICT LOOKS FOR TAXES (TOLLEFSON)
COUNTY HOPES TO RAISE REVENUES THROUGH TAX (ULMEN)
STATE TAX TABOOS NEED RETHINKING
WATCHDOG GROUP FORMS
TAX MAY END EARLY
NOT BOOST BROOKINGS WHEEL TAX (JAMES)
ANTI-TAX
*MOLDS FUTURE IN MAKEUP ART (KOHLMAN)
LIFE DEMANDS WRITING SKILLS (HEGGESTAD)
CLASSROOM OSCITANTS PROVE WORTHY OF STUDY
STUDENT TEACHERS' ENROLLMENT LEVELS (MARTIN)
TEACHER EVALUATIONS NEED SERIOUSNESS
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
TEACHERS 871007 A041
871028 A161
871111 AlOl
880210 AOll
880210 A034
880210 A081
880210 A135
880217 A063
880224 AOll
880224 A061
880224 A121
TEACHERS-SD 880302 A013
TEACHERS-US 870423 A073
TEACHING 880217 A104
880224 A061
TELEMARKETING 871202 A091
TELEPHONES 860910 A031
860924 A115
861001 A105
870304 A094
870325 A085
870408 A031
870909 AO 15
870909 A064
871021 AOll
871021 A041
871028 A043
880210 A031
880407 A031
880407 A043
880427 AOll
TELEVISION 870325 A091
870401 AlOl
870415 AlOl
870916 A171
880127 A071
880323 A051
TELEVISION CABLE 871007 A031
871202 AO 15
880120 A041
880127 A044
880127 A061
880127 A063
880210 A034
880217 A034
880224 A034
880302 A031
880323 A034
880330 A013
880420 A031
TELEVISION PUBLIC 860924 AlOl
870930 A115
870930 A115
871007 AlOl
TELEVISION REVIEW 870218 A042
870218 A114
TELLINGHUISEN ROG 861022 AlOl
TENNIS 871014 A201
880330 A141
880420 A201
NOTATION
''•TEACHERS NEED TESTS
CONVENTION INFORMS TEACHERS (SMITH)
PRACTICUM CONFIRMS CAREER CHOICES (ENGEL)
QUESTION MAY VIOLATE STATE LAW (BROST)
^LAWMAKERS WANT TEACHER'S PAY HIKE (LAACK)
''•COMMENTS ON THE MANNERISM QUESTION
PROFESSOR PARENTS CREATE ADVANTAGES (PETERSON)
ENHANCE STATE EDUCATORS' PAYCHECKS
ADMINISTRATORS CANCEL MANNERISMS QUESTION (BROST)
ELIMINATING QUESTION WILL NOT STOP (ED)
NEW APPROACH TO CHEMISTRY (BLUMER)
SENATORS CHANGE RULES FOR ELIGIBILITY (SNYDER)
TEACHERS NEEDED
'''TEACHING METHOD INCREASES INCENTIVE (BLUMER)
ANONYMOUS EVALUATIONS LACK ACCOUNTABILITY
-'TELEMARKETING EXPANDS STUDENTS' PERSPECTIVES
LOCAL COMPANY POLICY CHANGES (PFEIL)
PHONE DEREGULATIONS PLACED ON HOLD
BENEFIT FROM STATE PHONE NETWORK (LAACK)
PHONE COMPANY BOOSTS CITY FUND (BENDT)
BROOKINGS THE SITE FOR SITEL
-'PHONES GET NEW FEATURE (BROST)
DO STUDENTS LIKE THE NEW SYSTEM
PUPILS LIKE NEW SYSTEM
'''PUPILS CAUSE Phone book's mistakes (brost) •
-'COMMENTS ON NEW SDSU DIRECTORIES
INFORMATION FROM OTHER AREAS
DEREGULATION WOULD NOT AFFECT (JAMES)
NEW PHONE FEATURES LINK ... (CECIL)
NEW PHONE FEATURES AWARD ...
PUC TO INVESTIGATE PHONE RATES (BROST)
*'JACKRABBIT REPORTS' HITS SCREEN
'•'LETTERMAN MANIA HITS (HEGGESTAD)
'''SOAP STRUCK (HEGGESTAD)
TO REBROADCAST FOREIGN TELEVISION (TAYLOR)
TALK SHOWS EPITOMIZE MINDLESS TELEVISION
PUSH-BUTTON LIFE CREATES PASSIVITY
CONSTRUCT CABLE TV ALTERNATIVE (MAULE)
KOTA CABLE TO SELL ITS BUSINESS (BRYNJULSON)
SECOND CABLE GETS OK'S (TOLLEFSON)
KOTA SEES CLEARING (TOLLEFSON)
'^COMMENTS ON KOTA CABLE SHOULD BE DISFRANCHISED
KOTA STATIC REMAINS
FATE OF CABLE COMPANY (TOLLEFSON)
'''PETITION SIGNERS CLAIM (LAACK)
KOTA PETITION FATE UNDECIDED (LAACK)
SECOND FRANCHISE LIES IN VOTERS (LAACK)
VYING CABLE COMPANIES (LAACK)
CABLE TELEVISION COMPANIES MERGE (TOLLEFSON)
CABLE WIN ENTHUSES OWNER (TOLLEFSON)
-'SD PUBLIC TV IMPROVES WITH BUDGET INCREASE
THE THICK OF IT
DRAINING BRAINS
PUBLIC TV FINDS SILENCE IS GOLDEN (COLLINS)
FILM EXEMPLIFIES VALUE OF FREEDOM (LARSON)
'•''CRIME STORY' CASTS THEATER GRADUATE (WOOD)
1986 ELECTIONS
'^TENNIS LOVE
TEAM BEATS NORTHERN WOLVES (SMITH)
TENNIS ANYONE
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
TENNYSON LARRY 870909 A071
TESSIER TARA 880302 Alll
TESTS EDUCATIONAL 860910 AO 64
860910 A075
861001 A115
861008 A051
861022 A041
861022 A075
861105 A023
861119 AO 65
861210 A091
870429 A094
870916 A084
870923 A031
871118 A021
871202 A031
880330 A041 ,
880407 •A041
880427 A081
880427 AO84
TEXTBOOKS 861029 A124
861112 AO 84
880413 AO 14
THANKSGIVING 871202 A053
THEATER
860910 A161
860910 A162
860924 A151
861022 A161
870304 A081
870401 A123
870429 A201
870916 A174
871028 , AO 15
871028 A103
THEFTS 861029 A054
861112 AOll
. 861119 A021
870304 A081
880316 AO 15
THIRD WORLD 870401 A091
THORSON JIM 861203 A161
880407 A123
880427 A191
TODD ROBERT 880420 A104
TOLLEFSON CHRIS 880413 A041
880413 A043
880420 A071
TOLSTEDT JONATHAN 860910 A051
860917 A051
860924 A043
861001 A051
861001 A053
861008 A051
861015 A053
861022 A051
861022 A051
861022 A054
861029 A042
861105 A051
NOTATION
NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS DEFINE GOALS
'''TESSIER BALANCES BOOKS WITH BASKETBALL (GOHEEN)
ASSESSMENTS EVALUATE SDSU (PFEIL)
GRE DEADLINE
TOP ACT
ACING EXAMS REQUIRES INSTRUCTOR'S THINKING PROCESS
.^COMMENTS ON MIDTERM EXAMS
GRADUATES TESTED ON DEC 13
CLEP TESTS OFFER INEXPENSIVE CREDIT
GRADUATES TESTED FEB 7
BASICS HELP INCREASE STUDENTS' RESULTS
'•GROUP WANTS TO CHANGE TESTS
WORKS TO BETTER TESTS (SNYDER)
ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT TESTS (SNYDER)
'••ACT SCORES REVEAL PROGRESS (LINDQUIST)
HALF OF STUDENTS DROP, TRANSFER (LINDQUIST)
JOURNALISM EXIT EXAM FAILS (ED)
EXIT EXAMS SUPPLY ESSENTIAL ... (L)
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SETS UNIQUE PRECEDENT (SNYDER)
ENGLISH STAFF DEVELOPS EXIT EXAM
EDUCATORS OPPOSE TEXTBOOK AID (LAACK)
STATE TO DECIDE ON BOOK ISSUE (CHEUNG)
SELLING TEXTBOOKS PUTS GREENBACKS (BLUMER)
THANKSGIVING TRADITION OFFERS HAPPY TIME
SEE ALSO DRAMA
BUSY YEAR FOR THEATRE (KORKOW)
'VREPERTORY THEATRE SURPASSES RECORD (KORKOW)
^'THEATER GRADUATE RECEIVES MOVIE ROLE (KORKOW)
''^PLAY RELAYS POEM'S MESSAGE
THEATER MEMBER RECEIVES SENTENCE FOR GRAND THEFT
THEATERS APPLY MARKETING TECHNIQUES (GHAZI)
"THEATER CHANGES ITS SCENE
"LIVE COMEDY THEATER (BRALEY)
•NEW MOVIE PLACE
THEATER COMPANY EXPANDS (BROWN)
MISSING PORTFOLIO COULD DESTROY SENIOR'S CAREER (L)
GALLERY ETCHING STOLEN (CHICOINE)
THEFT INVESTIGATION TURNS UP NOTHING (CHICOINE)
THEATER MEMBER RECEIVES SENTENCE FOR GRAND THEFT
SKETCH STOLEN FROM UNION (BRALEY)
THIRD WORLD NEEDS MEDIA ATTENTION (COUGHLIN)
"JACKRABBITS LACK RETURNING EXPERIENCE (TRAUTMANN)
THORSON--DISTRICT COACH OF THE YEAR (SMITH)
COACH FOR POST SEASON PLAYOFF (SANDQUIST)
INSTRUCTOR STRIVES TO LOCATE $1 MILLION (BLY)
SA REJECTS YEARBOOK (ED)
SHOULD RETHINK COLLEGIAN EDITOR ACTION (L)
NOMINATION REJECTION GAINS STUDENT SUPPORT (L)
LIFE'S MEANING WITH POWERFUL BLOWS
NEW ALARMS CREATE INCONVENIENCES
COLLEGE ENGLISH PROFESSORS NEED UNDERSTANDING
DEATH MAKES AN EARLY CALL
PROFESSOR ASKS ABOUT CREDIBILITY (L)
ACING EXAMS REQUIRES INSTRUCTOR'S THINKING PROCESS
MISUNDERSTANDING PRODS'THOUGHT
FRESHMAN COMPOSITION CLASS RESPONDS (L)
FICTION, REALITY NEED TO BE SEPARATED (L)
CAREER SEEKERS NEED MORE ADVICE
CANDIDATES PRACTICE FEW ETHICAL TACTICS
SNIGLETS HELP FILL VOID LEFT IN DICTIONARY PAGES
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SUBJECT
TOLSTEDT JONATHAN
TOOLEY CAROL
TOURISM-SD
TOYS
TRACK ATHLETICS
TRACK TEAM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
861112 A053 ATHEISTS BECOME PRAYERS AT COLLEGE
861203 A051 MOM'S OVERPROTECTIVENESS CANNOT BE BEAT
861210 A053 CARING MAKES MAGICAL HOLIDAYS
861217 A042 DIARY ENTRIES REVEAL PERILS OF COLLEGE LIFE
870121 A053 FIGHTING FEVER PROVES BENEFICIAL
870128 AOS3 TIME CHANGES EVERYTHING
870204 A053 COLLEGE MIRRORS NEW LIVES
870211 A053 QUIZ REVEALS STRESS LEVELS
870218 A053 DETECTIVE SEEKS COLUMN
870225 A053 TWO-WEEK COLUMN CAPER WRAPS UP
870304 A053 MIND READING COULD SOLVE PROBLEMS
870325 A053 LETTER TYPIFIES COLLEGE WAY OF LIFE
870408 A051 MINDS NEED TO BE AIRED OUT THIS TIME OF YEAR
870415 A051 COLLEGE REDEFINES SOME LANGUAGE
870429 A053 WAS THIS YEAR ONLY DREAM
870909 A081 -RHD'S IN HALL GOVERNMENT (BROWN)
880427 A154 SUMMER STAFF FOR NEW CHALLENGES (RAETZ)
860917 A095 TOURISM MIGHT GET BIG BOOST
870415 A081 STATE BEGINS SUMMER TOURISM PLANS (BROWN)
880420 A141 TOYS FOR NEEDY COMMUNITY CHILDREN (THILL)
880316 A085 CLAIMS 800-METER CROWN (BRALEY)
880316 A085 NCC MEET NOT KIND TO TRACKSTERS (TRAUTMANN)
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
870128 A171 PREDICTS ANOTHER GOOD SEASON (HERDER)
870128 A172 MARSKE RETURNS TO POST (MACK)
870204 A205 WOMEN WIN SIX EVENTS (HERDER)
870204 A205 SDSU TRACK IMPROVES (HERDER)
870211 A191 OFFICIALS' MISTAKES DISHEARTEN RUNNERS-
870211 A195 MEN RUN SEASON BEST
870218 A175 STEVENSON LEADS JACKS (DEN HERDER)
870225 A181 -TRACK TEAMS PREPARE FOR NCC INDOOR MEET (HERDER)
870304 A194 JACKS FINISH IN SECOND-PLACE (HERDER)
870304 A194 -DEHAVEN LEADS MEN TO THIRD (HERDER)
870318 A041 DEHAVEN'S lOTH ALL-AMERICA HONOR
870325 A174 SDSU EXPECTS IMPROVEMENT (DEN HERDER)
870325 A174 *COACH ANTICIPATES GOOD YEAR (MACK)
870401 A131 "COACH GETS CHAMPIONSHIP (DEN HERDER)
870408 A191 ^OUTDOOR TRACK SEASON WITH INVITATIONALS
870415 A161 *WOMEN FARE WELL AT DRAKE INVITATIONAL (MACK)
870415 A171 FOUR RUNNERS WIN IN INVITATIONAL (DEN HERDER)
870423 A161 ^PREPARE FOR DRAKE RELAYS (REINARDY)
870429 A234 MORGAN QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS
871118 A181 WOMEN'S TRACK SQUAD (MACK)
871118 A184 "TOP SIX RACERS RED SHIRT TRACK (MACK)
880120 A131 TRACK TEAM GAINS SPOTLIGHT (SANDQUIST)
880127 A144 RUNNERS START WINTER SEASON (GOHEEN)
880203 A154 SOPHOMORES SPARK TRACK TEAM (GOHEEN)
880203 A183 TRACK TEAM DOES WELL AT USD RELAYS (GOHEEN)
880210 A201 BISON OPEN SPORTS FAST TRACK (GOHEEN)
880210 A201 FORDHAM QUALIFIES FOR NATIONAL (GOHEEN)
880217 A181 SHORTHANDED RUNNERS FINISH FAST (GOHEEN)
880217 A183 SHINE AT ST CLOUD MEET (GOHEEN)
880224 A181 MENS TRACK TEAM PEAKING NOW (GOHEEN)
880224 A184 WOMEN'S TRACK TEAM PREPARES (GOHEEN)
880302 A123 ANOTHER RUNNER MAKES NATIONALS (GOHEEN)
880302 A123 MEN'S TRACK READIES FOR MEET (GOHEEN)
880323 A121 *BASIC TRAINING
880330 A163 TEAM DEPENDS ON YOUTH (GOHEEN)
880330 A163 WOMEN'S TEAM SHORT ON NUMBERS (GOHEEN)
880413 A151 MEN'S TEAM STARTS FAST (GOHEEN)
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SUBJECT
TRACK TEAM
TRACTORS
TRAFFIC VIOLATION
TRANSCRIPTS
TRAUTMANN MIKE
TRAVEL
TREFZ LYNN
TRIATHLON
TUITION
TUNHEIM GERALD
UHLIR LISA
DATE PAPER
880413 A151
880420 A161
880427 A211
870930 AlOl
861112 A061
870408 A024
870408 A034
870408 A035
870408 A041
870415 AOll
870415 A041
870423 AO 15
870423 A054
870429 A083
870916 AOll
870916 A041
870923 AOll
870923 A023
870930 AOll
870930 A05,l
871007 A041
871014 A051
871111 AOll
871111 A095
880127 A063
880203 A063
880210 A083
880217 A063
880224 A063
880302 A043
880323 A043
880330 A043
880407 A043
880407 A051
880420 A063
880427 A063
870218 AlOl
870916 A051
880203 A081
880217 A134
880224 A154
871014 A085
880407 A131
880420 A173
870423 AO 13
870909 A025
870923 A091
870923 A094
871021 AOll
871021 A105
880330 AOll
880407 A041
880407 A041
880413 AOll
880420 - A061
880427 AOll
870429 A115
860917 A151
871021 A035
NOTATION
WOMEN'S TEAM OVERCOMES WEATHER (GOHEEN)
THINCLADS FOURTH AT MITCHELL (GOHEEN)
TRACK TEAMS FALTER AT UND (GOHEEN)
*MAN CREATES CUSTOM TRACTORS (BRYNJULSON)
TICKETING STRESSES LAW ENFORCEMENT (BROST)
WITHDRAWAL INDICATOR MAKES NO SENSE
STUDENTS, FACULTY DEBATE ON TRANSCRIPTS (BRALEY)
SA TELLS-W'S PROBLEM (BRALEY)
W'S WON'T SOLVE SYSTEM ABUSE (ED)
SA PONDERS W ISSUE (COUGHLIN)
''•COMMENTS ON W'S ON TRANSCRIPTS
ANSWERS NOT FOUND FOR W'S (BRALEY)
BURDEN OF PROOF WITH FACULTY ACCUSERS
W'S FOR EARLY CLASS WITHDRAWALS
SA BATTLES ACADEMIC SENATE (SNYDER)
^SENATE SHUNS W LABEL (ED)
WAGNER NOTES DIFFICULTIES (BROST)
SENATE ALTERS 'W' PROPOSAL (SNYDER)
SENATE APPROVES 'W' MOTION (BROST & KAVANAUGH)
NEGLECTS CONSIDERING PUPILS' VIEWS
*'W' ON YOUR TRANSCRIPT
FACULTY BLASTS COLUMNIST'S BIAS (L)
^COMPUTER PROBLEMS WILL LEAVE (KOS)
PASS OR FAIL
KOTA STATIC REMAINS
BILL DISCOUNTS INEVITABILITY OF PROGRESS
TEACHERS MUST CONSIDER SYSTEM'S USEFULNESS
ENHANCE STATE EDUCATORS' PAYCHECKS
CASH PRIZE TO SA SENATE ELECTION
LOTTERY PLAYERS WIN DOLLARS
CONTRA ARGUMENT REQUIRES COMMUNICATION
'GRANDFATHER' LOOPHOLE
NEW PHONE FEATURES AWARD ...
COLUMNIST'S WORDS REVEAL APATHETIC ATTITUDE (L)
SENATE THREATENS ACTION
MUST ACKNOWLEDGE BIAS
^ADVENTURERS VOYAGE THROUGH TIME (SCHUETTS)
OLD TIES TO BUS BREAKS
TO EXPLORE FRENCH CITIES, TRADITIONS (LINDQUIST)
STUDENTS WIN TEXAS TRIP (THILL)
RADIO STATION GIVEAWAY JETS STUDENT (OWENS)
STATE DAIRY PRINCESS
MINITRIATHLON OFFERS ATHLETES (LAMBERT)
*111 WINDS DON'T STOP TRIATHLETE (ARCHER)
SEE ALSO STUDENT FEES
4 PERCENT APPROVED (COUGHLIN)
SPLIT TUITION PAYMENT PLAN (EMERY)
PROGRAM CLINCHES STUDENT'S RETURN (BROWN)
CHILDREN OF STATE ALUMNI (BROWN)
STATE'S STUDENTS PAY MORE THAN AVERAGE (BRYNJULSON)
NO TUITION INCREASE FOR SOUTH DAKOTA'S COLLEGES
REGENTS INCREASE STUDENT FEES (TOLLEFSON)
STUDENT FEE BOOST MASKS HIKE (ED)
*STUDENT FEES NEEDED TO BE INCREASED
LOWER NON-RESIDENT TUITION (TOLLEFSON)
'•COMMENTS ON NON-RESIDENT TUITION
^WESTERN NEIGHBORS TO PAY LOWER (TOLLEFSON)
DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE'S NEW PRESIDENT
''fUPC STRESSES PROJECT QUALITY (CHICOINE)
OFFERS VARIETY OF CAMPUS CLUBS (FREEMAN)
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SUBJECT
UNDERWOOD SCOTT
UNEMPLOYMENT-BR
UNICEF
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED MINISTRIES
UNITED WAY
UNIVERSITY FEE
UNIVERSITY OF SD
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
"UNIVERSITY RELATIO
UP WITH PEOPLE
URINARY CALCULI
US FDA
US PRESIDENTS
USD
VALENTINE'S DAY
VAN OMMEREN ROGER
VAN VELDHUIZEN MER
VANDALISM
VANDERPAN PETE
VEGLAHN NANCY
VENTRILOQUIST
VETERANS
VICE PRESIDENT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
861203 A201 *JACKS PLACE SECOND IN NATION (TRAUTMANN)
870401 A131 "COACH GETS CHAMPIONSHIP (DEN HERDER)
870909 A194 '-SUCCESSFUL WOMEN'S SEASON
870930 A215 ^FOREIGN RACERS CAPTURE TOP (SANDQUIST)
871202 A181 NCAA DIVISION II TITLE RACE (SANDQUIST)
880323 A091 WORKING PAIRS DON'T SHARE FULFILLMENT (LINDQUIST)
861112 A051 THIRD WORLD CRIES OUT FOR SUPPORT
861119 A013 UNICEF'S CRY FOR AID GOES UNANSWERED (HURNEY)
871007 A024 TO BACK UNICEF FUNDING AGAIN (SNYDER)
871028 A061 UNICEF DRIVE MERITS CONTRIBUTIONS
871104 A085 UNICEF LEADERS
870923 A063 DIFFERENCES IN GOVERNMENTS EXIST (KAVANAUGH)
861217 AOll FINANCIAL PROBLEMS HIT UNITED MINISTRIES (BROST)
860910 A081 KICK OFF 1986 FUND DRIVE
861210 A095 DRIVE SURPASSES GOAL (MARTIN)
871104 A061 GROUP'S FUNDS BENEFIT STUDENTS (KOCH)
871202 A105 GOAL BUSTERS
870401 A014 UFBC FIXES $90 FEE (COUGHLIN)
SEE USD
860917 A151 *UPC STRESSES PROJECT QUALITY (CHICOINE)
861105 A131 *UPC BRINGS ENTERTAINMENT (CHICOINE)
861105 A144 COUNCIL'S LEADERSHIP SKILLS SHINE (KORKOW)
861112 A041 ORGANIZATONS OFFER AFFORDABLE PROGRAMS (ED)
861119 A041 '-COMMENTS ON UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
861119 A121 '-ACTRESS REVEALS HER TRIALS (CHICOINE)
861210 A041 SMALL INCREASES LEAD TO ACTIVITY FEE HIKE (ED)
861210 A141 '^ AMATEURS GO FOR GOLD IN CONTEST (MCMEEKIN)
870325 A115 '-BROOME TAKES OVER
870909 A161 '^UPC STAFF CHANGE (BRALEY)
871014 A151 COMMITTEE SEEKS IDENTITY (BRALEY)
880427 AOll *UPC MAY HOST ROCK CONCERT (BROST)
870429 A083 DIRECTOR SEARCH
871007 A095 GROUP REVISES DUTIES OF DIRECTORS POSITION (KOS)
861217 A141 '^UP WITH PEOPLE ON SDSU CAMPUS (CALIFF)
861217 A185 UP WITH PEOPLE FALLS (MOLLISON)
870211 A152 '''PAIR PARTAKES IN CULTURE
880224 A081 INSTRUCTOR STUDIES URINARY DISORDER (MAULE)
871118 A035 MISLEADING FOOD LABELS ESCALATE SALES
871202 A043 '"'COMMENTS ON THE NEXT US PRESIDENT
871028 A115 MUST USE SAFETY BELTS TO COMPLY WITH A POLICY
880330 AOll '"'ZULK AS COACHING PROSPECT (SMITH)
870211 A051 VALENTINE'S REMIND US OF CARING (L)
870211 Alll ROMANTICS DREAM OF SPECIAL VALENTINE (FREITAG)
880203 A031 -'SWEET STUFF
880217 A125 SWEETHEARTS BUY LOVE (ANDERSON)
880407 A041 EXIT EXAMS SUPPLY ESSENTIAL ... (L)
861015 A121 ^LETTERS UNITE FRIENDS (SAATHOFF)
861112 A054 SIDEWALK SCROLLS REQUIRE CRITICISMS (L)
861119 A053 SHOULD NOT CENSOR OTHER'S INFORMATION (L)
871014 A024 POLICE CHIEF CLASSES VANDALISM LOW (EMERY)
870121 A051 ASSISTANT SWIM COACH QUESTIONS ETHICS (L)
871014 A161 -'OAKWOOD'S' FUTURE (SIEGEL)
870930 A161 BARBER JOKES FROM NEW ANGLE (BRALEY)
871202 Alll HELP RECOUNT, REMEMBER VIETNAM MISSING (ELL)
880316 A021 SUGGESTS CHANGES FOR GI BILL (BRYNJULSON)
880316 A022 BUDGET CUTS MAY HURT VETERANS (BRYNJULSON)
861008 A014 SEARCH COMMITTEE FILLS POSITION
861029 A061 NEW ADMINISTRATOR PLANS IMPROVEMENTS (BARLEY)
861105 AOll '"TWO FACULTY GET SEARCH COMMITTEE BID
861210 A031 '"INTERVIEW--PAUL NORDSTROM, CANDIDATE FOR AC AFFAIRS
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
VIDEOS 861210 A113
861217 A031
870218 A061
VINCENT ERIC 871104 A131
VIOLENCE 870423 A084
VISITATION 880203 AOll
880323 AO 15
VOCATIONAL EDUC
VOLK DAVID 861022 A094
880407 A033
VOLLEYBALL 860910 A203
860917 A193
860917 A212
860917 A213
860924 A181
861001 A181
861008 A211
861015 A195
861022 A203
861029 A255
861105 A171
861112 A171
861119 A171
861203 A214
870909 A201
870916 A184
870923 A183
870930 A223
871007 A184
871021 A185
871028 A165
871104 A161
871111 A183
871118 A171
871209 A211
880413 A181
VOLUNTEERS 861112 A121
870128 AO 34
880217 A031
VOTERS 861029 A013
861105 A041
861112 A081
WAGES 880127 A041
880302 A051
WAGNER MARY 871209 A123
880302 A041
880427 A033
WAGNER ROBERT 860910 A021
860924 AO 15
861008 A061
861210 AOll
870121 AO 15
870204 A121
870218 A035
870325 AOll
870325 A065
870401 AOll
870408 A031
870923 AOll
870923 A014
NOTATION
VIDEO GAMES SHOW PLAYERS' SKILLS (HEGGESTAD)
^INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA VIDEO TAPES GRADUATION
VIDEO HELPS INCREASE ENROLLMENT (MAULE)
FRENCH SINGER ENTERTAINS (THILL) (BRALEY)
ABUSED SHELTER AIMS FOR HELP (MARTIN)
IRHC VISITATION SURVEY SEEKS OPINIONS (BROST)
PARENTS ON 24-HOUR VISITATION IDEA (LINDQUIST)
SEE EDUCATION VOCATION
1986 ELECTIONS
POSSIBLE MANAGER
^VOLLEYBALL UNDERWAY
VOLLEYBALL TEAM PLAYS WELL IN TOURNAMENT (SCHULZ)
ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
'•-JOHNSON RETURNS FOR VOLLEYBALL
'•-VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS AT HOME (PASCHKE)
^VOLLEYBALL TEAM COULD FINISH IN UPPER HALF (SCHULZ)
JACK'S COACH UNHAPPY WITH PERFORMANCE (TRAUTMANN)
'•-SERVING PROBLEMS HARM JACKS' PERFORMANCE (PASCHKE)
JACK'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM UPSETS AUGUSTANA (PASCHKE)
JACKS CRUISE THROUGH HAMLINE INVITATIONAL
'•^SDSU VOLLEYBALL TEAM COMES UP SHORT (SCHULZ)
JACKRABBIT NETTERS SPLIT TWO (SCHULZ)
*JACKS AWAIT NCC TOURNAMENT (SEFRNA)
JACKS FINISH THIRD IN CONFERENCE (SCHULZ)
'••OFFENSE WILL PROPEL SDSU (MACK)
VOLLEYBALL TEAM LACKS INTENSITY (MACK)
SQUAD WINS FIRST TOURNAMENT (MACK)
WINS SECOND TOURNEY (MACK)
VOLLEYBALL ATHLETES SUFFER (ALLYN)
HURT TEAM INCURS FIVE MATCH LOSSES (ARCHER)
UNO DEFEATS JACKRABBITS (MACK)
'••BOOSTS CONFERENCE STANDING (MACK)
JACKS LOSE TWICE ON TRIP NORTH (ARCHER )
'••SDSU SURPRISES HUSKIES (ARCHER)
VOLLEYBALL TEAM SUSTAINS LOSS (BRALEY)
'^SET UP
UNITED IN YOUTH VOLUNTEER PROGRAM (HEGGESTAD)
*SDSU STUDENT HELPS HAITIANS (BROST)
VOLUNTEERS HELP AREA TRAINEES (URQUHART)
STATE RANKS SIXTH IN VOTER REGISTRATION (ULMEN)
'•^COMMENTS ON STUDENTS APATHY TOWARD VOTING
'••STATE REPORTS HIGH VOTER RESPONSE (BORDEWYK)
HIGHER MINIMUM WAGE FAVORED (TOLLEFSON)
(SEC B) MINIMUM WAGE MEASURE (CECIL)
QUESTIONS NEW LOTTERY GAMES (ENGEL)
'•(SEC B) REGENT VOTE FINAL (TOLLEFSON)
DEFENDS HIGHER EDUCATION INTERESTS (TOLLEFSON)
WAGNER RECEIVES PRESIDENTIAL AWARD (COUGHLIN)
SDSU COULD BENEFIT STATE'S INDUSTRIES (EMERY)
PRESIDENT DEPICTS CARING (L)
WAGNER DEVELOPS IDEA (KOHLMAN)
'••WAGNER GIVES PROGRAM HIS THUMBS-UP RATING
'^STUDENTS GIVE OLD NAMES NEW FACES
'^WAGNER'S TASK FORCE WORKS WITH GOVERNOR (SNYDER)
'•SCHOOL FACES ANOTHER $303,800 CUT (COUGHLIN)
HOSPITALIZED SUNDAY THROUGH TUESDAY
'^1 PERCENT CUTS WORRY WAGNER (COUGHLIN)
'^PHONES GET NEW FEATURE (BROST)
WAGNER NOTES DIFFICULTIES (BROST)
'^ADMINISTRATORS WORK ON IMPROVING SDSU (BROST)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
WAGNER ROBERT 870930 AOll
871007 A081
871104 A021
871202 AOll
871202 AlOl
880120 AOll
880203 A121
880427 A094
WAHL TED 860917 A181
870923 A183
WALGENBACH DAVID 871014 A085
WALKING 880420 A171
WAND JIM 861119 A131
870930 A151
WARRICK MIKE 880203 A081
880203 A091
WATER POLO 880407 A141
WATER PROJECTS-SD 871202 A105
WATER TOWER 871007 AlOl
WATERFOWL 870204 A181
870423 A181
WEATHER-BR 860917 AOll
860917 A061
861029 AO 14
861029 A131
861029 A171
861112 AO 14
861112 A032
861112 A091
870121 AOll
870128 AO 14
870218 A012
870325 A021
870916 AO 14
880217 A044
880323 A031
880427 A041
WEATHER-SD 860924 AlOl
861008 A105
870304 A091
WEATHER-SF 860924 A091
WEBER BRUCE 870423 A081
870930 A091
871209 A023
880203 A041
WEEKENDS 871014 A131
WEIGHTLIFTING 870225 A211
. 870325 AlOl
880323 A113
WELLNESS
870211 A031
870225 A014
870225 A081
WESTRA JOEL 870325 A141
WHITE PHILIP 871028 A091
WIERENGA PAUL 870423 A021
WILDLIFE 860924 A031
870128 A041
870128 A165
870930 A223
NOTATION
REQUESTS ADDITIONAL $4.5 MILLION (MAULE)
'•HOBO ACTIVITIES MOTIVATE FACULTY, STUDENTS
'^AT WORK
'••PRESIDENT'S JOB KEEPS WAGNER CONTENT (BROST)
WAGNER SUPPORTS INCENTIVE PROPOSAL (BROWN)
WAGNER DEFENDS CREATIVE SPENDING (BROST)
*HOME SWEET HOME (PETERSON)
WAGNER'S TRIP STRENGTHENS EXCHANGE (BLY)
'•^HL ACCEPTS STARTING QUARTERBACK CHALLENGE
'•BISON TROUNCE VISITING JACKS (PASCHKE)
RECEIVED THE MIDWEST AGRICULTURAL CHEM AWARD
NOVICE EXCELLS IN RACEWALKING (KAZMIERCZAK)
'^STUDENTS SLEEP AWAY (KORKOW)
'•'WAND MESMERIZES AUDIENCE (BRALEY)
'•'COOPERATION
•^INSTRUCTOR SHOWS HUMAN DRAMA (WEDELL)
'•'SERVICE POINT
SOUTH DAKOTA'S WATER DEVELOPMENT PLANS
*GOING WAY UP
'•'HUNTING BILL INTRODUCED (KAYSER)
'^STUDENT INCREASES NESTING
'•WHEN IT RAINS
'•'INDOOR WEATHER
'•fDAWNING
*FALL
'^FALLING INTO FALL
'•'LOOKS COLD
'•fSDSU ESTABLISHES WINTER STORM POLICY
*FIRST SNOW
'^CHILL OUT
'•FINALLY--SNOW
'''CLEAR THE WAY
'"REAL ICE
'"KEEPING DRY
'•'FAMILY AFFAIR
"SPRING STUDIERS
*APRIL SHOWERS
WET WEATHER DECREASES CROP YIELDS (NOLZ)
HEAVY RAINS AFFECT CROP PRODUCTIVITY (ULMEN)
'"WARM WINTER DOES LITTLE FOR FLOODS (BENDT)
'"HEAVY SHOWERS BRING UNEXPECTED FLOOD (CHEONG)
'"SDSU TAKES OVER FEDERATION
*FORM.LETTERS AIR STUDENT CONCERNS (LINDQUIST)
*GROUP PLANS LOBBYING EFFORTS (JAMES)
'"SPEAKING OUT
'•'FIGHTING BOREDOM
'•'WEIGHED DOWN • .
'"WOMEN PRESS INTO WEIGHTLIFTING (HEGGESTAD)
'"POWERLIFTERS DEMONSTRATE STRENGTH (LAMBERT)
SEE ALSO HEALTH
NOON HEALTH FORUMS (KAVANAUGH)
'"SPINS CLAY AT WELLNESS FAIR
'"WELLNESS FAIR AWARDS PRIZES
'"ANNOUNCERS MAKE RETURN TO SDSU (GROSZ)
DISCUSSES DISEASE, DIET STUDIES (MAULE)
LOCAL MINISTER ARRESTED EASTER SUNDAY
"CONSTRUCTION PLAN-NEEDS FORMAL APPROVAL
DEPARTMENTS MERIT ADEQUATE FACILITIES (ED)
JOB REQUIRES SKILL
'"ANIMALS' BEHAVIOR UNPREDICTABLE (KAYSER)
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SUBJECT
WILDLIFE
WILHELME SCOTT
WILKES MALCOLM
WILLIAMS ELIZABETH
WILLIAMSON WARREN
WILSON DAVID
WILSON HAROLD
WINTER
WITHERINGTON PAUL
WOMEN
WONG PAK
WOODBINE COTTAGE
WOODWORKERS
WRESTLING
WRITERS
WRITING
YOKOTA YURI
YONKOVICH JACK
YOUNG TOM
YOUTH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
880127 A155 *WARM ENOUGH
880224 A094 - *VOCAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT
871007 A033 BRITISH PROFESSOR TEACHES (FREEMAN)
870923 AlOl BROOKINGS LIBRARY JOINS STATE PROGRAM (COLLINS)
870916 A203 INTRAMURAL SUPERVISOR RETIRES (SEFRNA)
880323 A071 --LECTURER CLARIFIES GALIELO'S STAND (TAYLOR)
870923 A063 '-^RITISH POLITICIAN KICKS OFF LECTURES (EMERY)
870128 A041 -'AVOID THE WINTER BLAHS
870204 A201 WINTER BLAHS (REINARDY)
880316 A081 WINTER'S END A BRIGHT ONE (SMITH)
870909 A071 NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS DEFINE GOALS
861105 A053 PREMENSTRUAL GROUP PROVIDES SUPPORT FOR WOMEN (L)
861210 A085 INCREASE IN WOMEN CANDIDACIES (ULMEN)
861210 A103 INTUITION PRECEDES PROFIT (WIKA)
870325 AlOl *WOMEN PRESS INTO WEIGHTLIFTING (HEGGESTAD)
870401 A131 *HPER RESEARCH ON FEMALES
870408 A091 WOMEN GAIN IN WORK FORCE (CHRISTIANSON)
871209 Alll FEMALE MINISTERS FACE BIASES (LINDQUIST)
880217 A084 STUDY DEPRESSION SYMTOMS IN RURAL WOMEN (WEDELL)
880323 A123 GENDER NO HANDICAP FOR UMPIRE (SMITH)
880413 A061 STUDENTS SEEK TO IMPROVE PRODUCTS (BOHLENDER)
880203 A121 *HOME SWEET HOME (PETERSON)
870211 A121 ^WOODWORKER CARVES TREASURES (WIKA)
861203 A161 ^SDSU WRESTLING RELIES ON LOWER WEIGHTS (TRAUTMANN)
861203 A171- ^WRESTLERS FACE STIFF COMPETITION (PASCHKE)
861210 A211 RELY ON YOUTH FOR SUCCESSFUL SEASON (SCHULZ)
861217 A221 WRESTLING SQUAD DEFEATS NORTHERN STATE (SEFRNA)
870121 A181 WRESTLERS GET FIRST LOSS (TRAUTMANN)
870128 A161 '"'POLL RANKS lOTH (TRAUTMANN)
870204 A161 *JACKS HAVE TOUGH WORK AHEAD
870211 A181 *TOUGH TIME AGAINST ND TEAMS (PASCHKE)
870218 A161 LOSES TO ANNUAL RIVAL (PASCHKE)
870225 A181 -'HUSKIES DEFEAT SDSU IN DUAL CONTEST (TRAUTMANN)
870304 A191 '-SDSU SENDS SIX TO NATIONALS
870318 A041 '-DORN WINS NATIONAL WRESTLING TITLE
870415 A121 ^WRESTLERS FLY HIGH IN ALL-STAR SHOW (LARSON)
871118 A175 '-GRAPPLERS RECEIVE SEASON'S BAPTISM (SMITH)
871118' A191 TEMPER OPTIMISM WITH REALISM (SMITH)
871202 A171 -'ESCALATING INJURIES CRIPPLE WRESTLERS (SMITH)
871209 A214 -'WRESTLERS RECOUP FROM INJURIES (SMITH)
880120 A144 UNEVEN PERFORMANCE HURTS WRESTLERS (DORN)
880127 A144 WRESTLERS READY FOR VIKINGS (KAZMIERCZAK)
880203 A151 '-JACK WRESTLERS SWEEP (KAZMIERCZAK)
880210 A181 ^WRESTLERS' WEEKEND DUALS (KAZMIERCZAK)
880217 A164 '"'HOPE TO END SLUMP (KAZMIERCZAK)
880224 A184 DORN, FINK TAKE TITLES' (KAZMIERCZAK) •
880316 A061 *NCAA 134-POUND CHAMPION (SMITH)
880323 AlOl SEASON OF UNANTICIPATED SUCCESS (KAZMIERCZAK)
880323 A141 PAT DORN IS EIGHTH IN DIVISION I (SMITH)
880330 A151 *DORN LOOKS FORWARD TO AUTUMN (KAZMIERCZAK)
870128 • A065 GREAT WRITERS
870204 • A075 SONIA SANCHEZ WILL OPEN THE GREAT PLAINS WRITERS
870211 A081 ^EXPOSES POETRY'S UNIVERSALITY (BRITTON)
880203 A084 ' *T0 WRITE PIONEER'S BIOGRAPHY (BLY)
870128 A092 LIFE DEMANDS WRITING SKILLS (HEGGESTAD)
870211 AlOl TO INCREASE WRITING IN CLASSES (BENDT)
870916 A081 NEW JAPANESE CLASS BEGINS (EMERY)
861105 A091 ^EXECUTIVES SAY HARD WORK LEADS TO JOBS (BORDEWYK)
870121 A061 *LEARNS FROM ROCK CLIMBING FALL (HURNEY)
861112 •A121 UNITED IN YOUTH VOLUNTEER PROGRAM (HEGGESTAD)
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YUPPIES 871202 A053
YVART JACQUES 861029 A201
ZAKARIA FADHADI 861022 A071
ZIMMERMAN ALAN 880120 A074
880127 A084
ZIVANOVIC JUDITH 861210 A013
870923 A165
880420 A131
ZONING 871028 A103
880420 A031
ZUKERMAN EUGENIA 861112 A131
861112 A131
ZULK GENE 880330 AOll
880407 A145
ZWIEG ROGER 870429 A121
NOTATION
COLUMNIST LAUDS YUPPIES' DEMISE
*SINGER TRADES SWEATS FOR SONG (MCMEEKIN)
"CULTURAL PROGRAMS STRENGTHENS RELATIONS
AG STATION SPEAKER WILL HELP
KEEPING AN ENTHUSIASTIC ATTITUDE (LINDQUIST)
FOUR FILL ASSISTANT POSTS (KOHLMAN)
^PLAYWRIGHT PROGRAM CHAIR (PETERSON)
*WOMEN INTERPRET ENCOUNTERS (RAETZ)
'^BUILDING'S LOCATION WORRIES NEIGHBORS (BROWN)
STREET RE-ZONING BLASTED IN ELECTIONS (BROWN)
*MUSIC GIVES BREAK FROM HECTIC WORLD (MARTIN)
FLUTIST SPARKLES IN SEVERAL SUCCESSES (MCMEEKIN)
*Z.ULK AS COACHING PROSPECT (SMITH)
ZULK REFUSES OFFER
^NATIVE SPEAKS ON NASA JOBS
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